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Abstract
Data preparation is the process of transforming raw data into a clean and consumable
format. It is widely known as the bottleneck to extract value and insights from data, due to
the number of possible tasks in the pipeline and factors that can largely affect the results,
such as human expertise, application scenarios, and solution methodology. Researchers and
practitioners devised a great variety of techniques and tools over the decades, while many
of them still place a significant burden on human’s side to configure the suitable input rules
and parameters.
In this thesis, with the goal of reducing human manual effort, we explore using the power of
statistical analysis techniques to automate three subtasks in the data preparation pipeline:
data enrichment, error detection, and entity matching. Statistical analysis is the process
of discovering underlying patterns and trends from data and deducing properties of an
underlying distribution of probability from a sample, for example, testing hypotheses and
deriving estimates. We first discuss CrawlEnrich, which automatically figures out the queries
for data enrichment via web API data, by estimating the potential benefit of issuing a
certain query. Then we study how to derive reusable error detection configuration rules
from a web table corpus, so that end-users get results with no efforts. Finally, we introduce
AutoML-EM, aiming to automate the entity matching model development process. Entity
matching is to find the identical entities in real-world. Our work provides powerful angles
to automate the process of various data preparation steps, and we conclude this thesis by
discussing future directions.
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All organizations have more data than ever. Developers and data scientists apply advanced
analytic techniques and machine learning models on the data to obtain value and make
strategic and operational decisions. However, the collected raw data usually comes with
various issues like erroneous values and duplicate records. Data preparation refers to the
process of transforming such raw and dirty data into a useful and clean format so that the
downstream applications can consume reliably. Data preparation, a collection of operations
and interactions between the data scientists, datasets, and the computer systems, is noto-
riously known as the most time-consuming part of work for data scientists. According to
the New York Times [192], data scientists spent more than 80% of their time preparing the
data in 2014. Six years later, in 2020, the renowned python library platform Anaconda [2]
pointed out that “data wrangling still takes the lion’s share of time in a typical data pro-
fessional’s day.” Although challenging, data preparation is the critical stage and the “black
art” towards accurate prediction results. The market size of data preparation is estimated
to be over 2 billion by 2025 [9]. As a result, data preparation continuously attracts much
attention from not only academia [227, 246, 147] and open-source community [28, 275, 11],
but also industry [52, 53, 30, 40, 46] and mass communications [15].
In this chapter, we first discuss the major challenges and optimization opportunities of
existing research and tools, and then present the motivation and contribution of this thesis.
1.1 Data Preparation and the Automation Challenges
Tons of efforts have been made to build useful tools and solutions during the past decades.
In academia, data preparation can be a broad topic. Researchers from multiple disciplines
with various perspectives have studied related tasks. Human-computer interaction and com-
puter graphics researchers may focus on understanding the data scientist experience [214]
and creating human perception friendly interfaces [292]. The data management community
focuses more on developing end-to-end systems [244, 109] and the functionalities such as
error detection and data transformation [54]. We will discuss more in Chapter 2.
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In industry, tools like Tableau [40], Trifacta [46] and RapidMiner [35] are becoming
more and more popular. Hundreds of millions of users use Excel to prepare their data. To
name a few concrete examples, Trifacta [46] supports various data preparation operations.
A recent book [244] gives a comprehensive introduction. Tableau Prep [40] is the data
preparation solution provided by Tableau. Tableau Prep provides not only data operation
options like combining, shaping, and cleaning data but also visualizations that show the
workflow and exploration results. RapidMiner [35] is a data science platform having more
than 40,000 organization customers. Their Data Prep functionalities are also offered in a
GUI application. The module offers to explore & visualize, cleanse, blend, wrangle, re-use
& share components. Cloud-based vendors are also putting resources into building data
preparation solutions. Azure Machine Learning Dataprep Package [4] contains functionality
for running common data preparation tasks in Azure Machine Learning, provided by a
series of function APIs. Users can download the SDK and run in any python environment.
The functionality includes transforming data with the examples (discussed previously), data
profiling, loading data from various sources like files, data frames and databases, and so on.
Open source community offers highly usable tools as well. OpenRefine [275, 28] for-
merly known as GoogleRefine, is the leading open-source data preparation tool. It works
by running a small server on the local computer, and the user uses the web browser to
interact with the GUI. The user starts with importing a file (tens of formats are supported
in OpenRefine), then explores the data by applying multiple filters. Edits and cell trans-
formations are also possible. What is more, the user can enrich her data with web service.
Finally, OpenRefine also implements a workflow management component that allows the
user to track, re-use, or undo the changes from the very beginning when a project is cre-
ated in the first place. Pandas is the de facto tool for data scientists to perform almost
all kinds of operations and processing with data. In terms of data preparation, it supports
importing, plotting, merging, missing data handling, and so on. All above are provided by
pre-defined functions. Pandas Profiling [29] is specialized for data profiling. It generates
profile reports from a pandas DataFrame, containing descriptions for the dataset like value
distributions, number of missing values, the correlation between columns, etc.. Dataprep
[11] is an emerging Python library developed by the SFU data science group. It currently
has two components: EDA and data connector. EDA component visualizes not only the
dataset but also individual columns. Compared with pandas-profiling, it wins in simplified
API, faster execution, smart visualization, and supporting large data.
Despite the various options, all the tools above to some extent require the user in the loop
to configure the algorithms and tell the computer what and how to perform. However, the
lay users often do not have the expertise and understanding on how to do the configuration
or programming. To scale up the solutions, it is critical for the software providers to figure
out how to automate the process to the maximal degree. For a simple example, to find
the duplicate records in a table, the traditional way is to ask an expert to define the complex
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detection rules to for identification, and the automatic way is to apply an on-the-shelf model
directly to the data and get the prediction labels. The automation opportunities emerge
with the increasing availability of rich data resources and the advance of machine learning
and statistical inference techniques. This thesis also presents three projects towards the
goal.
1.2 Thesis Contribution and Outline
In this section, we introduce three data preparation problems we study and the approaches
we have explored over the years to make data preparation more automatic using the statis-
tical analysis techniques.
• Automating query selection for data enrichment. Data enrichment is the act of
extending a local database with new attributes from external data sources. We study
a novel problem—how to progressively crawl the deep web (i.e., a hidden database)
through a keyword-search API to enrich a local database in an effective way. This
is challenging because these interfaces often limit the data access by enforcing the
top-k constraint or limiting the number of queries that can be issued within a time
window. In response, we propose SmartCrawl, a new framework to collect results
effectively. Given a query budget b, SmartCrawl first constructs a query pool based
on the local database, and then iteratively issues a set of most beneficial queries to
the hidden database such that the union of the query results can cover the maximum
number of local records. The key technical challenge is how to estimate query benefit,
i.e., the number of local records that can be covered by a given query, and we propose
effective estimators and algorithms to increases coverage over the local database and
minimize the number of queries issued. We also build an end-to-end system with this
technique that benefit users.
• Automated Error Detection Leveraging Web Data Corpus. Data errors are
ubiquitous in tables. Error detection is critical because it can cause serious conse-
quence. Extensive research in this area has resulted in a rich variety of techniques,
each often targeting a specific type of errors, e.g., numeric outliers, constraint vio-
lations, etc. While these diverse techniques clearly improve data quality, it places a
significant burden on humans to configure these techniques with suitable rules and
parameters for each data set. For example, an expert is expected to define suit-
able functional-dependencies between column pairs, or tune appropriate thresholds
for outlier-detection algorithms, all of which are specific to one individual data set.
As a result, users today often hire experts to cleanse only their high-value data sets.
UniDetect is a unified framework to automatically detect diverse types of errors, which
employs a novel “what-if” analysis that performs local data perturbations to reason
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about data abnormality. The key is to leverage classical hypothesis-tests on a large
corpus of tables to derive error detection rules for a dataset. We test UniDetect on
a wide variety of tables including Wikipedia tables, and make surprising discoveries
of thousands of FD violations, numeric outliers, spelling mistakes, etc., with better
accuracy than existing algorithms specifically designed for each type of errors.
• Automating Entity Matching Development. AutoML-EM eeks to answer one im-
portant but unexplored question for Entity Matching (EM): can we develop a good
machine learning pipeline automatically for the EM task? If yes, to what extent the
process can be automated? To answer this question, we find that a general-purpose
AutoML tool cannot be directly applied to solve an EM problem, thus propose AutoML-
EM, a customized model pipeline development solution tailored for EM. In reality,
however, another bottleneck of EM problem is the insufficient labeled data. To mit-
igate this issue, active learning based solutions are widely adopted. Under this set-
ting, we propose AutoML-EM-Active, which investigates how to maximize the benefit
of AutoML-EM with automatic data labeling. We provide fundamental insights into
our solutions and conduct extensive experiments to examine their performance on
benchmark datasets.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce data preparation
problems and statistical analysis concepts, the background knowledge of our research. In
Chapter 3, we study the problem of how to automatically select a series of queries that can
maximize the benefit of enriching a local data base with web API data. In Chapter 4, we
study how to automatically detect erroneous cells for end-users. In Chapter 5, we study
how to automatically develop an optimized model for entity matching problem. Finally, we




In this chapter, we dive into more details of data preparation pipeline, such as what are the
relevant tasks, the related research topics, and how the problems discussed in the thesis
related to data preparation pipeline. We will also cover the preliminaries to statistical
analysis techniques relevant to the remaining thesis.
2.1 Data Preparation Tasks
A data preparation pipeline covers a combination of solutions to a variety of data usability
and quality issues. As a consequence, there are many tasks relevant to composing a data
preparation pipeline. The result pipelines can vary hugely for target users and the scenarios.
Based on our extensive survey on existing research and various systems, below we listed a
set of topics that are studied extensively:
• Data collection is an issue when user has no data or not enough data. There are
various ways to collect data. Our work CrawlEnrich [284] enriches a local database
by calling web service cost-efficiently. CellAutoComplete [307] enrich data with web
tables. Data programming [243] allows the user to add labels in a batch style with
labeling functions. Data extraction [181], the action of extracting structured data from
unstructured or dirty data, can be a way to acquire data as well. A recent survey [250]
discussed the data collection issue in depth.
• Data discovery is the identification of potentially relevant data sources, such as those
similar to or joinable with a given target. This functionality is particularly useful to
organizations with large data assets. For example, Aurum [121] capture relationships
between datasets in an enterprise knowledge graph, and Auto-Join [310] searches
for join-able tables based on transformation operations that we learned in the last
subsection.
• Semantic type detection is a highly useful functionality for data analysis. Trifacta
recognizes tens of semantic data types like social security number, email address, and
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credit card [47]. Sherlock [155] trains semantic types detection models with 686,765
data columns. Auto-Type [297] is a system that can synthesize 112 kinds of semantic
type detection logics for rich data types, by leveraging code from open-source reposi-
tories like GitHub, with the input-output example provided.
• Error detection and repair. Raw data contains erroneous, duplicate, extreme and
missing values. The data errors can be introduced from multiple stages at production,
for example, when inputting the data, when integrating datasets from different sources
or when converting the file format. Machine learning models and analysis built upon
erroneous values cause serious consequences. For example, an error in medical data
may lead to fatal results. Thus, identifying and repair data quality issues is essential to
the data preparation pipeline [242, 165, 54]. Our work UniDetect discussed in Chapter
4 is to solve this problem.
• Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) is an iterative process to transform and visu-
alize data for data understanding. EDA is a trial and error exercise. It applies various
analysis operations like filtering, grouping, and sorting repetitively on selected vari-
ables to gain understanding and discover the patterns, structure, trends, and insights
in data.
• Data transformation is composing transformation operators to transfer data from
one format to another. Data transformation is to apply a series of operations or pat-
terns to a dataset, so that after the transformation, the format of the diverse datasets,
such as name, address, date-time, and phone number, becomes clean, standardized,
consistent. Data scientists can further conduct meaningful analyses. To automatically
transform data is to figure out what, how, and in what order to transform.
• Entity matching, (or data matching, record linkage, data matching [93], entity reso-
lution, record deduplication) is the problem of identifying the same real-world entities
from one or two data tables. It has been studied by the data management community
over the years [93, 252, 175] and continuously draws attention from self-service data
preparation researchers recently [308, 298]. In Chapter 5, we discuss our efforts on
this problem.
2.2 End-to-End Data Preparation Solutions
Note that the above tasks do not have to happen in order. Data scientists often loop back
through actions, iterating toward better results. Besides the study on specific tasks, a few
research projects aim to build end-to-end data preparation systems, covering a set of the
tasks mentioned above. There are projects and commercial software building end-to-end
data preparation solutions. Most of them require human in the loop for operations and
configurations.
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Data Civilizer System[262, 109, 199, 246], now commercialized as Tamr [43], is an end-
to-end big data management system to facilitate preparing data. It supports efficient data
discovery, data profiling, metadata management, table joins, data cleaning, and workflow
management. Our survey covered part of these topics.
Wrangler [163, 244] is another project stemmed from academia, now commercialized as
Trifacta [46], an industry-leading data preparation platform. The authors reported the key
tasks in data preparation retrospectively in [244]. Data discovery and assessment (profiling),
data structuring, data enriching, and blending were included. Although the scope of the
tasks this survey has an overlap with the book, they differ in two aspects: (1). the book
is not a survey on existing solutions, (2). the taxonomy is completely different. The book
discusses detailed sub-problems for those topics at the operational level.
BigGorilla project[86, 6] envisions a one-stop resource for data preparation and data
integration, where data scientists can find relevant open-source tools. BigGorilla covers
typical components in data preparation and data integration pipeline such as data acquisi-
tion, extraction, exploration and profiling, cleaning, schema matching and mapping, entity
matching, and workflow management.
Given the amount of human knowledge needed to make those systems useful, recent
efforts explore building automated solutions. On one hand, some projects aim to detect and
correct multiple potential issues fully automatically. For example, [173] uses data context
information to decide how to perform multiple tasks with automatically selected thresholds
for a task-specific method, i.e. solving multiple problems at the same time. However, this
approach requires existing methods to be present. And this line of work is still in very initial
stage and has a long way to go to become practically useful.
On the other hand, more projects focused on automating one specific task, as each inde-
pendent task is already hard to automate. For example, entity matching alone is a complex
problem that many papers are published on it over the decades. This thesis belongs to this
category. We describe three projects that bring forward the state-of-the-art approaches.
2.3 Statistical Analysis Preliminaries
Statistical analysis is the techniques of collecting, exploring and presenting large amounts
of data to discover underlying patterns and trends. For a simple example, we can use a
sample from the population to estimate the mean of the population. In this section, we
briefly introduce three statistical inference techniques, i.e. point estimation, hypothesis test
and bayesian optimization, which are the preliminaries to the rest of the thesis. For more
detailed explanation, we recommend the audience refer to a statistic textbook.
Point estimation [31] aims to calculate a single statistic value that is the “best guess”
for the parameter value with the sample data, e.g. the population mean. It is the application
of a point estimator to the data to obtain a point estimate. An estimator is particular
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example of a statistic, which becomes an estimate when the formula is replaced with actual
observed sample values. In contrast, interval estimation is the use of sample data to calculate
an interval of possible values, such as confidence interval. In Chapter 3, we estimate the
benefit of a specific query, assuming the local database as a sample of the hidden database.
Hypothesis test [22], as a fundamental method in statistical inference, concerns on
how to use a random sample to judge if it is evidence that supports or not the hypothesis,
where a hypothesis is an assertion or conjecture concerning one or more populations. In a
hypothesis test, the first step is to state the null and the alternative hypotheses. The second
step is to decide the relevant test statistic. The third step is to select a sample from the
population and measure the significance level. And finally decide to either reject the null
hypothesis in favor of the alternative or not reject it. The p-value is the probability that
a given result (or a more significant result) would occur under the null hypothesis. The
hypothesis is used in Chapter 4.
Bayesian optimization [5] is a strategy for optimizing an objective function. It is one
of the essential optimization methods for AutoML, based on which we developed AutoML-EM
in Chapter 5. Bayesian optimization finds the value that minimizes an objective function
by building a surrogate function (probability model) based on past evaluation results of the
objective. In AutoML, the objective is to minimize the validation error of a machine learning
model using a set of hyperparameters. Bayesian hyperparameter tuning uses a continually





Process with Deep Web Data
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we focus on data enrichment problem, the act of extending a local database
with new attributes extracted from external data sources. As a simple example, a data
scientist collected a list of newly opened restaurants and she wants to know the category
and the rating of each restaurant. Data enrichment can uncover new insights about the
data. A natural use case of data enrichment is to augment a training set with new features.
Enriched data can also be used for error detection.
Data enrichment is not a new research topic. Existing work mainly focuses on the use
of web tables (i.e., HTML tables) to enrich data via table augmentation [114, 118, 304, 296,
231, 79]. However, data scientists often do not have the Web Tables corpus downloaded.
They just have a website in mind for data enrichment. The challenge is that the data in the
website is hidden behind a restrictive query interface. This is often called the deep web.
An important class of deep websites is those hidden behind keyword search interfaces.
For instance, IMDb [23], SoundCloud [37], ACM Digital Library [44], GoodReads [17],
DBLP [12], Spotify [38], along with a multitude of modern websites, expose paginated data
records through a keyword search interface. The results of the search API, including the
above examples, are commonly based on conjunctive keyword search, where each result
contains all the keywords. Abstractly, search APIs to these hidden databases take a set
of keywords as input, identify results that contain all the keywords, and return the top-k
records using an unknown ranking function.
The challenge is that the data scientist needs to figure out what queries to issue and
wants to enrich her local data quickly. However, search APIs can be rate limited, or simply
have a cap on the number of search calls that can be issued. For example, the Yelp API is
restricted to 25,000 free requests per day [51] and the Google Maps API only allows 2,500
free requests per day [18]. Thus, it is important to judiciously choose a specific set of queries
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so that once issued, the returned hidden records can cover the most records in the user’s
local database.
We call this problem CrawlEnrich. Let a local record be covered by a query if and only
if the query result contains a hidden record that refers to the same real-world entity as the
local record1. Given a local database D, a hidden database H that provides a search API,
a fixed query budget b of the number of API calls, the goal of CrawlEnrich is to issue a set
of b queries to H such that the union of the query results can cover as many records in D
as possible.
We find that even simple variants of this problem, as described in this paper, is chal-
lenging. The obvious approach, which we call NaiveCrawl, is to generate a search query
for each record in the local database D. This maximizes the likelihood that every matching
record in the hidden database will eventually returned, and is used by tools such as Open-
Refine [28] to crawl data. However, the number of queries increases with the size of the local
database. Further, these queries may not be robust to data errors. For instance, if the query
for the restaurant “Lotus of Siam” is incorrectly issued as “Lotus of Siam 12345”, then the
search query will likely not return the matching record.
The challenge of the naive approach is two-fold. First, queries should not be overly
precise, meaning that a search query should not be generated for only a single local record.
This wastes API calls that could have covered more local records. On the other hand, queries
should not be overly general by trying to cover too many local records, because the covering
hidden records may not be in the top-k results of an overly general query.
The fundamental issue is query-benefit estimation: how can we estimate the expected
number of local records that will be covered by a given search query? This expected number
is called query benefit. Once query benefits are estimated, the problem is reduced to a
well-known Maximum Coverage problem, where a greedy algorithm can give both good
theoretical and empirical performance [217].
To this end, we develop SmartCrawl, a framework that iteratively selects queries
to maximally cover the local database. It first constructs a query pool from D, and then
iteratively selects the query with the largest estimated benefit from the pool, issues it to H
until the budget b is exhausted. The key technical challenge is the benefit estimation.
We start with a simple approach, called QSel-Simple. This approach uses query fre-
quency w.r.t. the local database D as an estimation of query benefit, where the query fre-
quency w.r.t. D is defined as the number of records in D that contain the query. For
example, consider a query q = “Noodle House”. If there are 100 records in D that con-
tain “Noodle" as well as “House", QSel-Simple will estimate the query benefit as 100. We
1To focus on the algorithmic problem, we assume that, if a hidden record in the query result refers to
the same real-world entity as the local record, it is possible to identify the match by using existing entity
resolution techniques.
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analytically compare QSel-Simple with the ideal approach (called QSel-Ideal), which
selects queries based on true query benefits. Obviously, QSel-Ideal is hypothetical and
cannot be achieved in reality. The purpose of the comparison aims to investigate that Un-
der which conditions are QSel-Simple and QSel-Ideal equivalent? What factors may
lead QSel-Simple to perform worse than QSel-Ideal? For those factors, are there ways
to improve QSel-Simple’s performance? Answering these questions not only provide in-
sights on QSel-Simple’s performance, but also guides us to develop a set of optimization
techniques.
We identify two factors that may significantly affect QSel-Simple’s performance, and
we prove that QSel-Simple and QSel-Ideal are equivalent under certain assumptions.
Furthermore, we discuss effective optimizations for QSel-Simple when breaking each as-
sumption.
Factor 1: Impact of |∆D|. The first factor is whether D can be fully covered by H or not.
If not, we denote ∆D = D −H as the set of the records in D that cannot be found in H.
Recall that in the previous example, QSel-Simple sets the benefit of q = “Noodle House”
to 100. However, if all the 100 records cannot be found in H (i.e., they are in ∆D), there
will be no benefit to issue the query. Therefore, we need to use the query frequency w.r.t.
D−∆D rather than w.r.t. D to estimate query benefit. For this reason, we first study how
to bound the performance gap between QSel-Simple and QSel-Ideal, where the former
uses query frequency w.r.t. D and the latter uses query frequency w.r.t. D−∆D. If |∆D| is
big, then the performance gap can be large, thus we propose effective techniques to mitigate
the negative impact of |∆D|.
Factor 2: Top-k Constraint. The second factor is whether the selected queries will be
affected by the top-k constraint or not. We say a query will be affected by the top-k con-
straint if it can match more than k records in the hidden database. In this case, the hidden
database will sort these matched records according to an unknown ranking function and
only return the top-k records as a query result. Intuitively, QSel-Simple tends to select
very frequent keywords (e.g., “Restaurant”) as a query, but this kind of query is also more
likely to be affected by the top-k constraint. For this example, it may return many unrelated
restaurants to the local database. To solve this problem, our main idea is to leverage deep
web sampling [160, 62, 305, 107, 104, 105, 106, 279]. We first create a sample of the hidden
database offline [305], then apply the sample to predict which queries will be affected by the
top-k constraint, and finally develop new estimators for the affected queries. Note that the
sample only needs to be created once and can be reused by any user who wants to enrich
their local database with the hidden database.
We call the new query selection approach QSel-Est, which equipped with the above
optimization techniques. In the experiments, we find that, when compared to QSel-Simple,
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Figure 3.1: A running example (k = 2, θ = 13). There are four record pairs (i.e., 〈d1, h1〉,
〈d1, h1〉, 〈d3, h3〉, and 〈d4, h4〉) that refer to the same real-world entity. Each arrow points
from a query to its result. (Please ignore Figure 3.1(b) for now and we will discuss it later
in Section 3.5).
databases. SmartCrawl also outperforms NaiveCrawl by up to 7×, and is more robust
to data errors in the local database.
The remaining of the chapter is organized as follows. We formalize the problem in Section
3.2, and present the SmartCrawl framework in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 and Section 3.5
discuss the impact of |∆D| and the top-k constraint, respectively. We present the end-to-end
system implementation is Section 3.7. The experimental results are shown in Section 3.8.
We review the related work in Section 3.8.
3.2 Problem Definition
In this section, we formulate the CrawlEnrich problem and discuss the challenges. Without
loss of generality, we model a local database and a hidden database as two relational tables.
Consider a local database D with |D| records and a hidden database H with |H| (unknown)
records. Each record describes a real-world entity. We call each d ∈ D a local record and
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Known before issuing q Unknown before issuing q
Q q(D) q(Hs) q(H) q(H)k q(D)cover
q1 {d1} φ {h1} {h1} {d1}
q2 {d2} φ {h2} {h2} {d2}
q3 {d3} {h3} {h3} {h3} {d3}
q4 {d4} φ {h4} {h4} {d4}
q5 {d1, d3, d4} {h3, h6}
{h1, h3, h4 {h3, h9} {d3}
h6, h7, h9}
q6 {d1, d2, d3} {h3} {h1, h2, h3} {h2, h3} {d2, d3}
q7 {d1, d4} φ {h1, h4} {h1, h4} {d1, d4}
Table 3.1: Illustration of notations for the running example. (Please ignore q(Hs) for now.)
each h ∈ H a hidden record. Local records can be accessed freely; hidden records can be
accessed only by issuing queries through a keyword-search interface.
Let q denote a keyword query consisting of a set of keywords (e.g., q = “Thai Cuisine”).
The keyword-search interface returns top-k hidden records q(H)k of a keyword query q. We
say a local record d is covered by the query q if and only if there exists h ∈ q(H)k such that
d and h refer to the same real-world entity. Since top-k results are returned, we can cover
multiple records using a single query. To make the best use of resource access, our goal is
to cover as many records as possible.
This work focuses on the crawling part. A full end-to-end data enrichment system would
need additional functionalities such as schema matching (i.e., match the schemas between
a local database and a hidden database) and entity resolution (i.e., check whether a local
record and a hidden record refer to the same real-world entity). However, they can be
treated as orthogonal issues. We have discussed how to apply existing schema-matching
and entity-resolution techniques to build an end-to-end data enrichment system in the
demo paper [283]. Therefore, we assume that schemas have been aligned and we treat
entity resolution as a black box.
Problem Statement. We model H and D as two sets2. We define the intersection between
D and H as
D ∩H = {d ∈ D | h ∈ H,match(d, h) = True}
match(d, h) returns True if d and h refer to the same real-world entity; otherwise,match(d, h)
returns False. This intersection contains all the local records that can be covered by H. Note
that D may not be a subset of H.
2Since the data in a hidden database H is of high-quality, it is reasonable to assume that H has no duplicate
record. For a local database D, if it has duplicate records, we will remove them before matching it with H or treat
them as one record.
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Let q(D)cover denote the set of local records that can be covered by q. The goal is to
select a set Qsel of queries within the budget such that |
⋃
q∈Qsel q(D)cover| is maximized.
Problem 1 (CrawlEnrich). Given a budget b, a local database D, and a hidden database H,






∣∣∣ s.t. |Qsel| ≤ b
Unfortunately, CrawlEnrich is an NP-Hard problem, which can be proved by a reduction
from the maximum-coverage problem (a variant of the set-cover problem) [217]. In fact,
what makes this problem exceptionally challenging is that the greedy algorithm that can be
used to solve the maximum-coverage problem is not applicable (see the “chicken-and-egg”
dilemma in Section 3.3.2).
We consider the widely used keyword-search interface, and defer other interfaces (e.g.,
form-like search, graph-browsing) to future work.
Keyword-search Interface. A keyword search interface accepts a query and returns the
top-k of the matched hidden records to the user. We say a query overflows when the actual
matched record number is larger than k and only the top-k records are exposed to the user;
on the other hand, a query is a solid one if the matched record number is smaller than or
equal to k, i.e., all the matched records are returned.
For the keyword matching rule, we investigated a number of deep websites to understand
the keyword-search interface in real-world scenarios. We find that most of them (e.g., IMDb,
DBLP, ACM Digital Library, GoodReads, Spotify, and SoundCloud) adopt the conjunctive
keyword search interface. That is, they only return the records that contain all the query
keywords (we do not consider stop words as query keywords). Thus we assume the keyword-
search interface is a conjunctive one. In the experiments, we found that our approach also
performed well without the assumption. This is because that even if a keyword-search
interface violates this assumption, it tends to rank the records that contain all the query
keywords to the top.
Definition 1 (Conjunctive Keyword Search). Each record is modeled as a document, de-
noted by document(·), which concatenates all3 the attributes of the record. Given a query,
we say a record h (resp. d) satisfies the query if and only if document(h) (resp. document(d))
contains all the keywords in the query.
3If a keyword-search interface does not index all the attributes (e.g., rating and zip code attributes are not indexed
by Yelp), we concatenate the indexed attributes only.
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Let q(H) (q(D)) denote the set of records in H (D) that satisfy q. The larger |q(H)|
(|q(D)|) is, the more frequently the query q appears in H (D). We call |q(H)| (|q(D)|) the
query frequency w.r.t H (D).
Due to the top-k constraint, a search interface enforces a limit on the number of returned
records, thus if |q(H)| is larger than k, it will rank the records in q(H) based on an unknown
ranking function and return the top-k records. We consider deterministic query processing,
i.e., the result of a query keeps the same whenever it is executed. Definition 2 formally
defines the keyword-search interface.
Definition 2 (Keyword-search Interface). Given a keyword query q, the keyword-search
interface of a hidden database H with the top-k constraint will return q(H)k as the query
result:
q(H)k =
q(H) if |q(H)| ≤ kThe top-k records in q(H) if |q(H)| > k
where q is called a solid query if |q(H)| ≤ k; otherwise, it is called an overflowing query.
Intuitively, for a solid query, we can trust its query result because it has no false negative;
however, for an overflowing query, it means that the query result is not completely returned.
Example 1. Figure 3.1 shows an example. Figure 3.1(a) represents a local database. Fig-
ure 3.1(c) represents a hidden database and the correspondence (grey line) between queries
and returned top-k records (k = 2).
Consider q5 = “House” in Table 3.1. Since d1, d3, d4 contain “House”, we have
q5(D) = {d1, d3, d4}. Since h1, h3, h4, h6, h7, h9 contain “House”, we have q5(H) =
{h1, h3, h4, h6, h7, h9}. Note that k = 2. As shown in Figure 3.1(c), only h3, h9 are re-
turned for q5, thus q5(H)k = {h3, h9}. We can see that q5(H)k covers one local record d3.
Therefore, q5(D)cover = {d3}.
Suppose b = 2. We aim to select two queries qi, qj from {q1, q2, · · · , q7} in order to
maximize |qi(D)cover ∪ qj(D)cover|. We can see that the optimal solution should select q6 and
q7 since |q6(D)cover ∪ q7(D)cover| = 4 reaches the maximum. The key challenge is how to
decide which queries should be selected in order to cover the largest number of local records.
3.3 SmartCrawl Framework
We propose the SmartCrawl framework to solve the CrawlEnrich problem. The framework
has two stages: i) Query Pool Generation initializes a query pool by extracting keyword
queries from D; ii) Query Selection iteratively selects the most beneficial query to maximize
local database coverage until the budget is exhausted.
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3.3.1 Query Pool Generation
Let Q denote a query pool. If a query q does not appear in any local record, i.e., |q(D)| = 0,
we do not consider the query. Given D, there is a finite number of queries that need to be
considered, i.e., Q = {q | |q(D)| ≥ 1}.
Let |d| denote the number of distinct keywords in d. Since each local record can pro-
duce 2|d| − 1 queries, the total number of all possible queries is still very large, i.e., |Q| =∑
d∈D 2|d| − 1. Thus, we adopt a heuristic approach to generate a subset of Q as the query
pool.
There are two basic principles underlying the design of the approach. First, we hope the
query pool be able to take care of every local record. Second, we hope the query pool to
include the queries that can cover multiple local records at a time.
• To satisfy the first principle, SmartCrawl adopts the same method as NaiveCrawl.
That is, for each local record, SmartCrawl generates a very specific query to cover the
record. Let Qnaive denote the collection of the queries generated in this step. We have
|Qnaive| = |D|.
• To satisfy the second principle, SmartCrawl finds the queries such that |q(D)| ≥
t. We can efficiently generate these queries using Frequent Pattern Mining algorithms
(e.g., [137]). Specifically, we treat each keyword as an item, then use a frequent pattern
mining algorithm to find the itemsets that appear in D with frequency no less than t,
and finally converts the frequent itemsets into queries.
From the above two steps, SmartCrawl will generate a query pool as follows:
Q = Qnaive ∪
{
q | |q(D)| ≥ t
}
.
Furthermore, we remove the queries dominated by the others in the query pool. We say a
query q1 dominates a query q2 if |q1(D)| = |q2(D)| and q1 contains all the keywords in q2.
Example 2. The seven queries, {q1, q2, · · · , q7}, in Figure 3.1(c) are generated using
the method above. Suppose t = 2. Based on the first principle, we generate Qnaive =
{q1, q2, q3, q4}, where each query uses the full restaurant name; based on the second princi-
ple, we first find the itemsets {“House”, “Thai”, “Noodle House”, “Noodle”} with frequency
no less than 2, and then remove “Noodle” since this query is dominated by “Noodle House”,
and finally obtain q5 = “House”, q6 = “Thai”, and q7 = “Noodle House”.
Threshold Selection. Here, t is a threshold, which balances the trade-off between the
number of generated queries and the time spend in generating the queries. A user needs
to generate a set of at least b queries, but the upper bound depends on the user’s time
constraint. In the experiment, we set t to a value so that our frequent pattern mining
algorithm will generate around 5b queries. We empirically find when using this threshold,
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Algorithm 1: QSel-Ideal Algorithm
Data: Q,D,H, b
Result: Iteratively select the query with the largest benefit.
1 while b > 0 and D 6= φ do
2 for each q ∈ Q do
3 benefit(q) = |q(D)cover|;
4 end
5 Select q∗ with the largest benefit from Q;
6 Issue q∗ to the hidden DB, and then get the result q∗(H)k;
7 D = D − q∗(D)cover; Q = Q− {q∗}; b = b− 1;
8 end
Algorithm 2: QSel-Simple Algorithm
1 Replace Line 3 in Algorithm 1 with the following lines:
2 benefit(q) = |q(D)|;
the performance is close to the performance when generating the queries in an exhaustive
way, and save the query generation efforts at the mean time.
3.3.2 Query Selection
After the query pool is generated, SmartCrawl enters the query-selection stage. Section 1
briefly introduces three approaches: QSel-Ideal, QSel-Simple, and QSel-Est. They
start with the same query pool but use different query selection strategies.
Let us first take a look at how QSel-Ideal works. QSel-Ideal assumes that we know
the true benefit of each query in advance. As shown in Algorithm 1, QSel-Ideal iteratively
selects the query with the largest benefit from the query pool, where the benefit is defined as
|q(D)cover|. That is, in each iteration, the query that covers the largest number of uncovered
local records will be selected. After a query q∗ is selected, the algorithm issues q∗ to the
hidden database, and gets the query result. Then, it removes the matched records from D
and updates |q(D)cover| for each q accordingly, and goes to the next iteration.
Example 3. Suppose QSel-Ideal needs to select b = 2 queries. Consider q(D)cover in
Table 3.1. We can see |q1(D)cover| = 1, |q2(D)cover| = 1, |q3(D)cover| = 1, |q4(D)cover| =
1, |q5(D)cover| = 1, |q6(D)cover| = 2, |q7(D)cover| = 2. At the first iteration, both q6 and q7
has the maximum |q(D)cover|. Suppose we break the tie by choosing the smallest query id.
Thus, q6 will be selected. After issuing the query q6, we can cover d2 and d3. QSel-Ideal
removes d2 and d3 from D, and then obtains |q1(D)cover| = 1, |q2(D)cover| = 0, |q3(D)cover| =
0, |q4(D)cover| = 1, |q5(D)cover| = 0, |q7(D)cover| = 2. At the second iteration, q7 has the
maximum |q(D)cover|, thus it will be selected. After issuing the query q7, we can cover d1
and d4. Now, the budget is exhausted and QSel-Ideal terminates. In the end, QSel-Ideal
selects q6 and q7, which covers d1, d2, d3, d4.
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Chicken-and-Egg Dilemma. In reality, however, QSel-Ideal suffers from a “chicken
and egg” dilemma. It cannot get the true benefit of each query until the query is issued,
but it needs to know the true benefit in order to decide which query to issue. To overcome
the dilemma, we use the estimated benefits to determine which query should be issued.
A simple solution is to use the query frequency w.r.t. q(D) as the estimated benefit.
Algorithm 2 depicts the pseudo-code of QSel-Simple. We can see that QSel-Simple
differs from QSel-Ideal only in the benefit calculation part. Intuitively, QSel-Simple
tends to select high-frequent keyword queries.
Example 4. Suppose QSel-Simple needs to select b = 2 queries. Consider q(D) in Ta-
ble 3.1. We can see |q1(D)| = 1, |q2(D)| = 1, |q3(D)| = 1, |q4(D)| = 1, |q5(D)| = 3, |q6(D)| =
3, |q7(D)| = 2. At the first iteration, both q5 and q6 has the maximum |q(D)|. We select q5
since it has a smaller query id. After issuing the query q5, we can cover q5(D)cover = {d3}.
QSel-Simple removes d3 from D, and then obtains |q1(D)| = 1, |q2(D)| = 1, |q3(D)| =
0, |q4(D)| = 1, |q6(D)| = 2, |q7(D)| = 2. At the second iteration, both q6 and q7 has the
maximum |q(D)|. We select q6 since it has a smaller query id. After issuing the query q6,
we can cover d2 and d3. Now, the budget is exhausted and QSel-Simple terminates. In the
end, QSel-Simple selects q5 and q6, which covers d2, d3.
QSel-Ideal vs. QSel-Simple. As discussed in the introduction, the QSel-Simple’s per-
formance may be affected by two factors, the impact of |∆D| and the top-k constraint. We
prove that if D can be fully covered by H (Assumption 1) and H does not enforce the top-k
constraint (Assumption 2), then QSel-Simple and QSel-Ideal are equivalent (i.e., they
select the same set of queries). The formal proof can be found in Lemma 1.
Assumption 1 (Factor 1). We assume that D can be fully covered by H. That is, for each
d ∈ D, there exist a hidden record h ∈ H such that d = h.
Assumption 2 (Factor 2). We assume that H does not enforce a top-k constraint. That
is, for each query q ∈ Q, we have that q(H)k = q(H).
Lemma 1. If Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, then QSel-Ideal and QSel-Simple are equiv-
alent.
Proof. In order to prove that QSel-Ideal and QSel-Est are equivalent, we only need to
prove that Algorithm 1 (Line 3) and Algorithm 2 (Lines 2-6). Since Q only contains solid
queries, there is no need to predict whether a query is solid or overflowing, thus we only
need to prove that Algorithm 1 (Line 3) and Algorithm 2 (Line 3) set the same value to
benefit(q) when q is solid.
For Algorithm 1 (Line 3), it sets benefit(q) = |q(D)cover|.
For Algorithm 2 (Line 3), it sets benefit(q) = |q(D)| = |q(D)cover| + |q(∆D)|. Since
D ⊆ H, then we have |q(∆D)| = 0. Thus, the above two equations are equal. Hence, the
lemma is proved.
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Algorithm 3: QSel-Bound Algorithm
Data: Q,D,H, b
Result: SmartCrawlb covers at least (1− |∆D|b ) ·Nideal records.
1 while b > 0 and D 6= φ do
2 for each q ∈ Q do
3 benefit(q) = |q(D)|;
4 end
5 Issue q∗ to H, and then get the query result q∗(H)k;
6 q∗(∆D) = q∗(D)− q∗(D)cover;
7 if |q∗(∆D)| = 0 then
8 D = D − q∗(D)cover; Q = Q− {q∗};
9 else
10 D = D − q∗(∆D); // Note that q∗ is not removed;
11 end
12 b− = 1;
13 end
In our running example (Figure 3.1), Assumption 1 holds since all the four restaurants
in the local database can be found in the hidden database, but Assumption 2 does not hold
since only top-2 records are returned for each query. Due to the violation of Assumption 2,
QSel-Ideal and QSel-Simple are not equivalent. Therefore, as shown in Examples 3
and 4, they select a different set of queries, respectively.
So far, we have not seen how the violation of Assumption 1 could have a negative
impact on the QSel-Simple’s performance. We will answer this question in Section 3.4
and also propose an effective technique to mitigate its negative impact. To further reduce
the performance gap between QSel-Ideal and QSel-Simple, we relax both assumptions in
Section 3.5, and propose novel benefit estimation approaches to handle the general situation.
3.4 Impact of Uncoverable Records
In this section, we assume that Assumptions 2 holds, i.e., no top-k constraint, but Assump-
tion 1 does not, i.e., ∆D 6= 0. We want to explore how |∆D| will affect the performance
gap between QSel-Simple and QSel-Ideal. For example, suppose |D| = 10, 000 and
|∆D| = 10. How big the performance gap (between QSel-Simple and QSel-Ideal) can
be? Is it likely that QSel-Ideal covers a much larger number of records than QSel-
Simple? We first answer these questions in Section 3.4.1, and then propose an effective
technique to mitigate the negative impact of |∆D| in Section 3.4.2.
3.4.1 Understand the Impact of |∆D|
Rather than directly reason about the performance gap between QSel-Ideal and QSel-
Simple, we construct a new algorithm, called QSel-Bound, as a proxy. We first bound
the performance gap between QSel-Ideal and QSel-Bound, and then compare the per-
formance between QSel-Bound and QSel-Simple.
As the same as QSel-Simple, QSel-Bound selects the query with the largest |q(D)| at
each iteration. The difference between them is how to react to the selected query. Suppose
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Known before issuing q Unknown before issuing q
Q q(D) q(H) = q(H)k q(D)cover
q1 {d1} {h1} {d1}
q2 {d2} {h2} {d2}
q3 {d3} {h3} {d3}
q4 {d4} φ φ
q5 {d1, d3, d4} {h1, h3, h6, h7, h9} {d1, d3}
q6 {d1, d2, d3} {h2, h3} {d2, d3}
q7 {d1, d4} {h1} {d1}
Table 3.2: We make two changes to the running example in Figure 3.1 tailored for Section 3.4.
i) We remove h4 from the hidden database. With this change, the local database cannot
be fully covered by H (since d4 cannot be found in H). ii) We remove the top-k constraint.
With this change, q(H) and q(H)k have no difference.
the selected query is q∗. There are two situations about q∗. (1) |q(D)| is equal to the true
benefit. In this situation, QSel-Bound will behave the same as QSel-Simple. (2) |q(D)|
is not equal to the true benefit. In this situation, QSel-Bound will keep q∗ in the query
pool and remove q(∆D) from D. To know which situation q∗ belongs to, QSel-Bound first
issues q∗ to the hidden database and then checks whether q∗(D) = q∗(D)cover holds. If yes,
it means that |q∗(∆D)| = 0, thus q∗ belongs to the first situation; otherwise, it belongs to
the second one. Algorithm 3 depicts the pseudo-code of QSel-Bound. Intuitively, QSel-
Bound does not want an incorrectly selected query to affect the benefits of the following
queries. Thus, if it finds a query incorrectly selected (i.e., q∗(D) 6= q∗(D)cover), it will put it
back to the query pool.
Example 5. Consider the running example in Figure 3.1. Since Section 3.4 focuses on
when D cannot be fully covered by H, we make two changes to the example (see Table 3.2).
Consider q(D) in Table 3.2. We can see that |q1(D)| = 1, |q2(D)| = 1, |q3(D)| = 1,
|q4(D)| = 1, |q5(D)| = 3, |q6(D)| = 3, |q7(D)| = 2. We will illustrate how QSel-Bound
works at the first iteration. The remaining iterations are similar. At the first iteration, since
|q5(D)| = 3 has the maximum benefit, QSel-Bound selects q5 and issues it to the hidden
database. The returned result is q5(H)k = {h1, h3, h6, h7, h9}, which covers |q5(D)cover| =
{d2, d3}. However, since q5(D) 6= q5(D)cover, then the query belongs to the second situation
(see Line 9-10 in Algorithm 3). We compute q5(∆D) = q5(D) − q5(D)cover = {d4}, and
then set D to D − q5(∆D) = {d1, d2, d3}. Since d4 has been removed from D, we obtain
|q1(D)| = 1, |q2(D)| = 1, |q3(D)| = 1, |q4(D)| = 0, |q5(D)| = 2, |q6(D)| = 3, |q7(D)| = 1.
After that, QSel-Bound starts the second iteration. Note that at the first iteration, q5 is
not removed from the query pool. Thus, q5 may be selected again in the remaining iterations.
To compare the performance of QSel-Ideal and QSel-Bound, let Qsel =
{q1, q2, · · · , qb} and Q′sel = {q′1, q′2, · · · , q′b} denote the set of the queries selected by QSel-
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Ideal and QSel-Bound, respectively. Let Nideal and Nbound denote the number of local
records that can be covered by QSel-Ideal and QSel-Bound, respectively i.e.,
Nideal = | ∪q∈Qsel q(D)cover|, Nbound = | ∪q′∈Q′sel q
′(D)cover|.
We find that Nbound ≥ (1− |∆D|b ) ·Nideal. The following lemma proves the correctness.
Lemma 2. Given a query pool Q, the worst-case performance of QSel-Bound is bounded
w.r.t. QSel-Ideal, i.e., Nbound ≥ (1− |∆D|b ) ·Nideal.




queries selected by QSel-
Ideal must be selected by QSel-Bound, i.e.,
{qi | 1 ≤ i ≤ b− |∆D|} ⊆ Q′sel.
Basis: Obviously, the statement holds for b ≤ |∆D|.
Inductive Step: Assuming that the statement holds for b = k, we next prove that it holds
for b = k + 1.
Consider the first selected query q′1 in Q′sel. There are two situations about q′1.
(1) If benefit(q′1) = |q′1(D)|, then we have |q′1(D)| = |q′1(D)cover|. Since q′1 is the first
query selected from the query pool by QSel-Bound, then we have
q′1 =q∈Q |q(D)|.
Since |q′1(D)| = |q′1(D)cover|, and |q(D)| ≥ |q(D)cover| for all q ∈ Q, we deduce that
q′1 =q∈Q |q(D)cover| =q∈Q benefit(q).
Since q1 =q∈Q benefit(q), then we have q′1 = q1 in this situation. Since the budget is now
decreased to k, based on the induction hypothesis, we can prove that the lemma holds.
(2) If benefit(q′1) 6= |q′1(D)|, since b ≥ |∆D| and each q′ ∈ Q′sel can cover at most one
uncovered local record in ∆D, there must exist q′ ∈ Q′sel that does not cover any uncovered
local record in ∆D. Let q′i denote the first of such queries. We next prove that q′i = q1.
Let Di denote the local database at the i-th iteration of QSel-Bound. For any query
selected before q′i, they only remove the records in ∆D and keep D −∆D unchanged, thus
we have that
Di −∆D = D −∆D. (3.1)
Based on Equation 3.1, we can deduce that ,
|q(Di)cover| = |q(D)cover| for any q ∈ Q. (3.2)
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Since q′i has the largest estimated benefit, we have
q′i =q∈Q |q(Di)|. (3.3)
Because q′i does not cover any uncovered record in ∆D, we can deduce that
|q′i(Di)| = |q′i(Di)cover|. (3.4)
For any query q ∈ Q, we have
|q(Di)| ≥ |q(Di)cover|. (3.5)
By plugging Equations 3.4 and 3.5 into Equation 3.3, we obtain
q′i =q∈Q |q(Di)cover|. (3.6)
By plugging Equation 3.2 into Equation 3.6, we obtain
q′i =q∈Q |q(D)cover| =q∈Q benefit(q).
Since q1 =q∈Q benefit(q), then we have q′i = q1 in this situation. As the budget is now
decreased to k, based on the induction hypothesis, we can prove that the lemma holds.
Since both the basis and the inductive step have been performed, by mathematical
induction, the statement holds for b.




queries selected by QSel-
Ideal can cover at least (1− |∆D|b ) ·Nideal local records. Assume this it not correct. Let N1




queries, and N2 denote





N1 +N2 = Nideal (3.8)
We next prove that these two equations cannot hold at the same time. For QSel-Ideal,




















queries selected by QSel-Ideal can cover at least (1− |∆D|b ) ·Nideal local records. Based on
the proof in Part I, since QSel-Bound will also select these queries, the lemma is proved.
The lemma indicates that when |∆D| is relatively small w.r.t. b, QSel-Bound performs
almost as good as QSel-Ideal. For example, consider a local database having |∆D| = 10
records not in the hidden database. Given a budget b = 1000, if QSel-Ideal covers Nideal =
10, 000 local records, then QSel-Bound can cover at least (1− 101000) · 10, 000 = 9, 900 local
records, which is only 1% smaller than Nideal.
QSel-Bound vs. QSel-Simple. Note that both QSel-Simple and QSel-Bound are
applicable in practice since they select queries based on |q(D)|, but we empirically find
that QSel-Simple tends to perform better. The reason is that, to ensure the theoretical
guarantee, QSel-Bound is forced to keep some queries, which have already been selected,
into the query pool (see Line 10 in Algorithm 3). These queries may be selected again in later
iterations and thus waste the budget. Because of this, although the worse-case performance
of QSel-Bound can be bounded, we still stick to QSel-Simple.
3.4.2 Mitigate the Negative Impact of |∆D|
When |∆D| is small, QSel-Simple has a similar performance with QSel-Ideal; however,
when |∆D| is very large, QSel-Simple may perform much worse than QSel-Ideal. Thus,
we study how to mitigate the negative impact of |∆D|.
We aim to find the local records in ∆D and then remove them from D. In other words,
we want to identify which local record cannot be covered by H. We first use a toy example
to illustrate our key insight, and then present our technique in detail.
Consider a local database with a list of restaurant names (e.g., “Thai Pot”, “Thai
House”) and a list of conference names (e.g., “SIGMOD 2019”, “SIGMOD 2018”). Sup-
pose the user wants to enrich the local database with a hidden restaurant database (e.g.,
Yelp). Here, all the conference names are in ∆D since they do not match any hidden record.
Suppose “SIGMOD” is selected and issued to the hidden database, and the query result
is empty. It indicates that Yelp has no hidden record that contains “SIGMOD”. Therefore,
all the local records that contain “SIGMOD” cannot be covered by Yelp. We can safely re-
move them from D. This optimization technique will help us avoid selecting many worthless
queries (such as “SIGMOD 2019” and “SIGMOD 2018”) in future iterations.
The above example shows a special case of our technique when the query result is
empty. In the general situation, our technique works as follows. (1) Issue a selected query
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to a hidden database and get the query result q(H), (2) use q(H) to cover D and obtain
q(D)cover, and (3) predict that the local records in q(D) − q(D)cover cannot be covered
by H. The correctness can be proved by contradiction. Assume that there exists a record
d ∈ q(D) − q(D)cover which can be covered by h ∈ H. This is impossible because since d
satisfies q, then h also satisfies q, thus h will be retrieved by q. Therefore, we can deduce
that d ∈ q(D)cover should hold, which contradicts that d ∈ q(D)− q(D)cover.
Example 6. Consider the example in Table 3.2. Suppose q5 is selected. (1) Issue q5 to the
hidden database and get the query result q5(H) = {h1, h3, h6, h7, h9}, (2) use q5(H) to cover
D and obtain q5(D)cover = {d1, d3}, and (3) compute q5(D)− q5(D)cover = {d4} and predict
that d4 cannot be covered by H. Thus, we remove d4 from D. Now, D has only d1 left. Note
that without this optimization technique, D has both d1 and d4 left, where the existence of
d4 will have a negative impact on the estimated benefits of future queries.
3.5 Top-K Constraint
In this section, we study how to further improve QSel-Simple by breaking the top-k
constraint. Our key idea is to leverage a hidden database sample to estimate query benefits.
Recall that there are two types of queries: solid query and overflowing query. We first
present how to use a hidden database sample to predict query type (solid or overflowing) in
Section 3.5.1, and then propose new estimators to estimate query benefits for solid queries in
Section 3.5.2 and for overflowing queries in Section 3.5.3, respectively. Table 3.3 summarizes
the proposed estimators and Table 3.4 illustrates how they work for the running example.
3.5.1 Query Type Prediction
Sampling from a hidden database is a well-studied topic in the Deep Web literature [160,
62, 305, 107, 104, 105, 106, 279]. We create a hidden database sample offline, and reuse it
for any user who wants to match their local database with the hidden database. Let Hs
denote a hidden database sample and θ denote the corresponding sampling ratio. There are
a number of sampling techniques that can be used to obtain Hs and θ [62, 305, 305]. In
this paper, we treat deep web sampling as an orthogonal issue and assume that Hs and θ
are given. We implement an existing deep web sampling technique [305] in the experiments
and evaluate the performance of SmartCrawl using the sample created by the technique
(Section 3.6.4).
Given a query q, we aim to predict whether q is solid or overflowing before issuing it.
In other words, the goal is to predict whether |q(H)| is greater than k or not. Since Hs is a
random sample of H, then we have |q(H)| ≈ |q(Hs)|θ . Thus, if
|q(Hs)|
θ ≤ k, q will be predicated




Overflow |q(D) ∩ q(Hs)| · k|q(Hs)| |q(D)| ·
kθ
|q(Hs)|
Table 3.3: Summary of query-benefit estimators.
Example 7. Consider the running example in Figure 3.1. Figure (b) shows a hidden
database sample Hs with the sampling ratio of θ = 13 . Table 3.1 shows q(Hs) for each
query. Suppose k = 2.
For q1 = “Thai Noodle House”, since |q(Hs)|θ =
0
1/3 ≤ k, it is predicated as a solid query.
This is a correct prediction. For q5 = “House”, since |q(Hs)|θ =
2
1/3 = 6 > k, it is predicated
as an overflowing query. This is also a correct prediction. In summary, q1, q2, q4, q7 are
predicted as solid queries and q3, q5, q6 are predicted as overflowing queries. The only wrong
prediction is to predict q3 as a solid query.
3.5.2 Estimators For Solid Queries
We study how to estimate query benefits for solid queries. We first propose an unbiased
estimator, i.e., in expectation the estimator’s estimated query benefit is equal to the true
query benefit.
Unbiased Estimator. The query’s true benefit is defined as:
benefit(q) = |q(D)cover| = |q(D) ∩ q(H)k|. (3.10)
According to the definition of solid queries in Definition 2, if q is a solid query, all the hidden
records that satisfy the query can be returned, i.e., q(H)k = q(H). Thus, the benefit of a
solid query is
benefit(q) = |q(D) ∩ q(H)|. (3.11)
Interestingly, the benefit estimation problem can be modeled as a selectivity estimation
problem, which aims to estimate the selectivity of the following SQL query:
SELECT d, h FROM D, H
WHERE d = h AND d satisfies q.
An unbiased estimator of the selectivity based on the hidden database sample Hs is:
benefit(q) ≈ |q(D) ∩ q(Hs)|
θ
, (3.12)
We prove the estimator is unbiased in Lemma 3.
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Lemma 3. Given a solid query q, then |q(D)∩q(Hs)|θ is an unbiased estimator of |q(D)∩q(H)|.
Proof. Let A = q(D) ∩ q(H) ⊆ H. The indicator function of a subset A of H is defined as
1A(h) =
1, if h ∈ A0, otherwise











































= |A| = |q(D) ∩ q(H)|
Since q is a solid query, we have the true benefit of the query is:
benefit(q) = |q(D) ∩ q(H)|.
We can see that the estimator’s expected value is equal to the true benefit, thus the estimator
is unbiased.
Example 8. Recall that q1, q2, q4, q7 are predicted as solid queries (Example 7). Table 3.4
illustrates how to use the proposed unbiased estimator to estimate their benefits. For q1,





Similarly, for q2, q4, q7, their estimated benefits are 0 as well.
From the above example, we can see that the unbiased estimator does not perform well.
This is because that for solid queries, |q(D)| is typically small, thus |q(D)∩ q(Hs)| tends to
be zero. Therefore, the query benefit will be estimated as 0, which is not useful for query
selection.
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Q q(D) q(Hs) Unbiased Biased True
q1 {d1} φ 0 1 1
q2 {d2} φ 0 1 1
q4 {d4} φ 0 1 1
q7 {d1, d4} φ 0 2 2
q3 {d3} {h3} 2 23 1
q5 {d1, d3, d4} {h3, h6} 1 1 1
q6 {d1, d2, d3} {h3} 2 2 2
Table 3.4: An illustration of query-benefit estimators for the running example (q(D) and
q(Hs) are copied from Table 3.1). According to Example 7, q1, q2, q4, q7 are predicted as
solid queries; q3, q5, q6 are predicted as overflowing queries. Unbiased, Biased, and True rep-
resent true benefit, unbiased estimator’s estimated benefit, and biased estimator’s estimated
benefit, respectively.
Biased Estimator.We propose another estimator to overcome this limitation. The benefit
of a solid query is shown in Equation 3.11. We can rewrite it as
benefit(q) = |q(D)− q(∆D)| = |q(D)| − |q(∆D)|. (3.13)
Many hidden databases (e.g., Yelp, IMDb) often have a very good coverage of the entities
in some domain (e.g., Restaurant, Movie, etc.). As a result, ∆D could be small, and thus
|q(∆D)|, as a subset of ∆D, is even much smaller. Even if ∆D is big, we can use the
technique proposed in Section 3.4.2 to reduce its size. For these reasons, we omit |q(∆D)|
and derive the following estimator:
benefit(q) ≈ |q(D)|, (3.14)
where the bias of the estimator is |q(∆D)|. In the experiments, we compare the biased
estimator with the unbiased one, and find that the biased one tends to perform better,
especially for a small sampling ratio.
Example 9. Table 3.4 illustrates how to use the proposed biased estimator to estimate
the benefits of q1, q2, q4, q7. For q1, as q1(D) = {d1}, we have benefit(q1) ≈ |q1(D)| = 1.
Similarly, for q2, q4, q7, we have benefit(q2) ≈ |q2(D)| = 1, benefit(q4) ≈ |q4(D)| = 1, and
benefit(q7) ≈ |q7(D)| = 2. We can see that this estimator’s estimated benefit is the same as
the true benefit for all the queries.
3.5.3 Estimators For Overflowing Queries
We study how to estimate query benefits for overflowing queries. Intuitively, the benefit of
an overflowing query can be affected by three variables: |q(D)|, |q(H)|, and k. How should
we systematically combine them together in order to derive an estimator? We call this
problem breaking the top-k constraint. Note that the ranking function of a hidden database
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Figure 3.2: Analogy: breaking the top-k constraint.
is unknown, thus the returned top-k records cannot be modeled as a random sample of q(H).
Next, we present the basic idea of our solution through an analogy.
Basic Idea. Suppose there are a list of N balls that are sorted based on an unknown
ranking function. Suppose the first k balls in the list are black and the remaining ones are
white. If we randomly draw a set of n balls without replacement from the list, how many
black balls will be chosen in draws? This is a well studied problem in probability theory
and statistics. The number of black balls in the set is a random variable X that follows a
hypergeometric distribution, where the probability of X = i (i.e., having i black balls in the
set) is















i · P (X = i) = n k
N
. (3.16)
Intuitively, every draw chooses kN black ball in expectation. After n draws, n
k
N black
ball(s) will be chosen. For example, in Figure 3.2, there are 10 balls in the list and the top-4
are black. If randomly choosing 5 balls from the list, the expected number of the black balls
that are chosen is 5× 410 = 2.
Breaking the Top-k Constraint. We apply the idea to our problem. Recall that the
benefit of an overflowing query is defined as benefit(q) = |q(D) ∩ q(H)k|, where q(H)k
denotes the top-k records in q(H). We model q(H) as a list of balls, q(H)k as black balls,
q(D)− q(H)k as white balls, and q(D) ∩ q(H) as a set of balls randomly drawn from q(H).
Then, estimating the benefit of a query is reduced as estimating the number of black balls
in draws. Based on Equation 3.16, we have
E[benefit(q)] = n · k
N
= |q(D) ∩ q(H)| · k
|q(H)| (3.17)
The equation holds under the assumption that q(D)∩ q(H) is a random sample of q(H).
If q(D)∩q(H) is a biased sample (i.e., each black ball and white ball have different weights to
be sampled), the number of black balls in draws follow Fisher’s noncentral hypergeometric
distribution. Suppose the probability of choosing each ball is proportional to its weight. Let
ω1 and ω2 denote the weights of each black and white ball, respectively. Let ω = ω1ω2 denote
the odds ratio. Then, the expected number of black balls in draws can be represented as a
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function of ω. As an analogy, a higher weight for black balls means that top-k records are
more likely to cover a local table than non-top-k records. Since a local table is provided
by a user, it is hard for a user to specify the parameter ω, thus we assume ω = 1 (i.e.,
q(D) ∩ q(H) is a random sample of q(H)) in the paper.
Estimators. Note that Equation 3.17 is not applicable in practice because q(H) and |q(D)∩
q(H)| are unknown. We estimate them based on the hidden database sample Hs.





For |q(D) ∩ q(H)|, which is the number of hidden records that satisfy q and are also
in D, we have studied how to estimate it in Section 3.5.2. The unbiased estimator (see
Equation 3.12) is
|q(D) ∩ q(H)| ≈ |q(D) ∩ q(Hs)|
θ
(3.19)
The biased estimator (see Equation 3.14) is
|q(D) ∩ q(H)| ≈ |q(D)| (3.20)
By plugging Equations 3.18 and 3.19 into |q(D) ∩ q(H)| · k|q(H)| , we obtain the first
estimator for an overflowing query:




This estimator is derived from the ratio of two unbiased estimators. Since E[XY ] 6=
E[X]
E(Y ) ,
Equation 3.21 is not an unbiased estimator, but it is conditionally unbiased (Lemma 4). For
simplicity, we omit “conditionally” if the context is clear.
Lemma 4. Given an overflowing query q, if q(D)∩ q(H) is a random sample of q(H), then
|q(D)∩ q(Hs)| · k|q(Hs)| is a conditionally unbiased estimator of the true benefit given |q(Hs)|
regardless of the underlying ranking function.
Proof. Since |q(Hs)| is given, it can be treated as a constant value. Thus, we have
E
[
















= θ|q(D) ∩ q(H)| (3.23)




|q(D) ∩ q(H)| = k
|q(H)| |q(D) ∩ q(H)|, (3.24)
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which is equal to the true benefit when q(D) ∩ q(H) is a random sample of q(H) (See
Equation 3.17).
Example 10. Recall that q3, q5, q6 are predicted as overflowing queries (Example 7). Ta-
ble 3.4 illustrates how to use the above unbiased estimator (Equation 3.21) to estimate their
benefits. For q3, since q3(D) = {d3} and q3(Hs) = {h3}, then we have |q3(D) ∩ q3(Hs)| = 1
and |q3(Hs)| = 1. By plugging them into Equation 3.21, we have benefit(q3) ≈ |q3(D) ∩
q3(Hs)| · k|q3(Hs)| = 1 ·
2
1 = 2. Similarly, for q5, q6, we have benefit(q5) ≈ |q5(D) ∩ q5(Hs)| ·
k
|q5(Hs)| = 1 ·
2
2 = 1 and benefit(q6) ≈ |q6(D) ∩ q6(Hs)| ·
k
|q6(Hs)| = 1 ·
2
1 = 2.
By plugging Equations 3.18 and 3.20 into |q(D) ∩ q(H)| · k|q(H)| , we obtain another esti-
mator:
benefit(q) ≈ |q(D)| · kθ
|q(Hs)|
(3.25)
This estimator is biased, where the bias is
bias = |q(∆D)| · k
|q(H)| (3.26)
Lemma 5. Given an overflowing query q, if q(D) ∩ q(H) is a random sample of q(H),
then |q(D)| · kθ|q(Hs)| is a biased estimator where the bias is |q(∆D)| ·
k
|q(H)| regardless of the
underlying ranking function.





] = kθ · |q(D)| · 1
E[|q(Hs)|]




Therefore, the bias of the estimator is:
bias = k · |q(D)|
|q(H)| − |q(D) ∩ q(H)| ·
k
|q(H)|
= |q(∆D)| · k
|q(H)| (3.27)
As discussed in Section 3.5.2, q(∆D) is often very small in practice. Since q is an over-
flowing query, then k|q(H)| < 1. Hence, the bias of the estimator is small as well.
Example 11. Consider q3, q5, q6 again. Table 3.4 illustrates how to use the above unbi-
ased estimator (Equation 3.26) to estimate their benefits. For q3, since q3(D) = {d3} and
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|q3(Hs)| = {h3}, then we have |q3(D)| = 1 and |q(Hs)| = 1. By plugging them into Equa-




3 . Similarly, for q5, q6, we have
benefit(q5) ≈ |q5(D)| · kθ|q5(Hs)| = 3 ·
2·1/3
2 = 1 and benefit(q6) ≈ |q6(D)| ·
kθ
|q6(Hs)| = 3 ·
2·1/3
1 = 2.
Putting Everything Together (QSel-Est). We can now put everything together. We
call this new query selection approach QSel-Est, which improves QSel-Simple using the
optimization techniques proposed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. Example 12 illustrates how QSel-
Est (biased estimator) works. For QSel-Est (unbiased estimator), the query-selection
process is similar. In Appendix 3.6.2, we discuss some implementation details, such as how
to handles small sample size and how to implement QSel-Est efficiently.
Example 12. Table 3.4 (the ‘Biased’ column) shows the estimated benefits. Suppose b = 2.
In the first iteration, QSel-Est selects q6 which has the largest estimated benefit. The
returned result can cover two local records q6(D)cover = {d1, d4}. QSel-Est removes the
covered records from D and re-estimates the benefit of each query w.r.t. the new D. In the
second iteration, QSel-Est selects q7 which has the largest estimated benefit among the
remaining queries. The returned result can cover q7(D)cover = {d2, d3}. Since the budget
is exhausted, QSel-Est stops the iterative process and returns the crawled hidden records
{d1, d2, d3, d4}. We can see that in this running example, QSel-Est gets the optimal solu-
tion.
3.6 Experiments
We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of SmartCrawl over sim-
ulated and real hidden databases. We aim to examine five major questions: (1) How well
does SmartCrawl perform compared to NaiveCrawl? (2) How well does QSel-Est
perform compared to QSel-Simple? (3) Which estimator (biased or unbiased) is prefer-
able? (4) Is SmartCrawl more robust to data errors compared to NaiveCrawl? (5)
Does SmartCrawl still perform well over a hidden database with a conjunctive (non-
conjunctive) keyword-search interface?
3.6.1 Experimental Settings
We first provide the experimental settings of simulated and real-world hidden databases,
and then present the implementation of different crawling approaches.
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Parameters Domain Default
Hidden Database (H) 100,000 100,000
Local Database (D) 1, 10, 102, 103, 104 10,000
Result# Limit (k) 1, 50, 100, 500 100
∆D = D −H [1000, 3000] 0
Budget (b) 1% - 20% of |D| 20% of |D|
Sample Ratio (θ) 0.1% - 1% 0.5%
error% 0% - 50% 0%
Table 3.5: A summary of parameters
Simulated Hidden Database
We designed a simulated experiment based on DBLP4. The simulated scenario is as follows.
Suppose a data scientist collects a list of papers in some domains (e.g., database, data
mining, AI), and she wants to know the BibTex URL of each paper from DBLP.
Local and Hidden Databases. The DBLP dataset has 5 million records. We construct
a local database which contains papers whose authors have published on top conference.
We first got the list of the authors who have published papers in SIGMOD, VLDB, ICDE,
CIKM, CIDR, KDD, WWW, AAAI, NIPS, and IJCAI, and then collected their papers.
We used sampled data from this dataset as the local database. We assumed that a local
database D was randomly drawn from the union of the publications of the authors. Since
D may not be fully covered by H, we assumed that a hidden database consists of two parts:
H − D and H ∩ D, where H ∩ D was randomly drawn from D, and H − D was randomly
drawn from the entire DBLP dataset.
Keyword Search Interface. We implemented a search engine over the hidden database.
The search engine built an inverted index on title, venue, and authors attributes (stop
words were removed). Given a query over the three attributes, it ranked the publications
that contain all the keywords of the query by year, and returned the top-k records.
Evaluation Metrics. We used coverage to measure the performance of each approach,
which is defined as the total number of local records that are covered by the hidden records
crawled. The relative coverage is the percentage of the local records in D − ∆D that are
covered by the hidden records crawled.
Parameters. Table 3.5 summarized all the parameters as well as their default values used
in our paper. In addition to the parameters that have already been explained above, we
added a new parameter error% to evaluate the robustness of different approaches to data
errors. Suppose error% = 10%. We will randomly select 10% records from D. For each
record, we removed a word, added a new word, or replaced an existing word with a new




We evaluated SmartCrawl over the Yelp’s hidden database and the Spotify’s hidden
database, respectively. Note that Spotify Search API [38] uses conjunctive keyword search
but Yelp does not force queries to be conjunctive [51]. This experiment aims to examine
how well SmartCrawl performs compared to baselines over real-world hidden databases,
with/without conjunctive-keyword-search assumptions.
Local Database.We constructed a local database based on the Yelp dataset5. The dataset
contains 36,500 records in Arizona, where each record describes a local business. We ran-
domly chose 3000 records as a local database.
We downloaded an Amazon Music dataset6 as a local database for Spotify. The orig-
inal dataset contains 55,959 song tracks. We selected a subset of tracks from 12 popular
artists (Ed Sheeran, Taylor Swift, Beyonce, Kelly Clarkson, Elvis Presley, Lady Gaga, Justin
Bieber, Hilary Duff, Nelly Furtado, Whitney Houston, Lana Del Rey, and U2). The size of
the local database is 2808.
Hidden Database. We treated all the Arizona’s local businesses in Yelp as our hidden
database. Yelp provided a keyword-search style interface to allow the public user to query
its hidden database. A query contains keyword and location information. We used ‘AZ’ as
location information, and thus we only needed to generate keyword queries. For each API
call, Yelp returns the top-50 related results.
We treated all the music tracks in the Spotify database as the hidden database. Unlike
Yelp, Spotify provides a conjunctive keyword search interface. It allows public users to
search over albums, tracks, artists information with keyword queries. We used keywords
from track titles for the query-pool generation. We used their track search service. For each
API call, Spotify returns the top-50 results
Hidden Database Sample. We adopted an existing technique [305] to construct a hidden
database sample along with the sampling ratio. The technique needs an initialized query
pool. We extracted all the single keywords from the 36500 records as the query pool. A
0.2% sample with size 500 was constructed by issuing 6483 queries.
We applied the same sampling approach to Spotify. We used the keywords from the
whole Amazon Music dataset to initialize a query pool. A 0.25% sample with size 500 was
constructed by issuing 7017 queries.
Evaluation Metric. We manually labeled the data by searching each local record over
Yelp (Spotify) and identifying its matching hidden record. Since entity resolution is an




entity resolution component can perfectly find its matching local record (if any). Let Hcrawl
denote a set of crawled hidden records. We compared the recall of different approaches,
where the recall is defined as the percentage of the matching record pairs between D and
Hcrawl out of all matching record pairs between D and H.
Implementation of Different Approaches
NaiveCrawl. For DBLP dataset, NaiveCrawl concatenated the title, venue, and author
attributes of each local record as a query and issued the queries to a hidden database in
a random order. For Yelp dataset, NaiveCrawl concatenated the business name and city
attributes.
HiddenCrawl. Deep web crawling has been extensively studied in the literature [239, 196,
143, 257, 57, 162, 269, 220]. They aim to crawl the hidden database data as more as possible
rather than cover the content relating to the local database. We compared with the state-of-
the-art approach (keyword-search interface) HiddenCrawl [220]. To make the comparison
fairer, we assume that the hidden database sample is available for HiddenCrawl so that
it can leverage it to generate a query pool.
SmartCrawl-S, SmartCrawl-U, SmartCrawl-B. We consider three variants of
SmartCrawl. They adopted the same query pool generation method (Section 3.3.1),
but different query selection strategies. SmartCrawl-S used QSel-Simple, which is-
sues queries only based on the query frequency w.r.t. the local database (Algorithm 2).
SmartCrawl-U used QSel-Est (unbiased), which estimates query benefits based on
the unbiased estimator. SmartCrawl-B used QSel-Est, which estimates query bene-
fits based on the biased estimator. Note that both SmartCrawl-U and SmartCrawl-B
implemented the optimization technique in Section 3.4.2 to mitigate the negative impact of
∆D.
IdealCrawl. IdealCrawl used the same query pool as SmartCrawl but select queries
using the ideal greedy algorithm QSel-Ideal (Algorithm 1) based on true benefits.
3.6.2 Implementation Details
This section presents implementation details of QSel-Est. We first discuss how to handle
small sample size in Section 3.6.2, and then propose efficient techniques to implement QSel-
Est in Section 3.6.2.
Inadequate Sample Size
The performance of QSel-Est depends on the size of a hidden database sample. If the
sample size is not large enough, some queries in the pool may not appear in the sample,
i.e., |q(Hs)| = 0, thus the sample is not useful for these queries. To address this issue, we

































































(a) Sample Ratio = 0.2% (b) Sample Ratio = 1% (c) Budget
= 2000
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Figure 3.6: Comparisons of different approaches with various |∆D| size (DBLP).
sampling ratio is denoted by α = θ|D||Hs| , and use this idea to predict the query type (solid or
overflowing) and estimate the benefit of these queries.
• Query Type. For the queries with |q(Hs)| = 0, since |q(Hs)|θ = 0 ≤ k, the current QSel-
Est will always predict them as solid queries. With the idea of treating D as a random
sample, QSel-Est will continue to check whether |q(D)|α > k holds. If yes, QSel-Est
will predict q as an overflowing query instead.
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Figure 3.7: An illustration of the indexing techniques for efficient implementations of our
estimators.
• Query Benefit. For the queries with |q(Hs)| = 0, as shown in Table 3.3, the estimator
|q(D)| · kθ|q(Hs)| will not work since |q(Hs)| appears in the denominator. By using the same
idea as above, QSel-Est replaces Hs and θ with D and α, respectively, and obtains the
estimator, kα, to deal with the special case.
Efficient Implementation
This section discusses how to implement QSel-Est efficiently.
How to compute |q(D)| efficiently? We build an inverted index on D to compute |q(D)|
efficiently. Given a query q, to compute |q(D)|, we first find the inverted list of each key-
word in the query, and then get the intersection of the lists, i.e., |q(D)| = |⋂w∈q I(w)|.
Figure 3.7(a) shows the inverted index built on the local database of the running example.
Given the query q7 = “Noodle House", we get the inverted lists I(Noodle) = {d1, d4} and
I(House) = {d1, d3, d4}, and then compute q3(D) = I(Noodle) ∩ I(House) = {d1, d4}.
How to update |q(D)| efficiently? We build a forward index on D to update |q(D)|
efficiently. A forward index maps a local record to all the queries that the record satisfies.
Such a list is called a forward list. To build the index, we initialize a hash map F and let
F (d) denote the forward list for d. For each query q ∈ Q, we enumerate each record d ∈ q(D)
and add q into F (d). For example, Figure 3.7(b) illustrates the forward index built on the
local database in our running example. Suppose d3 is removed. Since F (d3) = {q3, q5, q6}
contains all the queries that d3 satisfies, only {q3, q5, q6} need to be updated.
How to select the largest |q(D)| efficiently? QSel-Est iteratively selects the query
with the largest |q(D)| from a query pool, i.e., q∗ =q∈Q |q(D)|. Note that |q(D)| is computed
based on the up-to-date D (that needs to remove the covered records after each iteration).
We propose an on-demand updating mechanism to reduce the cost. The basic idea is
to update |q(D)| in-place only when the query has a chance to be selected. We use a
hash map U , called delta-update index, to maintain the update information of each query.
Figure 3.7(c) illustrates the delta-update index. For example, U(q) = 1 means that |q(D)|
should be decremented by one.
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Initially, QSel-Est creates a priority queue P for the query pool, where the priority of
each query is the estimated benefit, i.e., P (q) = |q(D)|. Figure 3.7(c) illustrates the priority
queue.
In the 1st iteration, QSel-Est pops the top query q∗1 from the priority queue and treats
it as the first query that needs to be selected. Then, it stores the update information into U
rather than update the priority of each query in-place in the priority queue. For example,
in Figure 3.7(c), suppose q5 is popped. Since q5 can cover d3, then d3 will be removed from
D. We get the forward list F (d3) = {q3, q5, q6}, and then set U(q3) = 1, U(q5) = 1, and
U(q6) = 1.
In the 2nd iteration, it pops the top query q∗2 from the priority queue. But this time, the
query may not be the one with the largest estimated benefit. We consider two cases about
the query:
1. If U(q∗2) = 0, then q∗ does not need to be updated, thus q∗ mush have the largest
estimated benefit. QSel-Est returns q∗2 as the second query that needs to be selected;
2. If U(q∗2) 6= 0, we update the priority of q∗2 by inserting q∗2 with the priority of P (q∗2)−U(q∗2)
into the priority queue, and set U(q∗2) = 0.
If it is Case (2), QSel-Est will continue to pop the top queries from the priority queue
until Case (1) holds.
In the remaining iterations, QSel-Est will follow the same procedure as the 2nd itera-
tion until the budget is exhausted.
Algorithm 4 depicts the pseudo-code of our efficient implementation of QSel-Est. At
the initialization stage (Lines 1-15), QSel-Est needs to (1) create two inverted indices




; (2) create a forward
index with the time complexity of O(|Q||q(D)|); (3) create a priority queue with the time
complexity of O(|Q| log(|Q|)); (4) compute the query frequency w.r.t. D and Hs with the




, where costq denotes the average cost of using the inverted
index to compute |q(D)| and |q(Hs)|, which is much smaller than the brute-force approach
(i.e., costq  |D||q|+ |Hs||q|). At the iteration stage (Lines 16-37), QSel-Est needs to (1)
select b queries from the query pool with the time complexity of O
(
b · t · log |Q|
)
, where t
denotes the average number of times that Case Two (Line 19) happens over all iterations;
(2) apply on-demand updating mechanism to each removed record with the total time
complexity of O
(
|D||F (d)|), where |F (d)| denotes the average number of queries that can
cover d, which is much smaller than |Q|. By adding up the time complexity of each step, we
can see that our efficient implementation of QSel-Est can be orders of magnitude faster
than the naive implementation.
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Algorithm 4: QSel-Est Algorithm (Biased Estimators)
Data: Q,D,H,Hs, θ, b, k
Result: Iteratively select the query with the largest estimated benefit.
1 Build inverted indices I1 and I2 based on D and Hs, respectively;
2 for each q ∈ Q do
3 |q(D)| = | ∩w∈q I1(w)|; |q(Hs)| = | ∩w∈q I2(w)|;
4 end
5 Initialize a forward index F , where F (d) = φ for each d ∈ D;
6 for each q ∈ Q do
7 for each d ∈ q(D) do
8 Add q into F (d);
9 end
10 end
11 Let P denote an empty priority queue;
12 for each q ∈ Q do





14 else P .push(
〈




16 Initialize a hash map U , where U(q) = 0 for each q ∈ Q;






19 if |U(q∗)| ! = 0 then
20 if |q
∗(Hs)|
θ ≤ k then












); |U(q∗)| = 0 ;
26 continue;
27 end
28 Issue q∗ to the hidden database, and then get the result q∗(H)k;
29 if q∗ is a solid query then Dremoved = q∗(D) ;
30 else Dremoved = q∗(D)cover ;
31 for each d ∈ Dremoved do
32 for each q ∈ F (d) do
33 U(q) + = 1;
34 end
35 end
36 D = D −Dremoved; Q = Q− {q}; b = b− 1;
37 end
3.6.3 Simulation Experiments
We evaluated the performance of SmartCrawl and compared it with the approaches
mentioned above in a large variety of situations.
Sampling Ratio. We first examine the impact of sampling ratios on the performance of
SmartCrawl. Figure 3.3 shows the result. In Figure 3.3(a), we set the sampling ratio
to 0.2%, leading to the sample size of 100, 000 × 0.2% = 200. We can see that with such
a small sample, SmartCrawl-B still had a similar performance with IdealCrawl and
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covered about 2× more records than HiddenCrawl and about 4× more records than
NaiveCrawl.
We found that SmartCrawl-B outperformed SmartCrawl-S. This shows that the
biased estimator is very effective; but for SmartCrawl-S, since it only considered the
query frequency w.r.t. the local database, it tended to issue many overflowing queries which
have low benefits.
Furthermore, we can see that SmartCrawl-U did not have a good performance on such
a small sample, even worse than HiddenCrawl. In fact, we found that SmartCrawl-U
tended to select queries randomly because many queries had the same benefit values. This
phenomenon was further manifested in Figure 3.3(b), which increased the sampling ratio to
1%. In Figure 3.3(c), we set the budget to 2000, varied the sampling ratio from 0.1% (sample
size=100) to 1% (sample size=1000), and compared the number of covered records of each
approach. We can see that as the sampling ratio was increased to 1%, SmartCrawl-B is
very close to IdealCrawl, where IdealCrawl covered 92% of the local database while
SmartCrawl covered 89%.
In summary, this experimental result shows that (1) biased estimators are much more
effective than unbiased estimators; (2) biased estimators work well even with a very small
sampling ratio 0.1%; (3) SmartCrawl-B outperformed HiddenCrawl and NaiveCrawl
by a factor of 2 and 4, respectively; (4) SmartCrawl-B outperformed SmartCrawl-S
due to the proposed optimization techniques.
Local Database Size. The main reason that HiddenCrawl performed so well in the
previous experiment is that the local database D is relatively large compared to the hidden
database ( |D||H| = 10%). In this experiment, we varied the local database size and examined
how this affected the performance of each approach.
Figure 3.4(a) shows the result when |D| has only 100 records. We can see that Hidden-
Crawl only covered 2 records after issuing 50 queries, while the other approaches (except
SmartCrawl-S) all covered 39 more records. SmartCrawl-S also did not perform well
either since it did not consider the top-k constraint and selected many overflowing queries.
Another interesting observation is that even for such a small local database, SmartCrawl-
B can still outperform NaiveCrawl due to the accurate benefit estimation as well as the
selection of more general queries (e.g., “SIGMOD”).
Figure 3.4(b) shows the result for |D| = 1000. We can see that HiddenCrawl performed
marginally better than before but still worse than the alternative approaches. We varied
the local database size |D| from 10 to 10000, and set the budget to 20% of |D|.
The comparison of the relative coverage of different approaches is shown in Figure 3.4(c).
We can see that as |D| increased, all the approaches except NaiveCrawl showed improved
performance. This is because the larger |D| is, the more local records an issued query


































(a) error% = 5% (b) error% = 50%
Figure 3.8: Comparing the robustness of SmartCrawl-B and NaiveCrawl (DBLP).
NaiveCrawl issued overly specific queries. With the same query budget b, it covered b
local records regardless of whether |D| increased or not.
Result Number Limit. Next, we investigate the impact of k on different approaches.
Figure 3.5(a) shows the result when k = 50. In this case, SmartCrawl-B can cover
about 3.5 times more records than NaiveCrawl after issuing 2000 queries. In other words,
for SmartCrawl-B, each query covered 3.5 local records on average while NaiveCrawl
only covered one record per query. When we increased k to 500 (Figure 3.5(b)), we found
that SmartCrawl-B covered 99% of the local database (|D| = 10000) with only 1400
queries while NaiveCrawl can only cover 14% of the local database.
Figure 3.5(c) compared different approaches by varying k. We can see that Ideal-
Crawl, SmartCrawl-B, and NaiveCrawl achieved the same performance when k = 1,
while HiddenCrawl and SmartCrawl-S can hardly cover any records. As k increased,
NaiveCrawl kept unchanged because it covered one local record at a time regardless
of k, while the other approaches all got the performance improved. The performance gap
between SmartCrawl-B and SmartCrawl-S got smaller as k grew. This is because
SmartCrawl-S ignored the top-k constraint. As k grows, the impact of the ignorance of
the top-k constraint will be reduced.
Impact of |∆D|. We explore the impact of |∆D| on different approaches. Figure 3.6(a),
(b), (c) show the results when |∆D| is 5%, 20%, and 30% of |∆D|. We can see that increas-
ing |∆D| will make all approaches perform less effectively. However, SmartCrawl-B still
outperformed all the other approaches since it mitigated the negative impact of |∆D| and
considered the top-k constraint.
Robustness to Data Errors. We compared SmartCrawl-B with NaiveCrawl when
the local database contains data errors. Figure 3.8(a),(b) show the results for the cases
when adding 5% and 50% data errors to the local databases, respectively. We find that
SmartCrawl-B is more robust to data errors. For example, in the case of error% = 5%,
SmartCrawl-B and NaiveCrawl can use 2000 queries to cover 8775 and 1914 local

















Figure 3.9: Comparisons of SmartCrawl-B, NaiveCrawl, and HiddenCrawl (Spotify).
8463 local records (only missing 3.5% compared to the previous case) while NaiveCrawl
can only cover 1031 local records (46% less than the previous case). This is because that
the queries selected by NaiveCrawl typically contain more keywords. The more keywords
a query contains, the more likely it will be affected by data errors. We have also observed
this interesting phenomenon in the next section.
3.6.4 Real-world Hidden Databases
We evaluate the performance of SmartCrawl using real-world hidden databases, Spotify
and Yelp, where Spotify uses a conjunctive keyword search interface, but Yelp’s keyword
search interface may return the hidden records that partially match the query.
We first compare the performance of SmartCrawl-B, NaiveCrawl, and Hidden-
Crawl over the Spotify hidden database. Figure 3.9 shows the recall of each approach by
varying the budget from 200 to 2000. We can see that SmartCrawl-b achieved the best re-
call among the three approaches. This further validate the effectiveness of SmartCrawl-b
in a real-world hidden database.
So far, we have evaluated the performance of SmartCrawl under the conjunctive
keyword-search assumption. One natural question is that how well SmartCrawl would
perform without the assumption. To answer this question, we compare the performance of
SmartCrawl-B, NaiveCrawl, and HiddenCrawl on the Yelp dataset. We have three
observations from the figure. Firstly, SmartCrawl-B can achieve the recall above 80% by
issuing 1800 queries while NaiveCrawl only achieved a recall of 60%. This shows that for
a real-life hidden database, it is still the case that only issuing very specific queries is less
effective than issuing both specific and general queries. Secondly, HiddenCrawl performed
poorly on this dataset because the local database |D| is small. This further validated that
the ineffective of existing deep web crawling techniques. Thirdly, NaiveCrawl got a recall
smaller than SmartCrawl-B even after issuing all the queries (one for each local record).

















Figure 3.10: Comparisons of SmartCrawl, NaiveCrawl, and HiddenCrawl (Yelp).
Figure 3.11: The Deeper System Architecture.
3.7 The Deeper System
Deeper is an end-to-end data enrichment system. On one end, a user uploads an entity table
and selects a keyword-search API; on the other end, the user gets the enriched entity table.
To enable the end-to-end experience, we need to develop some other system components,
such as schema matching and entity resolution. Schema matching matches the (inconsistent)
schemas between a local database and a hidden database; entity resolution finds matching
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Figure 3.12: Schema Matching.
Figure 3.13: Result Validation.
record pairs between a local database and the crawled part of a hidden database. We discuss
how each component is implemented as well as how to put them together.
Figure 3.11 shows the Deeper system architecture. The system is divided into two parts:
a front-end user interface, which handles the interaction with end users, and a back-end
infrastructure, which handles the interaction with hidden databases.
3.7.1 Front-End User Interactions
The front end of Deeper is a web-based user interface (see Figure 3.14). It allows users to
upload their data, do schema matching, configure parameters for deep web crawling, refine
the output of an entity resolution algorithm, and download the enriched table.
In the beginning, a user uploads a local CSV file and selects a hidden database API
(e.g., DBLP Publication API). The system first parses the file into a table.
Schema Matching. The local table and the hidden database may have some attributes
matched but with different representations. The user needs to perform schema matching to
link the corresponding attributes between them. Figure 3.12 illustrates the user interface of
our schema matching component. The top one shows the attributes in the local table and
the bottom one gives the schema of the hidden database. By clicking the attributes in order,
the user can build the correspondences between attributes, where the correspondences are
indicated by the numbers behind the attribute names.
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Figure 3.14: Deeper Web-based User Interface.
Parameter Setting. The user needs to specify a number of parameters for the deep
web crawling component, including query budget, the number of threads, and the num-
ber of queries issued per second. After that, the user clicks the “Try it now” button, and a
progress circle shows the running time and how much work are done currently. The back end
generates queries from the table, issues queries, and parses the returned results. Detailed
implementation will be presented in Section 3.7.2.
Result Validation. Once a set of records are crawled, we link them to the local table. How-
ever, entity resolution (ER) is a challenging problem. It is hard to develop a perfect machine-
only ER approach. Therefore, we allow the user to validate the final data-enrichment result.
Figure 3.13 shows an example. Each row represents an enriched record, where ID, TITLE,
and AUTHOR come from the local table, and INFO.TITLE, INFO.AUTHORS.AUTHOR.*,
INFO.VENUE, and INFO.YEAR are from DBLP. We highlight the enriched record (i.e.,
the 3rd row) that the system is not certain about. The user can decide whether to keep it
or not. Once the user is satisfied with the enriched table, she can download it as an CSV
file.
3.7.2 Back-End Implementations
The back end is responsible for crawling data from a hidden database, and performing ER
between local data and crawled data.
Query Pool Generation. Once a local table is uploaded to the server, we first generate a
query pool for the table. The query pool consists of general queries and specific queries. For
general queries, we use the same set of queries as NaiveCrawl. For specific queries, we
use the frequent pattern mining algorithm [137] to extract a collection of frequent keyword
sets (e.g., “memory” and “data analytics”).
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Query Selection. Query selection is an iterative process. We propose a number of opti-
mization techniques to speed up this process. For example, to compute query benefit, we
need to know how many records in the local table contain a query. A naive way is to scan the
entire local table and then check whether each record contains the query or not. Instead, we
build an inverted index over the local table. The inverted index is a hash map which maps
each keyword to an inverted list—the list of records containing the keyword. Given a query
with a set of keywords, we retrieve the inverted list of each keyword, and then compute the
intersection of the inverted lists, without the need to scan the whole table.
Entity Resolution. Once data is crawled, for each record in the local table, we need to
check whether there is a matching one in the crawled data. We implemented a similarity-
based ER approach. The approach computes the similarity between two records based on
a similarity function (e.g., Jaccard, Edit Distance). If the similarity value is larger than a
threshold (e.g., 0.5), they are considered as matching; otherwise, non-matching. It is worth
noting that ER is an independent component in our system. If one wants to use another ER
approach (e.g., learning-based), she just needs to implement it and plug it into our system.
In the future, we plan to add more built-in ER approaches to Deeper.
Python Library. We have implemented the back end of Deeper, and open-sourced the
Python library for developers7. The system is easy to extend. Developers can easily extend
the library by adding new Web APIs or customize their own ER algorithms.
3.8 Related Work
Deep Web. There are three lines of work about deep web related to our problem: deep
web crawling [239, 196, 143, 257, 57, 162, 269, 220], deep web integration [85, 139, 294, 208],
and deep web sampling [160, 62, 305, 107, 104, 105, 106, 279].
Deep web crawling studies how to crawl a hidden database through the database’s re-
strictive query interface. The main challenge is how to automatically generate a (minimum)
set of queries for a query interface such that the retrieved data can have good coverage
of the underlying database. Along this line of research, various types of query interfaces
were investigated, such as keyword search interface [143, 57, 220] and form-like search in-
terface [239, 196, 257, 162, 269]. Unlike these work, our goal is to have a good coverage of
a local database rather than the underlying hidden database.
Deep web integration [85, 139, 294, 208] studies how to integrate a number of deep
web sources and provide a unified query interface to search the information over them.
Differently, our work aims to match a hidden database with a collection of records rather
than a single one. As shown in our experiments, the NaiveCrawl solution that issues
queries to cover one record at a time is highly ineffective.
7https://pypi.python.org/pypi/deeperlib
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Deep web sampling studies how to create a random sample of a hidden database using
keyword-search interfaces [62, 305] or form-like interfaces [279, 104, 104]. In this paper, we
treat deep web sampling as an orthogonal problem and assume that a random sample is
given. It would be a very interesting line of future work to investigate how sampling and
SmartCrawl can enhance each other.
Data Enrichment. There are some works on data enrichment with web table [114, 118,
304, 296, 231, 79, 184], which study how to match with a large number (millions) of small
web tables. In contrast, our work aims to match with one hidden database with a large
number (millions) of records. Knowledge fusion studies how to enrich a knowledge base
using Web content (e.g., Web Tables, Web pages) [112]. They assume that all the Web
content have been crawled rather than study how to crawl a deep website progressively.
There are also some works on entity set completion [272, 285, 277, 253, 306]. Unlike our
work, they aim to enrich data with new rows (rather than new columns). We plan to extend
SmartCrawl to support this scenario in the future.
Blocking Techniques in ER. There are many blocking techniques in ER, which study
how to partition data into small blocks such that matching records can fall into the same
block [94]. CrawlEnrich is similar in spirit to this problem by thinking of a top-k query result
as a block. However, existing blocking techniques are not applicable because they do not




Leveraging Web Data Corpus
4.1 Introduction
Data errors in tables are extremely common. Studies suggest that 24% of professionally-
produced spreadsheets (by firms like KPMG) have errors [124, 222], and approximately
20% of spreadsheets accompanying scientific publications have quality issues [201]. It is
estimated that between 1% to 5% of data cells have errors [222, 234]. Such data errors
can have grave financial and societal consequences, as evidenced by the ever-growing list of
“horror-stories” [39].
The importance of data quality and the prevalence of data errors has inspired a long
and fruitful line of research [152, 54]. The general focus in the literature so far has been
on the “consulting” scenario, where companies use in-house experts or outside consultants,
to clean data sets that are of high business values. These experts can often leverage tools
and algorithms developed from the research community to detect different types of quality
issues, such as violations of Uniqueness or Functional Dependency (FD) constraints, numeric
outliers, spelling mistakes, etc. Sample techniques to detect these quality issues are shown
in Table 4.1.
While the consulting approach to error-detection is successful and often a must-have
for high-value data sets, the need of expert also makes the process expensive which limits
adoption. For the purpose of error-detection, for instance, for each data set, human experts
are expected to inspect and define what rules (e.g., Uniqueness or FD constraints) should
hold, and what parameters (e.g., z-scores in numeric outliers) should be used, etc.
While the consulting approach is suitable for high-value data sets, we observe that
there is also a long tail of use cases and a plethora of less valuable data sets, where hiring
data quality experts for per-table customization is not feasible – e.g., think of a mom-
and-pop shop that uses Excel spreadsheets to keep track of their sales figures and supplier
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Density-based outlier factor [76], . . .
Spelling mistakes
Fuzzy group-by [28, 30],
Spell-checkers [7, 19],
Knowledge-based [98], . . .




Conforming-pair ratio [171], . . .
Table 4.1: Existing methods for common errors
information. There are in fact millions of spreadsheet users who cannot directly benefit from
the availability of data quality experts.
We believe that a software approach to error-detection would complement the consulting
approach, and benefits an entirely different segment of the market. Specifically, we envision
an automated error-detection feature that can be embedded in software like Excel, Google
Sheets, Tableau, etc. This error-detection feature would scan user data in the background,
and flag likely data errors for users to inspect/verify. Such a feature would clearly benefit a
broad audience of less-technical users – detecting a missing decimal-point in spreadsheets
from a mom-and-pop shop may not be as glamorous as multi-million dollar consulting
projects, but is still immensely beneficial given the size of the audience this approach can
potentially reach.
Error-detection: the “APR” desiderata. We postulate that for error-detection,
there are three desiderata: automation, high-precision, and high-recall (collectively referred
to as APR). We further speculate that with today’s technologies, it may be possible to
get any two of APR at the same time, but not all three simultaneously – we call this an
“APR-conjecture” that is analogous to the CAP-theorem.
In the consulting-based approach, the focus has mostly been on high-precision and high-
recall. In a software setting, we introduce the new dimension of automation, and argue that
the focus should be on automation and high-precision:
(1) Automation is a must, because less-technical users typically do not understand things
like constraints or z-scores, they would not be able to program rules or set parameters
appropriately for their data sets. Error-detection needs to work out-of-box for any input
data sets.
(2) High-precision is also a must. Since users need to inspect errors detected by the
system, the vast majority of detection has to be correct, otherwise a supposedly-intelligent
feature will quickly become a nuisance. Note that this is particularly challenging given the
diverse variety of possible input data.
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Figure 4.1: A list of 9 built-in “error-checking rules” used in Excel 2016. Examples include
“year represented as 2-digits”, “Formula inconsistent with other formulas in the region”,
etc.
(3) Recall. Given our APR-conjecture above, we argue that it would be difficult to
achieve high-recall, on top of automation and high-precision (or the consulting business
would not need to exist). In practice, having any recall for “free” (automated, with no false-
positives) is better than no recall at all, as evidenced by features in existing commercial
systems that employ a small number of high-precision rules to detect few errors. Microsoft
Excel [27] for example, employs 9 simple but high-precision rules to find errors (shown in
Figure 4.1).
Detect errors in existing systems. A few existing systems provide simple error-
detection functionalities. We discuss a few representatives here.
Microsoft Excel [27] Excel pre-defines a set of 9 simple error checking rules (shown in
Figure 4.1), which include well-known ones such as “Number stored as text”, and “Formulas
inconsistent with other formulas in the region”. These are manually curated, high-precision
rules, that covers a very limited number of scenarios, which are nevertheless already useful
in a software setting (high-precision, low-recall).
Trifacta [46]. Trifacta recognizes around 10 built-in “data types” (IP-address, phone-
numbers, email, etc.) based on predefined patterns [47]. Values in a column not conforming
to patterns associated with a data-type are flagged as errors. In addition, Trifacta offers
a rich set of visual-histograms (e.g., distribution of string lengths) for values in a column,
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Figure 4.2: OpenRefine cluster similar values in the same column for possible spelling vari-
ations.
which help users identify potential quality issues. Similar functionalities are also available
in systems like Paxata [30] and Talend [41].
OpenRefine/GoogleRefine [28]. OpenRefine does not detect errors directly, but like Pax-
ata [30] it provides a text clustering feature that groups together similar values in a column,
so that users can see whether similar values may be misspelled variations of canonical values.
Figure 4.2 shows results from column clustering, where similar values like “U.S.” and “US”,
“USA” and “U.S.A.” are grouped together, so that users can decide whether to collapse
these clusters of values into a canonical representation.
Detect common classes of errors. Given this software setting and the new require-
ments, we looked at ways to adapt existing methods (currently designed for human experts
in consulting scenarios), to automatically detect four common types of errors: numeric-
outilers, misspellings, uniqueness and FD constraints. In order to ensure robustness of al-
gorithms at handling diverse real data, we extracted millions of real tables from the Web
and Enterprise spreadsheets, and use them as test cases1. We find that existing methods
produce many false positives resulting in a low precision, when tested against the large
variety of real tables in the wild. We will review each of these types of errors in turn.
Uniqueness constraint violations. Certain columns are semantically required to
be unique (e.g., an ID column), where duplicate values can be flagged as errors. While
such constraints are straightforward to enforce once defined by human experts, detecting
violations automatically without human experts present turns out to be difficult.
1We are going through an internal release process for the labeled data. Once approved it will be available
at https://github.com/peiwangdb/Uni-detect.
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(a) False-positive uniqueness error (b) False-positive uniqueness error
(c) False-positive outlier (d) False-positive outlier
(e) False-positive FD error (f) False-pos FD error
(g) False-pos spelling-error (h) False-pos spelling-error
Figure 4.3: Sample cells that are incorrectly detected as errors (in dashed rectangles), when
applying existing algorithms to real Wikipedia tables. False positives like these lead to low
precision.
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(a) False-positive: (incorrectly changed
to “GMAIL”)
(b) False-positive: (changed to
“Trulia”, a popular site)




Figure 4.4: Sample cells incorrectly detected as spelling errors, using Speller from a com-
mercial search engine.
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To detect violations of uniqueness, the conventional wisdom in the literature [108, 146]
is to flag columns that are almost unique (e.g., 99% unique). While such a method appears
intuitive, to our surprise, it produces a large number of false-positives when tested on real
tables “in the wild” – our experiments (in Section 5.5) show that around half of real tables
from Wikipedia and Web that are over 99% unique are in fact not violations of uniqueness
constraints (which amounts to a precision of less than 50%). Figure 4.3(a) and 4.3(b),
show two such examples. Both tables have hundreds of rows (omitted for space reasons),
with only a pair of duplicate values each (marked in dashed rectangles). The percentage of
unique values are thus over 99%, which would be predicted as violations using techniques
like [108, 146]. Both of these predictions however, are incorrect, as the first table lists all
Titanic passengers, where two happen to have the same name; while the second has a list of
books, where two happen to have the same publication date. Cases like these are surprisingly
common given the sheer number of real tables in the wild – one can imagine that from a
large list of people names, a small fraction will inevitably be identical by chance for instance.
Detecting errors using assumed uniqueness constraints in such cases is clearly problematic.
Functional-dependency (FD) violations. Functional dependencies are defined over
two groups of columns, the left-hand-side (lhs) and right-hand-side (rhs), where values
in lhs should uniquely determine the rhs. While there is a large literature on detecting
approximate FD efficiently (e.g., [154, 171]), in terms of inferring what approximate FD are
likely to hold, existing methods in the literature [159, 131, 171] leverage a similar heuristic
that FD candidates that almost hold (e.g., for 99% rows) are likely true FDs.
When testing these methods on a large variety of real tables, we again find many false-
positive detection (Section 5.5). Figure 4.3(e) and 4.3(f) show two example tables (with
hundreds of rows). It is detected that in the first case, because the “population” column al-
most uniquely determines “statistical area” (for over 99% rows, except the two rows marked
that happen to have the same population), this is a likely FD-violation. Similarly in the
second case, the “city” column almost uniquely determines “country” (except the two values
marked) and is predicted as a violation. Both of these cases are clearly false-positives.
Numeric outliers. Numeric outliers are values that deviate significantly from the un-
derlying distribution (e.g., values that are orders of magnitude larger than the rest) [158,
146]. Existing approaches identify numeric outliers as ones that are k (e.g., 3) Standard
Deviations (SD) away from the mean [158], or in the case of robust statistics, k Median-
Absolute-Deviation (MAD) from the median [146]. Recent work on declarative data qual-
ity [254] expose k as a parameter for expert users (e.g., developers) to specify. In general,
the conventional wisdom is that a larger k indicates a higher likelihood of outliers [146].
While seemingly intuitive, this again leads to frequent false-positives. Figure 4.3(c)
and 4.3(d) show two examples that are incorrectly identified as outliers. Figure 4.3(c) lists
44 candidates of an election, most of whom receive less than 1% votes. As such the top
candidate seems like a numeric outlier as measured by SD or MAD, which however is a
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false-positive. Similarly Figure 4.3(d) lists recently discovered planets. Since most (omit-
ted) have small axis values (below 1), the first value is again incorrectly detected as an
outlier.
Spelling mistakes. Spelling mistakes (e.g., “Mississippi” and “Missisipi”) can lead to
issues in downstream results (e.g., a group-by query that produces two groups representing
“Mississippi”). Existing commercial systems such as Paxata [30] and OpenRefine [28] employ
a feature known as fuzzy-group-by, which clusters together values in the same column that
are syntactically similar (e.g., of Edit-distance 1). Users are expected to select an appropriate
fingerprint method for clustering, and then inspect similar values grouped in the same
clusters, to tell what are true spelling errors, and what are false-positives (e.g., “H2O” and
“H2O2” in Figure 4.3(g) may be clustered together, so are “Super Bowl XXI” and “Super
Bowl XXII” in Figure 4.3(h)).
For fully-automatic detection of spelling mistakes, one may expect that state-of-the-art
Spell-Checkers from commercial search engines (Google [19], or Bing [7]) to perform well.
We programmatically invoke Spell-Checker from a commercial search engine to check real
Wikipedia tables, which however also produces a large number of false-positives. Figure 4.4
shows four such examples – a company named “GAIL” is incorrectly changed to “GMAIL”,
and a city called “Tulia” gets changed incorrectly to “Trulia” (a popular website), etc.
In retrospect the poor performance of Speller on tables actually makes sense – values in
table cells are often idiosyncratic (e.g., abbreviations, codes, or just employee alias like
“JenniferA”), which can all cause troubles for Spellers.
Our approach. In light of the difficulty of automated error-detection, we in this work
propose a new and unified approach called UniDetect, which produces promising results when
tested for these four types of common errors. In a nutshell, UniDetect employs principled
reasoning of errors using hypothesis-tests, which are based on analysis of large corpus of
background tables. Specifically, we propose a perturbation-based framework with a “what-
if” analysis, using over 100M (mostly clean [153]) tables crawled from the Web, henceforth
collectively referred to as T. Intuitively, given a new data setD, we hypothetically “perturb”
D by removing a sufficiently small subset O ⊂ D, for all possible O. We then compare the
likelihood that D, and the “perturbed” DPO = D\O, are drawn from T, denoted as P (D|T)
and P (DPO |T), respectively. In most cases, because O is small relative to D, P (D|T) and
P (DPO |T) should not be substantially different. However, if we observe P (DPO |T) to be
significantly larger than P (D|T), then we can hypothesize (and test) that O is actually an
abnormal subset in D, for removing only a small O (surprisingly) makes D statistically more
likely. Samples of real errors discovered from Wikipedia tables can be seen in Figure 4.5.
We show that predictions using the data-driven method correspond well with the human
intuition. For instance, in Figure 4.5(a), UniDetect can intuitively reason that the values
involved look like unique code-values (ICAO airport codes), and are thus likely violation
of uniqueness. (In comparison, the false-positives in Figure 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) are common
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(a) Uniqueness error (b) Uniqueness error
(c) FD error (d) FD error
(e) Outlier error (“8.716”
uses “.” in place of “,”)
(f) Outlier error
(g) Spelling error (h) Spelling error
Figure 4.5: True-positive errors in Wikipedia tables. Tens of thousands of real errors are
detected using UniDetect.
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names/dates that are more likely to have duplicates by chance). In Figure 4.5(e), UniDetect
reasons that “8.716” (which incorrectly uses a “.” in place of “,”) is likely a true outlier,
because removing this single row would make the column a lot more “similar” to tables
in T (which is not the case for Figure 4.3(c) and 4.3(d), as they would require removing
multiple rows). Finally, in Figure 4.5(g), UniDetect detects “Kevin Doeling” and “Kevin
Dowling” as likely spelling errors, because they have a very small edit distance (1), relative
to other value-pairs in the same column. (In comparison, in Figure 4.3(g) and 4.3(h), there
are many pairs with small edit distances, making us less confident that the two cases are
spelling errors). We show that with suitable featurization, such intuitions can be “learned”
from the corpus T without explicit human labels.
While we demonstrate the generality of UniDetect in four types of common errors, we
recognize that this will likely work for data quality constructs with simple structures that
are easy to learn on T. For instance it is unlikely to extend to complex constructs such
as CFD [75, 225] and general DC [96], as these often encode very specific constraints that
only hold on select data, which would require human expertise and understanding of data
semantics to be programmed appropriately, and are difficult to be learned from T in a
general fashion.
4.2 The Uni-Detect Approach
In this section, we will first give a general problem statement before describing the proposed
approach UniDetect.
4.2.1 Problem Statement
One possible approach to automatic error detection is to use the classical supervised machine
learning (ML). This, however, would require humans to label a large number of tables cell-
by-cell, before supervised ML can be trained. Though we have witnessed recent successes
of supervised ML in fields such as image classification and NLP, in part because of large
labeling efforts such as ImageNet [179] and SQuAD [241], so far large-scale labeling of
tables for supervised ML has not taken off.One possible reason is that labeling tables is
still prohibitively expensive, because error rate at the cell-level is low. Furthermore, such
labeling of tables often require domain-specific understanding of the data (whereas labeling
common objects from images is a lot more straightforward). Finally, tables of different
characteristics (e.g., in languages other than English, in proprietary enterprise domains,
etc.) would typically require additional labeling, making supervised ML for error-detection
exceedingly expensive.
These observations motivate us to study error-detection in an unsupervised setting, with-
out using human labels. The high-level problem can be stated as follows.
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Definition 3. Unsupervised Error-Detection in Tables. Given target tables D =
{Dj}, and classes of data errors E = {Ei}. Let E(D) =
⋃
i,j Ei(Dj) be errors in D of type
E. Automatically detect errors in E(D) with high precision.
For the purpose of this work, we instantiate E as four common classes of errors: Unique-
ness, FD, numeric-outliers, spelling-errors. As we illustrated earlier, existing methods in
the literature typically focus on one class of errors at a time, and can often produce many
false-positives when tested on real tables in the wild. The problem in Definition 3 is general,
in this work we propose one possible approach named as UniDetect.
4.2.2 UniDetect: A Data-driven Approach
In order to enable automatic and unsupervised detection of data errors, in this work we
propose a data-driven approach that leverages a large corpus of (mostly clean [153]) tables
T. Specifically, we use a large corpus of over 100M web tables extracted from a commercial
search engine. Intuitively, this allows us to “learn” statistically what clean tables should
look like. There are two key aspects in our approach: hypothesis-tests using perturbation;
and featurization by data-subsetting. We describe the two in turn below.
Hypothesis Tests: Surprisingness from PerturbationWe propose a unified frame-
work that leverages T to reason about errors in D, based on the idea of perturbing D with
small changes.
Definition 4. An ε-perturbation of a table D, is generated by removing a small subset of
rows O ⊂ D of size up to ε (|O| ≤ ε). The perturbed version of D is denoted by DPO = D\O.
The set of all such perturbations up to size ε can be denoted as P(D, ε) = {DPO |∀O ∈ D, |O| ≤
ε}.
In UniDetect, the amount of perturbation ε can be parameterized as up to ε number of
rows, or ε fraction of rows in D (e.g., 1 row or 1% of the rows). Note that we introduce this
hypothetical perturbation O in D, in order to reason whether O may be anomalous relative
toD. We note that using perturbation for error-detection draws an interesting parallel to the
well-known Differential-Privacy (DP) [206], which uses perturbation to reason about data
privacy (privacy can be assured if no query results change significantly before and after
perturbing a small fraction of data). In UniDetect, we detect errors based on hypothesis
tests. Specifically, we propose two competing hypotheses.
• H0 (Null-hypothesis): D is “normal” (no errors), defined as statistically “like” tables
we draw from T;
• H1 (Alternative-hypothesis): D is not “normal” due to an abnormal subset O ∈ D;
however after removing O, the remaining DPO becomes “normal” and statistically “like”
tables we draw from T.
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Note that as in statistical hypothesis testing, our default position is to assume D has
no error, which is more likely to be true and thus used as the null hypothesis. Unless we
have overwhelming evidence in T to reject the null hypothesis, we assume D to be clean
and would not detect it as errors.
With these hypotheses formulated, we can test whether to reject the null-hypothesis H0
using hypothesis tests [183]. In this work, we use a particular form of hypothesis tests called
the likelihood-ratio (LR) test [82]2.
Definition 5. In the likelihood-ratio (LR) test [82], we estimate the likelihood of two hy-
potheses based on observed evidence, denoted as P (H0|evidence) and P (H1|evidence). The
likelihood ratio is simply:
LR = P (H0|evidence)
P (H1|evidence)
Given a fixed significance level α, we can reject the null-hypothesis H0, if LR < α.
In our setup, we use the table in question D, and the corpus T as the “evidence” for
reasoning. We rewrite LR as:









Note that the first derivation follows the Bayes Rule [182] and the Chain Rule, while
the last step comes from the fact that P (H0|T)P (H1|T) is a fixed constant relating only to the prior
probability of having errors in the corpus.
Given Equation (4.1), we can estimate the target likelihood ratio LR from P (D|H0,T)P (D|H1,T) .
Specifically, sinceH0 states thatD is “like” tables drawn from T, we can estimate P (D|H0,T)
as the likelihood of drawing tables “like”D from T, for some definition of “likeness”, denoted
as P (D|T). On the other hand, H1 states that after removing some subset O, DPO = D \O
is “like” tables drawn from T, so we can estimate P (D|H1,T) as P (DPO |T). With these, we
can rewrite Equation (4.1) as:









Recall that in LR test, if LR ≤ α for some predetermined significance level α, then
we could reject the null hypothesis H0. We would effectively try to minimizie LR over all





2The Neyman-Pearson lemma [219] shows that the LR test can in some cases be most statistically efficient
among all tests at the same significance level.
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The reasoning here is quite intuitive. When we hypothetically perturb D by removing
a small subset O, if P (DPO |T)  P (D|T), or the likelihood of seeing the resulting DPO in
T is substantially larger than that of D, then this is surprising, because a small change
in D should generally not make DPO very different or substantially more likely in T. This
would only happen if O is an abnormality that does not initially belong to D, whose removal
makes the remainingDPO statistically more consistent with the corpus T. Intuitively,
P (D|T)
P (DPO |T)
quantifies the “surprisingness” that a small change O leads to – the more surprising it is,
the more likely O is abnormal and erroneous.
Note that P (D|T) and P (DPO |T) cannot be evaluated directly, as we are unlikely to
draw tables identical to D or DPO from T. Instead, we will introduce metric functions m,
which formalizes the aforementioned notion of “likeness”, by mapping tables D and T ∈ T
to numeric quantities so that P (D|T) and P (DPO |T) can be estimated directly. We describe
a concrete example below to explain the idea.
Example 13. We explain the intuition of using perturbation to detect spelling errors. Ex-
isting algorithms (such as the Fuzzy Clustering features in OpenRefine [28] and Paxata [30])
detect spelling errors by finding pairs of values in the same column that are of low distance
(e.g., edit-distance = 1). This would detect true spelling errors, such as (“Kevin Doeling”
and “Kevin Dowling”) in Figure 4.5(g). Unfortunately however, it also produces a large
number of false-positive, such as the value pairs (“Bromine” and “Bromide”) and (“H2O”
and “H2O2”) in Figure 4.3(g), and (“Super Bowl XXI” and “Super Bowl XXII”) in Fig-
ure 4.3(h).
Our perturbation-based reasoning can improve a simple edit-distance-based approach.
Suppose we use ε-perturbation with ε = 1, which removes at most one row. For a column




As we will see, this is our metric-function to map C ∈ T to numeric quantities.
Observe that in Figure 4.3(h), removing any row in the suspected pair (“Super Bowl
XXI” and “Super Bowl XXII”) will not change the MPD of the column, because there are
many more pairs also with an edit distance of 1. Similarly, in Figure 4.3(g), when we remove
one value in (“H2O” and “H2O2”), the MPD stays at 1. When we remove one value in
(“Bromine” and “Bromide”), the MPD grows from 1 to 2 (the distance between “Sulfur
dioxide” and “Sulfur trioxide”).
In general, we observe that for certain types of data (e.g., chemical formula, names
with roman numerals, etc.), the values are inherently of small distances. Because of this,
intuitively it is “normal” to expect that for such columns with smallMPD, removing one row
would not increase theMPD much. What would be “surprising” is the case in Figure 4.5(g),
where initially MPD is 1, but when we remove one value in (“Kevin Doeling” and “Kevin
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Dowling”), MPD grows significantly to 9 (between “Alan Myerson” and “Rob Morrow”).
Intuitively, (“Kevin Doeling” and “Kevin Dowling”) is the only pair with small distance in
the column, indicating that one of the values may be misspelled and does not “belong” to
the column. We test this hypothesis using data in T.
As discussed, we need to estimate P (D|T) and P (DPO |T), yet we are unlikely to observe
tables identical to D and DPO in T. In this case we use the function MPD(D) to “describe”
D using a number in order to produce the estimate.
Let D be the column with (“Super Bowl XXI” and “Super Bowl XXII”) in Fig-
ure 4.3(h). Using MPD, D is described as MPD(D) = 1, and MPD(DPO) = 1. Given
over 100M tables and 600M table columns from T, we find a total of 2M columns with
such properties. Similarly P (DPO |T) can be estimated as the fraction of columns whose






5 . The computation is identical for the second column in
Figure 4.3(g).




|{D|D∈T,MPD(D)=2}| . Suppose we have 3M and 10M such columns, respectively,
the ratio is 310 .
Finally, for the case in Figure 4.5(g), we would compute the ratio as
|{D|D∈T,MPD(D)=1,MPD(DPO)=9}|
|{D|D∈T,MPD(D)=9}| . It is very uncommon to find D ∈ T whose MPD(D) = 1
but MPD(DPO) = 9, and we find a total of 1K such columns in T. In comparison there
are 50M columns with MPD(D) = 9. We compute the ratio as 150000 , a very small and
surprising value. It can be roughly interpreted as removing “Kevin Doeling” makes the
column 50000 times more likely in T from an MPD perspective, compared to the original
data (where the smallest pair-wise distance is 1 and second smallest is 9). Based on this
we can predict (“Kevin Doeling”, “Kevin Dowling”) as a likely error. 
Note that this approach outperforms a direct application of Fuzzy-Clustering [28] (which
blindly picks value pairs with small edit-distances), and the state-of-the-art Speller from
a commercial search engine. A formal treatment of spelling errors can be found in Sec-
tion 4.3.2. As we will see, the use of P (D|T)
P (DPO |T)
applies to other types of errors.
Featurization by Subsetting The perturbation-based approach introduces a small
change to a test data set D, and reasons about the surprisingness of the resulting DPO using
a large corpus T. While T is large which is clearly beneficial for a data-driven method, we
find that using the statistics derived from all of T can be sub-optimal. It is often better to
identify tables in T that are most relevant or “similar” to the test data D, and only use
statitistics derived from this subset. Intuitively, T is already big enough so that sparsity
is not an issue. Instead, we want to select a subset of T most relevant to D for a more
accurate analysis.
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Figure 4.6: A cube diagram showing possible dimensions for subsetting/featurization of data
columns.
Figure 4.7: Real uniqueness violations from Web tables
For example, for table columns, we could differentiate them based on data types (e.g.,
string vs. integer vs. floating-point numbers vs. mixed-alphanumeric, etc.). When we reason
about test data D, it would be a good idea to only use data in T that are of matching type.
For example, if D is a string column, then statistics derived from floating-point-number
columns in T may not be as useful (and may in fact be misleading) compared to that from
string columns in T. The same is true for other features of D, for example, the number-of-
rows (big table vs. small table); or how unique are the values (e.g., long and unique integers,
vs. short and common ones; or unique mixed-alphanumeric strings vs. commonly-occurring
ones). Such sub-setting can be viewed as a type of featurization.
Figure 4.6 shows a cube diagram and a few dimensions along which we can featurize data
in T. For test data D, we can perform analysis using a sub-cube that is the subset of T most
relevant to D, as opposed to the full T. This approach creates disjoint subsets of data, that
can be thought of as leaf nodes in decision trees. Let SFD(T) = {T |T ∈ T, F (D) = F (T )}
be a subset function that selects tables in T like D based on a featurization function F .
The ratio we would like to compute P (D|T)
P (DPO |T)
can be rewritten as P (D|S(T))
P (DPO |S(T))
(we omit the
superscript and subscript of S when the context is clear). We use a concrete example of
detecting uniqueness violations to intuitively explain this idea.
Example 14. Existing approaches (e.g. [108, 146]) detect almost-unique columns (e.g.
99%-unique) as possible violations to uniqueness constraints. While these approaches are
intuitive and can detect true errors such as Figure 4.5(a) and 4.5(b), they also incorrectly
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flag many false-positives such as tables in Figure 4.3(a) and 4.3(b), making them unable to
meet the high-precision requirement for error-detection in software settings.
An observation here is that the false-positives tend to be relatively common strings (e.g.,
people’s names in Figure 4.3(a), for names can be identical by chance), as well as number-
related strings such as floating-points or date-time (from a large list of numbers, a few can
be identical by chance as in Figure 4.3(b)).
In comparison, for columns with “rare” tokens (measured by an idf-like metric) such
as Figure 4.5(a) and 4.5(b), or columns with mixed-alphanumeric values (which also likely
contain rare tokens), such as ones shown in Figure 4.7 (taken from real web tables), our
human intuition is that these are a lot more likely to be true violations of uniqueness. If we
can featurize columns based on these characteristics, and find relevant evidence in data to
support such intuition, then it should lead to better predictions.
Recall that in our framework, we use P (D|T)
P (DPO |T)
to reason about the surprisingness of a
perturbation O, and its abnormality. In this case we use the uniqueness-ratio (UR), or the
fraction of unique values in D, as the metric-function to “describe” D. Since the duplicate
values are suspected errors, for perturbation we can naturally drop duplicate values.
Suppose given a column D with 100 values, where only two of which are dupli-
cates, we can compute UR(D) = 0.99, and UR(DPO) = 1. Given this description
of D, we can compute P (D|T) as |{D|D∈T,UR(D)=0.99,UR(D
P
O)=1}|
|T| . Similarly P (D
P
O |T)
can be computed as |{D|D∈T,UR(D)=1}||T| . Overall, the ratio
P (D|T)
P (DPO |T)
can be computed as
|{D|D∈T,UR(D)=0.99,UR(DPO)=1}|
|{D|D∈T,UR(D)=1}| .
Note that this calculation makes intuitive sense – out of all columns in T (~600M), a
large fraction of columns are either exactly unique with UR = 1 (~150M), or not at all
unique (e.g., UR < 0.5) (~250M). There is only a small fraction of columns (~200K) that
are 99% unique, where the removal of one value would make the column 100% unique. The
ratio above can thus be calculated as 200K150M =
1
750 , a surprisingly small number, suggesting
that a duplicate value in such cases is suspicious.
In comparison, if we featurize all columns in T, and only use the subset of SD(T)






Suppose we featurize based on value-types and value-prevalence (like in Figure 4.6).
Based on this featurization, for the example in Figure 4.7, the subset of columns selected in
SD(T) are (1) of type mixed-alphanumeric, and (2) have rare-tokens / low token-prevalence
(e.g., on average values in D occur in less than 100 other tables in T). Intuitively, there are
likely “ID”-type columns (unique-identifiers, code, etc.), and should likely be unique. In fact,
SD(T) selects a total of 60M columns from T, out of which 30M are unique (or |{D|D ∈
SD(T), UR(D) = 1}| = 30M). From the subset SD(T), it is even more uncommon to see
columns that are 99% unique, because these ID-like columns are indeed intended to be unique,
any columns in SD(T) that are 99% unique are likely unintended errors. Within SD(T), we
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find around 5K such columns, or |{D|D ∈ SD(T), UR(D) = 0.99, UR(DPO) = 1}| = 5K.
Combining, the ratio P (D|SD(T))
P (DPO |SD(T))
can be computed as 5K30M =
1
6000 , a even smaller number
than 1750 , suggesting a higher likelihood of error for cases in Figure 4.7. The examples in
Figure 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) can be computed similarly.
Finally, for the case in Figure 4.3(a), the featurization suggests that these columns are
(1) of type string, and (2) have high token-prevalence. Such columns are often not key
columns, and it is common to see such columns having 99% uniqueness yet without quality




100 , suggesting a much less confident prediction
compare to previous cases. 
We note that the idea of featurization and data subsetting applies similarly to other
types of errors.
4.2.3 Putting It Together: UniDetect for Error-Detection
With intuitions of how perturbation and featurization help to identify errors, we put them
together to formally define UniDetect as follows.
Definition 6. UniDetect: Perturbation-based Error-Detection. Given a target table
D, a large corpus of tables T, and a class of target error E. Using suitable metric-function






Where ε specifies the maximum amount of perturbation, SFD(T) = {T |T ∈ T, F (D) = F (T )}
is the subset function that selects tables like D in T based on featurization F , and Pm(D|T)
uses the metric functionm to estimates P (D|T), defined as Pm(D|T) = {T |T∈T,m(D)=m(T )|}|T| .
Note that for a fixed significance level α, we can use Equation (4.2) to determine if we should
predict O∗ as an error.
In the Example 14 for uniqueness violation above, we would instantiate m() as the
uniqueness-ratio function UR(), F as the featurization with {column-value-types, value-
prevalence}, and the perturbation P as simply dropping duplicate values. In the Example 13
for spelling errors, we can instantiate m() as the MPD(), F similarly as above, and the
perturbation P as dropping a value with the smallest pair-wise distance.
Note that using UniDetect in Definition 6 to solve the general problem in Definition 3
(which is defined for all classes of errors such as {Uniqueness, FD, numeric-outlier,
misspelling}), we only need to instantiate UniDetect for each class of error, and then produce
a union of all errors as a ranked list, since each prediction is associated with a (comparable)
statistical significance value computed from LR-ratio in Equation (4.2).
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In this work we instantiate UniDetect for each class of errors, using appropriate con-
figurations (m,F,P) that are often inspired by existing methods in the literature. Our
aspiration is to model the general UniDetect as a search problem: given a space of metric
functions M, featurizations F, and perturbations P, find appropriate configuration m ∈M,
F ⊂ F, and P ∈ P to instantiate UniDetect.
Definition 7. Configuration Search for UniDetect. Given a target error class E, target
tables D, training corpus T, and a configuration space of metric functions M, featurizations
F, and perturbation P. For a fixed significance level α, find the configuration (m,F,P) ∈
(M,F,P) that maximizes surprising discoveries in UniDetect, defined as





The intuition is that only when (m,F,P) are configured properly, can we find a large
number of statistically surprising results. For if it is not the case, e.g. when m and F do not
“project” D the right way, we would not observe surprising LR-ratios, because in general
a small perturbation P would not make D and DPO substantially different. For example,
suppose we use P that drops duplicate values as in Example 14, but for m instead of using
UR we use MPD from Example 13. Clearly this P would not affect MPD, and would
not produce any surprising LR-ratios, resulting in an empty result set in Equation (4.5),
suggesting that this combination is not a good configuration.
Another variant of the search problem is to label tables for errors, and then evaluate pre-
dictions of each configuration (m,F,P) using the labeled data. The best configuration can
then be selected based on optimization objectives (e.g., maximizing recall, with a precision
greater than 0.95%).
We believe that this opens up a new space for designing error-detection methods, with
non-trivial open challenges such as controlling False Discovery Rate (FDR) [309]3, because
in a naive implementation of Equation (4.5), we would use the same T repeatedly to test a
large number of hypotheses.
In this work we take the first step to show that simple instantiation of UniDetect is
already promising without exploring the full search problem.
System Architecture. Our UniDetect has two main components, the first is an expen-
sive and offline “learning” component, which performs hypothesis testing on a large corpus
T as described above. We implemented it as MapReduce-like jobs in order to crunch T. Sur-
prising discoveries are pre-computed and “memorized” as rules: e.g., if MPD(D) increases
1 to 9 with a one-row perturbation, then the LR ratio computed on T is 150000 (Example 13).
3Note that FDR only applies to automatic configuration search, and does not apply to our current
instantiation of UniDetect, where configurations are fixed a priori, and each data point in T is only used
once by a sub-model.
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This is a surprising result and can be used to detect future errors, so we memorize it using
materialization.
At on-line prediction time, we only need to compute relevant metric for a new table D,
and perform a lookup to find relevant predictions without computing LR from scratch using
T. This makes it possible to have real-time predictions at interactive speeds.
Current Limitations. While we show how to instantiate UniDetect for four common
classes of errors, these errors have relatively simple structures with ample examples in T for
UniDetect to “learn”. We would like to point out that there are more expressive mechanisms
in the literature (e.g., Denial Constraints [96], CFD [75], Matching Dependencies [119]), that
can be more complex (e.g., first-order logic). These often require human understanding
of data semantics before they can be programmed correctly (e.g., tax rates are different
for different jurisdictions). We suspect that it would be difficult to extend the automated
reasoning in UniDetect to these formalism in their most general forms.
4.3 Uni-Detect for different errors
In this section, we demonstrate how UniDetect in Definition 6 can be instantiated to detect
seemingly unrelated errors: misspellings, numeric-outliers, uniqueness-violations, and FD-
violations. We note that while these instantiations can be quite involved, we note that as
software features they only need to be programmed once for each type of error, compared
to the consulting approach which would require separate configurations for each data set.
4.3.1 Numeric outliers.
Numeric outliers is a common and important class of data errors that can arise due to
entry errors, scale mismatch, etc. Existing algorithms such as [146] detect values that are
outside of k (e.g., 3) standard-deviations (SD) or median-absolute-deviations (MAD) [202]
as outliers. Both SD and MAD measure statistical dispersion [82], which is a measure of




N − 1 (4.6)
MAD(C) = medianv∈C(|v −median(C)|) (4.7)
Since SD is well known, we show an example of calculating MAD below.
Example 15. Given the column in Figure 4.3(c), denoted as C− = {43, 22, 9, 5, 0.76,
0.32, 0.30}, the median of C− is 5, and MAD(C−) = median({38, 17, 4, 0, 4.24, 4.68,
4.70}) = 4.68.
For the column in Figure 4.5(e), denoted as C+ = {“8,011”, “8.716”, “9,954”, “11,895”,
“13,329”, “11,352”, “11,709”} – note that the second value “8.716” is an outlier that incor-
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Figure 4.8: Example SD scores in distributions.
rectly uses “.’ in place of “,”. Median(C+) can be computed as 11352. and the MAD(C+)
is calculated as median({3341, 11344, 1398, 543, 1977, 0, 357}) = 1398. 
Given SD/MAD that measures dispersion of a distribution C, the “outlier-ness” of a
data point v ∈ C can then be calculated using the dispersion. For example, the SD-score of




Figure 4.8 shows a probability density function of a distribution. A point that lies at
“+1 SD” or “-1 SD” has an outlier-ness SD-score of 1, since it is 1 SD away from the mean,
and a point at “+2 SD” or “-2 SD” has SD-score of 2, etc. A larger SD-score indicates a
higher degree of outlier-ness.




Example 16. Continue with Example 15, the value with the highest scoreMAD in C− is









1398 = 8.1, which is a score comparable to C−. 
Note that these scores are non-parametric (i.e. they do not rely on assumptions of un-
derlying distributions), and are thus broadly applicable. In the influential work by Hellers-
tine [146], it was shown that MAD from the robust statistics [202] can more reliably predict
outliers. In the following discussion we will focus on MAD, but the analysis is equally appli-
cable to SD, or other measures of statistic dispersion (e.g., Interquartile-range/IQR [202]).
We instantiate UniDetect in Definition 6 for numeric-outliers as follows. We use max-





Effectively we use the most outlying value in C to measure the outlier-ness of the C. For
perturbation P, we naturally drop the suspected outlier, which is the value with the highest
ScoreMAD. Finally, for featurization F , we use (1) data types (integer vs. floating-point
numbers, etc.), (2) number of rows (bucketized as: {(0-20] , (20-50], (50-100], (100-500],
(500-1000], and (1000-∞)}), and (3) whether logarithm-transform better fits the data [218].
Recall that we find outliers O∗ by minimizing LR. Using the aforementioned (m,F,P),






= [1.0] |{D|D ∈ S
F
D(T),max-MAD(D) = θ1,max-MAD(DPO) = θ2}|
|{D|D ∈ SFD(T),max-MAD(D) = θ2}|
(4.11)
Where θ1 = max-MAD(C) and θ2 = max-MAD(CPO ) for the given test column C, respec-
tively.
Smoothing. Note that max-MAD(D) ∈ R+, and if we plot the probability density of
max-MAD in T, using max-MAD as the x-axis and freq(x) = |{D|D ∈ T,max-MAD(D) =
x}| as the y-axis, we see a highly irregular and non-smooth distribution with significant ups
and downs. This is because max-MAD takes a large range of possible values, so that for a
specific x = max-MAD(C) score we may not see tables with that exact x even in a large
T. However if we look at the small neighborhood x± δ, we will find plenty of tables. This
motivates the need to “smooth out” the distribution for a reliable estimate.
There are a couple of different ways to perform smoothing. One approach is to use
the classical Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [226], where kernels functions are used to
smooth individual observations. We tested this method and find it to be ineffective, because
smoothing parameters need to be empirically tuned (e.g., using cross-validation [136]) for
each distribution in SFD(T), which often leads to inaccuracy.
We instead propose an alternative smoothing by modifying how data are “described” in
Equation (4.11). Recall that in Equation (4.11), Pm(D|SFD(T)) is interpreted as “tables in
the subset SFD(T) that are ‘like’ D based on metric-function m”. Instead of interpreting the
“likeness” as an exact point-based estimate of “before perturbation the max-MAD of a table
is exactly θ1, after perturbation the max-MAD is exactly θ2”,
which suffer from non-smoothness, we instead use range-based predicates. We rewrite







|{D|D ∈ SFD(T),max-MAD(D) ≥ θ1,max-MAD(DPO) ≤ θ2}|
|{D|D ∈ SFD(T),max-MAD(D) ≥ θ2}|
(4.12)





, which reads as “before perturbation the max-
MAD is greater than or equal to θ1, after perturbation the max-MAD is less than or equal to
θ2”. Note that this still captures the intuition of surprisingness – an max-MAD score higher
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than θ1 before perturbation that drops below θ2 after perturbation, is more surprising than
the exact θ1 → θ2.
Theorem 1. [Monotonicity.] Let r(D) be the smoothed ratio defined in Equation (4.12),
the following monotonicity holds for r(D). For any column pair C and C ′, with θ1 =
max-MAD(C), θ2 = max-MAD(CPO ), θ′1 = max-MAD(C ′), θ′2 = max-MAD(C ′PO ):
θ1 ≥ θ′1, θ2 ≤ θ′2,⇒ r(C) ≤ r(C ′) (4.13)
We note that monotonicity is a desirable property, for intuitively it guarantees that
a more surprising discovery from perturbation is guaranteed to produce a smaller (more
surprising) LR result using the smoothed r(D). Note that this property generalizes to all
other error types.
Proof. We show that the monotonicity property defined by the inequality in Equation (4.13)
holds. Observe that given a column pair C and C ′, r(C) and r(C ′) are defined as follows.
r(C) = |{D|D ∈ S
F
D(T),max-MAD(D) ≥ θ1,max-MAD(DPO) ≤ θ2}|
|{D|D ∈ SFD(T),max-MAD(D) ≥ θ2}|
(4.14)
r(C ′) = |{D|D ∈ S
F
D(T),max-MAD(D) ≥ θ′1,max-MAD(DPO) ≤ θ′2}|
|{D|D ∈ SFD(T),max-MAD(D) ≥ θ′2}|
(4.15)
Where θ1 = max-MAD(C), θ2 = max-MAD(CPO ), θ′1 = max-MAD(C ′), and
θ′2 = max-MAD(C ′PO ).
Given it is known that θ1 ≥ θ′1 and θ2 ≤ θ′2, it can be shown that the numerator
of Equation (4.14) is smaller than that of Equation (4.15), because θ1 ≥ θ′1 and θ2 ≤
θ′2, which ensures that the numerator in Equation (4.14) is precisely a subset of that in
Equation (4.15).
Conversely, it can be shown that the denominator of Equation (4.14) is larger than that
of Equation (4.15), because θ2 ≤ θ′2, which ensures that the denominator in Equation (4.14)
is a superset of that in Equation (4.15).
Combining the relationships in numerator and denominator, we can conclude that ⇒
r(C) ≤ r(C ′).
We use the following example to illustrate smoothed scores.
Example 17 ([Numeric outliers.). ] Continue with Example 16, note that both the
max-MAD(C+) and max-MAD(C−) have the same score of 8.1, which make them indistin-
guishable for MAD-based methods such as [146].
In comparison, UniDetect reasons about the likelihood of error using the ratio in Equa-
tion (4.12). Specifically, for C−, before perturbation max-MAD(C−) is 8.1 (θ−1 = 8.1), after
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perturbation (removing value “43”) max-MAD(C−PO ) becomes 7.4 (θ
−
2 = 7.4). For C+,
before perturbation max-MAD(C+) is 8.1 (θ+1 = 8.1), after perturbation (removing value
“8.716”) max-MAD(C+PO ) becomes 3.5 (θ
+
2 = 3.5).
Putting θ in Equation (4.12), the ratio for C+ is:
|{D|D ∈ SFD(T),max-MAD(D) ≥ 8.1,max-MAD(D
P
O) ≤ 3.5}|
|{D|D ∈ SFD(T),max-MAD(D) ≥ 3.5}|
(4.16)
Note that it is uncommon to see data with max-MAD larger than 8.1 before perturbation,
and after perturbation drops to below 3.5, this leads to a small LR ratio.
In comparison, the ratio for C− is:
|{D|D ∈ SFD(T),max-MAD(D) ≥ 8.1,max-MAD(D
P
O) ≤ 7.4}|
|{D|D ∈ SFD(T),max-MAD(D) ≥ 7.4}|
(4.17)
Observe that consistent with Theorem 1, the ratio in Equation (4.16) is guaranteed to be
smaller than that in Equation (4.17), because the denominator in Equation (4.16) is larger
than that of Equation (4.17), while its nominator is (substantially) smaller. Overall we
would find C+ to be significantly more suspicious than C− using these scores, and correctly
predict “8.716” in C+ (Figure 4.5(e)) to be an outlier, while “43” in C− (Figure 4.3(c)) is
not. 
4.3.2 Spelling Errors.
We explained intuitions of detecting spelling errors in Example 13. In this section we define
it more formally.
We instantiate UniDetect using minimum pair-wise edit-distance (MPD) as the metric




The intuition here is that a small MPD indicates likely misspellings. For example, the
tables in Figure 4.3(g), 4.3(h), 4.5(g) and 4.5(h) all have value pairs with MPD of 1.
Given that we want to identify misspellings, a natural perturbation P is to drop a value
from the pair with the smallest distance. For featurization F , we use featurization similar
to Figure 4.6, which includes (1) data types, defined as: {string, integer vs. floating-point
numbers vs. mixed-alphanumeric}, (2) number of rows, defined as: {(0-20] , (20-50], (50-
100], (100-500], (500-1000], and (1000-∞)}, and (3) the average length of the tokens that
differ between the MPD pair, again bucketized into ranges ({(0-5] , (5-10], (10-15], (15-20],
and (20-∞)}).
While the first two featurizations are straightforward, the last one is specific to mis-
spellings, and is based on the observation that if edit between a pair of values happens on
long tokens, it is more likely to be an misspelling (e.g., “Doeling” and “Dowling”), whereas
for shorter tokens (e.g., “XXI” and “XXII”) it is more likely to be false-positives.
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Given these we compute the ratio as:
Pm(D|SFD(T))
Pm(DPO |SFD(T))
= |{D|D ∈ S
F
D(T),MPD(D) ≤ θ1,MPD(DPO) ≥ θ2}|
|{D|D ∈ SFD(T),MPD(D) ≤ θ2}|
Where θ1 = MPD(C) and θ2 = MPD(CPO ) are computed from the given test column C,
respectively.
It is worth noting that this computation not only captures our intuition that a column
C is suspicious if it initially has a small MPD(C), which when perturbed produces a
substantially large MPD(CPO ); it also quantitatively measures surprisingness, which makes
it directly comparable between an MPD increase from 1 to 10, v.s. another MPD increase
from 3 to 15. UniDetect quantifies all such scenarios in a data-driven manner to accurately
predict errors.
4.3.3 Uniqueness violations.
We informally explained uniqueness in Example 14. More formally, we instantiate it using
UniDetect as follows. We use the uniqueness-ratio (UR) function as the metric function m.
For a column C, UR(C) is defined as num-distinct-values(C)num-total-values(C) . The intuition is that a column
with a UR close to 1 likely has violations to uniqueness constraints.
For perturbation P it is natural to drop duplicate values in C. For featurization F ,
we use: (1) Data types, defined as: {string, integer vs. floating-point numbers vs. mixed-
alphanumeric}. (2) Number of rows, defined as: {(0-20] , (20-50], (50-100], (100-500], (500-
1000], and (1000-∞)}. (3) The leftness of column C in a table [78, 83], defined as the column
position of C counting from the left. (4) The average prevalence of tokens in C, or on average
the number of times the tokens in C occur in other tables, defined as:
Prev(C) =v∈C t∈tokenize(v)|{T |T ∈ T, v ∈ T, t ∈ tokenize(v)}|
We also bucketize this as {(0-50] , (50-100], (100-1000], (1000-10000], (10000-100000], and
(100000-∞)}.
The ratio can be instantiated as:
Pm(D|SFD(T))
Pm(DPO |SFD(T))
= |{D|D ∈ S
F
D(T),UR(D) ≤ θ1,UR(DPO) ≥ θ2}|
|{D|D ∈ SFD(T),UR(D) ≤ θ2}|
Where θ1 = UR(C) and θ2 = UR(CPO ) are computed from the given test column C,
respectively.
As we discussed in Example 14, features such as mixed-alphanumeric data-type and
low Prev(C) intuitively capture “ID”-like columns (unique identifiers, code, etc.), which
predicts violations more accurately.
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4.3.4 FD violations.
FD violations are conceptually similar to Uniqueness, but are defined over two groups of
columns. We use the FD-compliance-ratio (FR) function as the metric function m. Given
a table T , let Cl, Cr be two groups of columns in T , that are the lhs and rhs of an FD,
respectively. Let u, v be two rows in D, and u(C) and v(C) be the values of u and v in
columns C. The FD-compliance-ratio of FD candidate (Cl → Cr) over table D, denoted by
FRD(Cl, Cr), is defined as follows.
[1]FRD(Cl, Cr) =
|{(u(Cl), u(Cr))|@u, v ∈ D,u(Cl) = v(Cl), u(Cr) 6= v(Cr)}|
|{(u(Cl), u(Cr))|u ∈ D)}|
For instance, for the table in Figure 4.5(c), the FR(“ID”, “Awardee”) = 46 . Like the UR
metric function for Uniqueness, an FR closer to 1 indicates likely FD violations. A natural
perturbation P is to drop rows in suspected violations, {u|u, v ∈ T, u(Cl) = v(Cl), u(Cr) 6=
v(Cr)}. And we use the same featurization F as in Section 4.3.3.








|{(Cl, Cr)|D ∈ SFD(T), Cl, Cr ∈ D,FRD(Cl, Cr) ≤ θ1,FRDPO (Cl, Cr) ≥ θ2}|
|{(Cl, Cr)|D ∈ SFD(T), Cl, Cr ∈ D,FRD(Cl, Cr) ≤ θ2}|
Where θ1 = FRT (Cl, Cr) and θ2 = FRTPO (Cl, Cr) are computed for the given T and
(Cl, Cr) ∈ T .
4.4 Experiments
4.4.1 Datasets
In our experiments, we use two web table corpora extracted from the index of a commercial
search engine, and a corpus of enterprise spreadsheet tables extracted from the intranet of
a large enterprise. Summary statistics of the corpora can be found in Table 4.2.
• WEB. WEB contains a set 135M relational tables extracted from the web. Non-
relational and low-quality tables have been filtered by ML-classifiers in a production
pipeline [83].
• WIKI. WIKI a subset of WEB from the wikipedia.org domain with over 3M tables. As
one would expect, WIKI is of high quality since these pages are collaboratively edited
by millions of editors.
• Enterprise. Enterprise is a collection of 489K spreadsheet tables, extracted from Ex-
cel (.xlsx) files, crawled from the intranet of a large enterprise. These tables are sub-
stantially larger than web tables, and are often populated directly from enterprise








WEB 135M 4.6 20.7
WIKI 3.6M 5.7 18
Enterprise 489K 4.7 2932
Table 4.2: Summary statistics of table corpora.
UniDetect uses a large table corpus for statistical reasoning, which is referred to as T
that is analogous to “training data”. In this work we use WEB as the training corpus T.
Given the large number of tables in WEB, it is likely to cover diverse tables and generate
reliable statistics.
In order to test the quality of error detection for different types of errors, we sampled
10% of WIKI, 1% of WEB, and all of Enterprise as our test benchmarks, henceforth referred
to as WIKIT, WEBT and EnterpriseT. We execute UniDetect models learned from the WEB
completely unchanged on these corpora to produce ranked lists of predictions, and compare
with those from existing algorithms.
4.4.2 Methods Compared
We implemented UniDetect and a total of 15 existing methods to generate predictions on
WIKIT, WEBT and EnterpriseT, using a production Map-Reduce-like environment.
• Speller [7, 19]. Spellers from commercial search engines are trained using large amounts
of usage data, and perform spelling corrections at very high accuracy (e.g., precision
well over 0.9 [127, 194]). Applying Spellers to detect misspellings in tables is a natu-
ral baseline. We programmatically invoke Speller from a commercial search engine to
produce a ranked list of predicted misspellings, ordered by confidence scores.
• Speller (address-only). Since not all table data are suitable for Spellers to produce
corrections, in this variant we invoke Speller only on the restricted domain of address
data, for which Speller is believed to be suitable (to filter down to address data, we
only look at columns whose headers are “address”, “city”, or “location”, and manually
remove non-address columns during final human evaluation).
• Fuzzy-Cluster [28, 30]. Existing systems such as Paxata [30] and OpenRefine [28] use
fuzzy-clustering to group together values in the same column that are within a small
distance (e.g., Edit-distance=1), since these are likely misspellings. We simulate this
Fuzzy-Cluster feature by producing a ranked list of value pairs within sames columns,
ordered first by edit-distance, and then by the length of tokens where the values differ
(as values that differ in longer tokens are more likely typos, e.g., “mississippi” vs.
“missisippi”, compared to shorter ones like “mark” and “mary”).
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• Word2Vec [209] and GloVe [230]. Word embedding such as Word2Vec and GloVe
produce vector representations of words trained over large text corpus, and were sug-
gested as alternatives to compare with in the review process. We use the Glove model
trained over 840B tokens [16], and the Word2Vec model trained over 100B tokens [50].
Words that are out-of-vocabulary (OOV) are predicted as misspelled.
• Distance-based outlier detection (DBOD) [172]. DBOD is an outlier detection
method proposed for databases, which scores a value v high if a large fraction of values
in the same column lie far away from v. For a given column C, we sort values ascend-
ingly to get {v1, v2, . . . , vn}, and score the most outlying values (v1 and vn) based
on their distances to the closest neighbors, normalized by min/max of C. Namely,
DBOD(v1)= v2−v1vn−v1 , and DBOD(vn)=
vn−vn−1
vn−v1 . All predication are again sorted by
DBOD scores to produce a ranked list.
• Max-MAD [146]. Hellerstein proposes to use MAD scores from robust statistics
to detect numeric outliers [146]. This is one of the state-of-the-art approaches for
outliers. We compute the MAD score (Section 4.3.1) of each value in a column, and
rank predictions based on MAD scores.
• Local outlier factor (LOF) [76]. LOF detects outliers using a notion of local den-
sity [76], and scores value v based on its density. We rank outliers using LOF scores.
• Max-SD [67]. This approach is similar to Max-MAD, but uses the more standard SD
score (Section 4.3.1) instead of MAD score. We again rank by SD scores (larger scores
indicate higher likelihood of error).
• Unique-row-ratio [108]. The Unique-row-ratio detects approximate uniqueness con-
straints, using the ratio of distinct values in a column to the total number of rows.
Columns with scores close to 1.0 are more likely to be errors.
• Unique-value-ratio [146]. Unique-value-ratio is proposed as an improvement to Unique-
row-ratio, and is robust to “frequency outliers” (values with high frequencies) [146]. It
is defined as the ratio of unique values (values with frequency one) to the total number
of distinct values in a column. We rank predictions the same way as Unique-row-ratio.
• Unique-projection-ratio [159]. This approach detects approximate FD (X → Y ) in
T , using Unique-projection-ratio, defined as |πX(T )||πXY (T )| . We enumerate column pairs and
rank predictions based on this score.
• Conforming-row-ratio [171]. This is a variant of the Unique-projection-ratio for ap-
proximate FDs, which uses Conforming-row-ratio defined as
|{u|u∈T,@v∈T :u[X]=v[X],u[Y ] 6=v[Y ]}|
|T | , or the ratio of rows conforming to FD to the total
number of rows.
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(a) Spelling (b) Numeric-outlier (c) Uniqueness
Figure 4.9: Quality of predicted errors on WEBT, evaluated using Precision@K.
(a) Spelling (b) Numeric-outlier (c) Uniqueness
Figure 4.10: Quality of predicted errors on WIKIT, evaluated using Precision@K.
• Conforming-pair-ratio [171]. In Conforming-pair-ratio, approximate FDs are de-
tected based on the ratio of row-pairs conforming to FD, defined as
|{(u,v)|u,v∈T,u[X]=v[X],u[Y ] 6=v[Y ]}|
|T |2 .
• UniDetect. This is the method proposed in this work.
4.4.3 Evaluation of Prediction Quality
We manually judge top-100 predicted errors of each method described above, on WIKIT,
WEBT and EnterpriseT (requiring over 5000 labels in total). Each prediction is labeled as
true/false/not-sure. Our quality metric is Precision@K [255], defined as #-true-errors@KK .
(a) Spelling (b) Numeric-outlier (c) Uniqueness
Figure 4.11: Quality of predicted errors on EnterpriseT, evaluated using Precision@K.
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Figure 4.9(a), Figure 4.10(a) and Figure 4.11(a) show the quality comparisons of pre-
dicted spelling errors on WEBT, WIKIT and EnterpriseT, respectively. We can see that UniDe-
tect has the best precision: over 0.8 for all three corpora. Examples of detected misspellings
can be seen in Figure 4.5(g) and 4.5(h). Fuzzy-Cluster performs reasonably well with preci-
sion at around 0.5. Surprisingly, the Speller from the search engine performs the worst. An
inspection of the false-positives (shown in Figure 4.4) suggests that a mismatch between
train/test – the training is based on search engine query logs, which are very different from
the idiosyncratic data we encounter in tables (imagine a table with employee aliases like
“JenniferA” and “SmithB” that would all trigger false-positives for Speller). When we man-
ually filter down table data to only address data, the precision of Speller(address) improves
to 0.4-0.7, which still lags behind UniDetect. Lastly, while commercial Spellers already lever-
age word-embedding, our results show that it is not a good fit to use Word2Vec and GloVe
directly for spell checking.
We would like to highlight that in this case UniDetect detects spelling errors entirely
based on a data-driven distribution analysis of WEB, without any lexical analysis, or looking
at any English dictionary. This is the reason why a model trained on WEB can be applied
unchanged, yet still generalize to EnterpriseT.
We found that false-positives of UniDetect in this case include pairs such as “Macroe-
conomics” and “Microeconomics” (listed in the same column). From a distribution’s per-
spective this pair is suspiciously close, but a simple dictionary would refute the hypothesis
that the pair has misspellings, as both of them are valid entries in dictionaries. We use this
simple method to combine UniDetect with Wiktionary. The result is labeled as “UniDetect
+Dict” in Figure 4.9(a) and Figure 4.10(a), which consistently achieves precision over 0.9.
Given that WEBT and WIKIT are only 1% and 10% of their respective full corpus, we
can extrapolate that if we were to label all tables, we can find tens of thousands of spelling
errors on Wikipedia (non-trivial because Wikipedia is already of high quality), and hundreds
of thousands more for the general Web, all at a high precision.
Figure 4.9(b), Figure 4.10(b), and Figure 4.11(b) show a similar comparison for numeric-
outliers. UniDetect achieves precision at 0.92, 0.95 and 1, for WEBT, WIKIT and EnterpriseT,
respectively, outperforming alternative methods specifically designed for numeric-outliers
(LOF, DBOD, etc.). Among all other methods, we can see that MAX-MAD improves sub-
stantially over MAX-SD, reaffirming the benefit of leveraging robust statistics as reported
in [146].
For Uniqueness-violations, a similar trend can be observed in Figure 4.9(c), Figure 4.10(c)
and Figure 4.11(c). Note that compared to baselines, UniDetect uses the same Unique-value-
ratio (UR) as its metric function, but is able to significantly outperform a simple application
of the metric.
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(a) FD on WEBT (b) FD on WIKIT
(c) Synthesis-FD on WEBT (d) Synthesis-FD on WIKIT
Figure 4.12: Quality of predicted errors, evaluated using Precision@K.
We also compare quality results for detecting FD errors in Figure 4.12. Specifically, we
compare two types of FDs, one is the classical FD as discussed in Section 4.3.4, where FD
(X → Y ) is said to hold on T at the instance-level, if |πX(T )||πXY (T )| = 1.
In addition, we also consider a variant that uses techniques from the programming
synthesis literature (e.g., [141, 190, 259]), such that for a candidate X → Y , not only do we
require the functional relationship holds, as in a classical FD sense, but also we require an
explicit programmatic-relationship to be learnt for a majority of rows from X to Y , before
considering a relationship exists between the two columns.
Examples of explicit synthesized programmatic relationship are, for instance, a column
with “full-name” (e.g., “Doe, John”), followed by two more columns of “first-name” (“John”)
and “last-name” (”Doe”). In such cases a programmatic relationship can be learnt between
the columns (e.g., concatenating “last-name”, a comma, a space, and “first-name” produces
the “full-name” column; while splitting “full-name” using a comma and taking the first
component produces the “last-name” column, etc.).
We term such refined form of FD as FD-synthesis (since program-synthesis is used).
Note that explicit programmatic relationship produced between X and Y makes sure that
a relationship really exists between the columns.The exact error-detection reasoning for
FD-synthesis in UniDetect is identical to FD (described in Section 4.3.4).
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Figure 4.13: Real error from Wikipedia detected by FD-Synthesis. Value “738” should be
“748”, based on programmatic relationships with“Malaysia Federal Route 748”.
Figure 4.14: Real error from Wikipedia detected by FD-Synthesis. Value “1” (in second-to-
last row) should be “7”, based on a programmatic relationship with “Episode 7”.
Figure 4.12(a) and 4.12(b) show the comparison of detecting FD errors on WEBT and
WIKIT, respectively. As can be seen from the results, UniDetect still outperforms FD-
detection algorithms [159, 171], though the precision is not very high. This underlines the
difficulty of detecting FD errors relative to other types of errors – FD contains two groups
of columns, where it is substantially more likely to generate candidates that appear to have
an FD, but in reality have no real relationship (e.g., because the two columns X and Y take
values from a large range, making collision/FD-violations unlikely).
In comparison, Figure 4.12(c) and 4.12(d) show quality results of detecting errors that
violate FD-synthesis (FD with learnt programmatic relationship via program synthesis).
Compared to FD results in Figure 4.12(a) and 4.12(b), the quality of FD-synthesis is sub-
stantially better. Figure 4.13, and 4.15 show example Wikipedia tables that are detected to
be in violation of FD-synthesis relationships. Note that the explicit programmatic relation-
ships not only ensures high quality error-predictions, but also enables exact repair (through
generative program synthesis).
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Figure 4.15: Real error fromWikipedia detected by FD-Synthesis. Value “Mr Gay Honkong”
should be “Mr Gay Hong Kong”, based on programmatic relationships with “Hong Kong”.
Misspelling Outlier Uniqueness FD
Online prediction 2.8 s 132 ms 113 ms 392 ms
Offline training 3.1 hrs 2.3 hrs 2.6 hrs 5.9 hrs
Table 4.3: Efficiency analysis for different error types.
4.4.4 Efficiency Analysis
As noted in Section 4.2.3, UniDetect has an expensive and offline “learning” component
that performs hypothesis testing on a large corpus, and an online prediction component
that only needs to perform lookup. Table 4.3 reports the average execution time for offline-
training (on a production MapReduce-like cluster), and online-prediction (for a table with
1000 rows and 5 columns, on a Windows Server with 192GB memory and 2 Intel Xeon
E5-2650L CPUs).
Overall we can see that the online prediction part is efficient and can typically respond
within a few seconds (Misspelling is the slowest since it needs to compute N2 pair-wise Edit-
distances). The offline training part typically takes hours to finish, but these are executed
as overnight batch jobs and only need to be refreshed periodically.
4.5 Related Work
Error detection vs. Error repair. We in this work focus on automatic error-detection,
which is orthogonal to and one step before error-repair that has a long and fruitful line
of research. Influential methods in error-repair include minimality-based [74, 101], Holo-
Clean [245], as well as many other novel methods (e.g. [56, 97, 98, 295], etc.).
In the following we will review existing error-detection methods by types of errors. The
authors in [54, 146] give excellent surveys of recent error-detection methods.
Numeric outliers. Hellerstein [146] proposes to use the metric of MAD (median ab-
solute deviation) from robust statistics to detect outliers in numeric data. There is a large
literature on non-parametric outlier detection in databases [60, 133, 144, 146, 151, 169],
which differ in aspects such as metrics used and application scenarios.
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Spelling mistakes. Existing commercial systems such as Paxata [30] and OpenRe-
fine [28] employ fuzzy-group-by to cluster together values in the same column that are
syntactically close. Users are then expected to inspect the clusters to determine true mis-
spellings. Spellers from commercial search engines [7, 19] are also relevant efforts.
Constraint violations. Existing methods detect likely violations of uniqueness [108,
146], FD constraints [70, 159, 131, 171], and other types of logic-based constraints [91, 96],
mainly leverage the idea that constraints that almost hold are likely violations. While this
is clearly useful, we show in UniDetect how such intuitions can be further improved in a
data-driven manner.
Pattern-based error detection. Existing systems such as Trifacta [47], Power BI [32]
and Talend [41] all have predefined regex-like patterns to recognize common data types
(e.g., IP addresses, emails, etc.). When most values in an input column conform to known
patterns while a small fraction of values do not, the non-conforming ones can be flagged
as errors. Potter’s Wheel [242] infers patterns from a given column based on minimum
description length (MDL). Auto-Detect [153] uses large corpus and PMI to learn pattern
incompatibility, which is consistent with and can be derived from the LR scores.
Other error-detection methods. There are a number violations that are not studied
in this work, including more general forms of constraints (CFD [75], DC [96], etc.). As we
discussed some of these are hard to automate as they tend to be highly specific to data sets






Entity matching (EM) [93] is the task of finding different records that refer to the same real-
world entity. For example, consider two restaurant tables A and B in Figure 5.1. Although
record a1 and record b1 do not match exactly, they refer to the same real-world restaurant.
EM has numerous applications in data science. Data scientists can use it to clean a customer
table by detecting duplicate customers, to construct a 360-degree view of customers by
linking multiple customer tables, or to conduct a market analysis by comparing the same
product across different websites.
EM can be viewed as a Machine Learning (ML) problem, where the goal is to build an ML
model which takes a record pair as input and returns either a positive label (matching) or a
negative label (non-matching). However, building an ML model that solves the problem well
could take data scientists a lot of time. They need to perform manual tuning and selection
at several steps, such as what features to include, how to process the features, which model
to select, and how to set hyperparameters for the model. As will be shown in Section 5.2,
every one of these decisions could have a big impact on the final EM model performance.
There is a huge search space for data scientists to explore in order to find the optimal ML
pipeline for EM.
Automate Model Development for EM. Recently, the ML community has put a sig-
nificant amount of effort into automating ML model development, including automated fea-
ture engineering, automated model selection, and automated hyperparameter tuning (see
a recent book [157] for a comprehensive survey). One crucial question but has not been
answered yet is whether AutoML can be used to automatically develop an EM model which
outperforms a human developed model.
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ID Name Address City Type
a1 arnie mortons of chicago 435 s. la cienega blv. los angeles american
a2 arts delicatessen 12224 ventura blvd. studio city american
a3 fenix 8358 sunset blvd. west hollywood american
a4 restaurant katsu 1972 n. hillhurst ave. los angeles asian
ID Name Address City Type
b1 arnie mortons of chicago 435 s. la cienega blvd. los angeles steakhouses
b2 arts deli 12224 ventura blvd. studio city delis
b3 fenix at the argyle 8358 sunset blvd. w. hollywood french (new)
b4 katsu 1972 hillhurst ave. los feliz japanese
Table A: Restaurants in Data Source A
Table B: Restaurants in Data Source B
Figure 5.1: An example of matching restaurant data (4 matching pairs: (a1, b1), (a2, b2),





























Candidate pairs Unlabeled data
ID_Left ID_Right Name_Left Name_Right ...
1 1 arts delicatessen arts deli ...
2 2 fenix fenix at the argyle ...
3 3 restaurant katsu katsu ...
... ... ... ... ...
ID_Left ID_Right Name_Space_Jaccard Name_ExactMatch label
1 1 0.333 0 ?
2 2 0.25 0 ?
3 3 0.5 0 ?







ID Name Address ...
1 arts delicatessen 12224 ventura blvd. ...
2 fenix 8358 sunset blvd. ...
3 restaurant katsu 1972 n. Hillhurst ave. ...
... ... ... ...
Table A Table  B
ID Name Address ...
1 arts deli 12224 ventura blvd ...
2 fenix at the 
argyle 
8358 sunset blvd.,w. ...
3 katsu 1972 Hillhurst ave. ...
... ... ... ...
Figure 5.2: An illustration of model development for entity matching.
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We find that a general-purpose AutoML tool cannot be directly applied to solve an EM
problem because it requires the input to be feature vectors rather than raw record pairs.
We explore the solution for extracting features and discuss how to use AutoML techniques
effectively for EM. We call our approach AutoML-EM and compare it with two state-of-the-art
EM systems, Magellan and DeepMatcher. Our study leads to two surprising findings.
• Finding 1. AutoML-EM achieves an average improvement of 5.8% in F1-score over
human developed models on a variety of benchmark datasets. This finding is derived
from the comparison with Magellan, the state-of-the-art entity matching system. Both
Magellan and AutoML-EM are based on non-deep-learning models[81, 213]. The differ-
ence between the two systems is that Magellan keeps humans in the loop and provides
detailed how-to guides to help data scientists to build and tune an EM model step
by step, while AutoML-EM keeps humans out of the loop and leverages cutting-edge
AutoML techniques to automatically finds an optimal ML pipeline for EM. Finding
1 suggests that we need to rethink the role of human in the EM model development
stage.
• Finding 2. Non-deep-learning based EM models can achieve comparable or even bet-
ter performance than deep-learning based EM models. This finding is derived from
the comparison between AutoML-EM (with random forest models) and DeepMatcher,
the state-of-the-art deep learning based EM system. As AutoML and deep learning
technologies are both continuously evolving at a fast pace in the machine learning
community, it is unclear how the comparison result between the two will change in
the future. But at this point, data scientists should keep both of AutoML-EM and
DeepMatcher in their toolbox.
Automate Data Labeling under Active Learning. Even if we know how to train a
good model automatically, in practice, another labor intensive part of EM is data labeling.
Data labeling has been known as a fundamental problem for decades. In response, active
learning is widely adopted in the EM literature to select training examples to label effectively
[129, 59, 252, 212, 207, 89, 66, 238]. Active learning is an iterative data labeling framework.
At each iteration, it uses the current model to decide which record pair to label next to
maximize the labeling benefit, then asks humans to label it, and finally retrains the model on
the updated training data. End-to-end EM solutions, such as Corleone [129], Magellan [235],
and Dedupe [13], provide the data labeling components and the associated example selectors
for effective labeling. Therefore, when building an AutoML solution for the EM problem,
it is also critical to consider the compatibility and possibility of AutoML-EM in the active
learning setting, where the number of labeled data is usually small.
A naive way is to collect human labels via active learning and run AutoML-EM directly on
these human labels. Our idea is to augment human labels with free machine-inferred labels
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(short as machine labels) and then run AutoML-EM on a mix of human and machine labels.
This idea works because more labels often lead to better AutoML models. We leverage self-
training to collect machine labels. We call this approach AutoML-EM-Active, a framework that
integrates active learning, self-training, and AutoML in an EM machine learning pipeline.
Self-training is a simple semi-supervised learning approach that gives labels for free. There
are certainly other approaches that can be used to infer labels, such as transitivity [282],
labeling function [243, 274, 77], clustering [92], and label propagation [312]. The purpose
of our study is to show the possibility of this hybrid approach. Due to the ubiquitous use
of active learning in EM, we believe that it is promising to explore how to combine active
learning with other automated data labeling approaches in the future.
This work makes the following contributions:
• We propose AutoML-EM, an AutoML-based approach to automate model development
for EM, and propose AutoML-EM-Active, a new framework that integrates the data
labeling component to the AutoML-EM pipeline.
• We study in-depth how AutoML-EM helps users build an ML pipeline effectively and
automatically. We validate that AutoML-EM-Active is promising to further improve EM
results in the active learning setting.
• We show that AutoML-EM can automatically develop much better models thanMagellan,
and reach or exceed the performance of DeepMatcher on a variety of EM benchmark
datasets.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 5.2 justifies why AutoML
is needed for EM. Section 5.3 describes how to customize the general-purpose AutoML for
EM, and Section 5.4 discusses our AutoML-EM-Active framework. Experiments are presented
in Section 5.5, followed by related work (Section 5.6).
5.2 Why AutoML is Needed for EM?
In this section, we introduce the background knowledge of EM and then discuss the moti-
vation in detail.
5.2.1 Entity Matching
The input of an entity matching problem is either one table or two tables. The goal is to
find all pairs of records in one table or between two tables that refer to the same real-world
entity [93]. Entity matching consists of two phases:
Blocking. There are |A| × |B| pairs of records to be compared potentially. To avoid the
quadratic complexity of comparing all pairs, the blocking phase aims to quickly remove
obviously non-matching pairs [224], and generate a small set of candidate pairs for the
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ΔF1 = 10.08%
Figure 5.3: Tuning Random Forest
ΔF1 = 13.99%
Figure 5.4: Tuning Feature Selection
ΔF1 = 1.17%
Figure 5.5: Tuning Data Scaling
Figure 5.6: The effect of tuning parameters for ML pipeline components.
matching phase. One common idea is to divide data into a set of blocks and assume that
the record pairs between two different blocks are non-matching and thus can be safely
pruned. For example, we can put the restaurants with the same city attribute into the same
block, and generate the candidate restaurant pairs by enumerating every pair of records
within each block.
Matching. The matching phase aims to develop the prediction model, which takes a can-
didate pair as input and predicts whether they are matching or non-matching. Figure 5.2
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illustrates the model development process. Data scientists typically need to do four tasks:
data labeling, feature engineering, model selection, and parameter tuning. In data labeling,
they need to construct a training dataset using active learning or random sampling. In
feature engineering, they need to extract features from a record pair, perform data prepro-
cessing like imputing missing values, handling imbalanced data, and feature preprocessing
like feature selection, etc. In model selection, they need to decide which model is most
suitable for her EM task. In parameter turning, they need to tune hyper-parameters (e.g.,
the number of trees in a random forest, the kernel in SVM) in order to get the best model
performance.
Here, we focus on the matching phase and treat blocking as an orthogonal problem.
Evaluation Function. The evaluation function takes an ML pipeline as input and outputs
an evaluation score on the test dataset. The higher the score, the better the pipeline. F1
Score is a standard evaluation metric for EM. It is defined as the harmonic mean of Precision
and Recall:
F1 Score = 2 · Precision · Recall
Precision + Recall ,
where Precision is the ratio of correctly identified matches to all identified matches and Recall
is the ratio of correctly identified matches to all true matches in the data. We use F1 Score
for evaluation throughout the paper.
5.2.2 Why AutoML?
Finding a good ML pipeline is challenging due to the large search space, i.e. the possible
ways to assemble an ML pipeline. For example, for the feature preprocessing component
alone, scikit-learn [229] provides tens of methods, where each has several parameters to
tune. On the other hand, a good selection of methods and parameters can help improve
prediction results.
In the following, we first examine whether parameter tuning matters for EM and then
show that the search space is too large for humans to tune manually, which justifies the
need of using AutoML for EM.
Parameter Tuning Matters for EM. We chose an EM benchmark dataset, called Abt-
buy, which is a product matching dataset described in Sec 5.5. We trained with 4/5 data,
evaluated with the rest 1/5 data, and reported F1 Score.
• Tuning Random Forest. We trained a random forest model with the default settings
in Scikit-learn [229]. After that, we selected a hyperparameter from the model, called
max_features, which represents the maximum number of features to check when
searching for the best split. If it is set a large (small) value, the model will have an
overfitting (underfitting) issue. We varied max_features from 5 to 70, and computed
the F1 Score of the model w.r,t, each max_features value. Figure 5.3 shows the result.
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AutoML Components and Search Space







Figure 5.7: Search space of AutoML.
We can see that max_features affects the model performance a lot. The F1 Score
difference between the best max_features and the worst max_features is 10.08%.
• Tuning Feature Selection. We next examine how the number of selected features may
affect model prediction accuracy. We adopted the SelectPercentile function in scikit-
learn to select features. This function with the default setting ranks features based on
the ANOVA F-value score and selects the top-k features with the highest scores. We
varied k from 5 to 70, and computed the F1 Score of the random forest model w.r.t.
each k on the Abt-buy dataset. The result is shown in Figure 5.3. Like the previous
experiment, we can see that the number of selected features had a big impact on F1
Score, resulting in a F1 Score gap as high as 13.99%.
• Tuning Feature Scaling. Standardization, which rescales features with statistics, is a
common data preprocessing step in machine learning. We chose the RobustScaler
function in scikit-learn to scale data since it is robust to outliers. It has a parameter
called q_min, representing the first quantile in the interquartile range. Having a
different q_min value leads to a different distribution of the rescaled feature. We
varied q_min for RobustScaler from 0 to 50, and trained a random forest with
rescaled features. The result is shown in Figure 5.5. While the impact of this parameter
is not as big as the previous two, it can still lead to ∆F1 Score = 1.17%.
Although there is a big gap on F1 Score between tuning and not tuning parameters, there
has been little research effort in the EM literature devoted to this issue. From a practical
point of view, however, data scientists have to address this issues in order to achieve the
best EM model.
Search Space is Too Large to Tune Manually. One may think that it is possible to
manually try out each possible pipeline along with associate parameters and select the one
that achieves the best F1 Score. Unfortunately, this is impossible since the number of possible
pipelines (i.e., the search space) is huge. Figure 5.6 only shows three components with three
parameters. It has already had a big search space, i.e., |max_features| ∗ |k| ∗ |q_min| =
70 ∗ 70 ∗ 50 = 245000. If we consider all the components in a typical AutoML system as
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shown in Figure 5.7, the search space will get much bigger. For example, there are nearly
twenty functions in the single feature preprocessing module. There are over ten different
models in the model selection module. Each model can be associated with more than ten
parameters. Tuning these parameters not only requires high expertise for ML models, but
also careful examination through the model documentation and setting up a parameter
tuning algorithm like random search.
5.3 Enable AutoML for EM
In this section, we present how to enable AutoML for EM. We starts with an introduction
of the AutoML process, and then discuss how to effectively extend AutoML to solve an EM
problem. We call our approach AutoML-EM.
5.3.1 AutoML Process
The key idea of AutoML is to treat model development as a search problem. Given a train-
ing dataset and a validation dataset, AutoML aims to automatically find an ML pipeline
that is executed on the training dataset and produces a model that achieves the highest
performance on the validation dataset. To achieve this, AutoML first constructs a search
space that contains a large number of ML pipelines, then defines an evaluation metric (e.g.,
F1 Score) to measure how good an ML pipeline is, and finally applies a search algorithm to
find the best ML pipeline automatically.
Search Space. AnML pipeline a set of steps of how to process the data and train the model.
For example, auto-sklearn [122, 123] defines an ML pipeline as a sequence of four parts: data
preprocessing → feature preprocessing → model selection → associated hyperparameter
settings for the selected methods. For each component, several functions and associated
parameters are for options. Figure 5.8 shows a toy auto-sklearn pipeline example. We can
see that two functions are applied in data preprocessing, where the associated parameters
are ‘weighting’ and ‘mean’, respectively.
Search Algorithm. Given a search space, an evaluation metric, and a time budget, the
goal of a search algorithm is to find the best possible pipeline (e.g., with the highest F1 Score
on the validation set) in the search space within the time budget.
The pipeline searching is the most challenging part of AutoML. A lot of research efforts
have been devoted to solving this problem [69, 157, 299]. TPE [69] and SMAC [156] are the
state-of-the-art search algorithms. Their basic idea is to iteratively build a surrogate model
and use it to guide the search process. For example, SMAC builds a random forest to predict
the F1 Score for a given ML pipeline. At each iteration, it uses the random forest model to
predict the F1 Scores for a sample of pipelines and selects the most promising pipeline (i.e.,
























Figure 5.8: An example ML pipeline generated by auto-sklearn.
get the actual F1 Score and updates the surrogate model accordingly. This process will be
repeated until the time is used up.
5.3.2 AutoML-EM Feature Generation
We find that existing AutoML tools cannot be directly applied to EM because they require
the input to be numerical feature vectors rather than textual record pairs.
Let r denote a record with m attributes A1, A2, · · · , Am. Let r[Ai] denote the value
of the record on attribute Ai. Given a record pair (r1, r2), the goal is to convert it to a
numerical feature vector [f1, f2, · · · , fn]1. Magellan proposes an idea to solve the problem
(Table 5.1). In the following, we will explain how it works, then identify the issue of using
it for AutoML, and finally present our approach AutoML-EM.
Similarity Function. A similarity function quantifies the similarity between two strings
(or numbers or boolean values). There are two types of similarity functions.
A token-based similarity function, denoted by (simfunc, tokenizer), applies a tokenizer
to split each string into a token set and computes the similarity between the two token
sets. For example, consider a similarity function (Jaccard, space). To compute the similarity
between “new york" and “new york city", we split each string by space and get two token sets,





1Similarity joins convert each record (rather than each record pair) to a vector and then compute vector
similarity to find matching record pairs. However, as shown in prior work, they are not as effective as
model-based methods [174].
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2 (Levenshtein Similarity, N/A)
3 (Jaro Distance, N/A)
4 (Exact Match, N/A)
5 (Jaro-Winkler Distance, N/A)




8 (Levenshtein Similarity, N/A)
9 (Needleman-Wunsch Algorithm, N/A)
10 (Smith-Waterman Algorithm, N/A)
11 (Monge-Elkan Algorithm, N/A)
12 (Cosine Similarity, Space)
13 (Jaccard Similarity, Space)




16 (Levenshtein Similarity, N/A)
17 (Monge-Elkan Algorithm, N/A)
18 (Cosine Similarity, Space)
19 (Jaccard Similarity, 3-gram)




23 (Levenshtein Similarity, N/A)
24 (Exact Match, N/A)
25 (Absolute Norm, N/A)
26 Boolean (ExactMatch, N/A)
Table 5.1: Magellan feature generation process.
A non-token-based similarity function, denoted by (simfunc, N/A), directly computes the
similarity between two strings, thus it does not need a tokenizer. For example, consider a
similarity function (Levenshtein Distance, N/A). The Levenshtein distance between “new yrk"
and “new york" is 1 since it needs at least 1 edit (insertion, deletion, or substitution) to
transform from “new yrk" to “new york".
Magellan Feature Generation. Now we present how the Magellan feature generation works.
Magellan defines six data types (see Table 5.1). For example, an attribute is 1-to-5-Word String
if the average number of words of each string in that attribute is within the range of (1, 5].
Given a record pair (r1, r2), for each attribute Ai (i ∈ [1,m]), Magellan first checks Ai’s
data type and then gets a list of corresponding similarity functions from Table 5.1. Using
each similarity function, Magellan computes the similarity value between r1[Ai] and r2[Ai].
For example, if Ai is a 1-to-5-Word String data type, there will be 8 corresponding similarity
functions to this data type, so in total, 8 features will be generated w.r.t. Ai for (r1, r2).
Limitations of Rule-based Feature Selection. Magellan pre-defines heuristic rules to
generate features. However, these rules have two limitations.
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2 (Levenshtein Similarity, N/A)
3 (Jaro Distance, N/A)
4 (Exact Match, N/A)
5 (Jaro-Winkler Distance, N/A)
6 (Needleman-Wunsch Algorithm, N/A)
7 (Smith-Waterman Algorithm, N/A)
8 (Monge-Elkan Algorithm, N/A)
9 (Overlap Coefficient, Space)
10 (Dice Similarity, Space)
11 (Cosine Similarity, Space)
12 (Jaccard Similarity, Space)
13 (Overlap Coefficient, 3-gram)
14 (Dice Similarity, 3-gram)
15 (Cosine Similarity, 3-gram)




18 (Levenshtein Similarity, N/A)
19 (Exact Match, N/A)
20 (Absolute Norm, N/A)
21 Bool (ExactMatch, N/A)
Table 5.2: AutoML-EM feature generation process.
First, they choose similarity functions based on the average number of words. For ex-
ample, if an attribute has the average number of words larger than 10, it will be marked as
Long String and can only use (Cosine Similarity, Space) and (Jaccard Similarity, 3-gram) to generate
two features. While these two similarity functions are suitable for long strings, there could
be some short strings in the attribute for which other similarity functions (e.g., (Levenshtein
Distance, N/A)) are more suitable.
Second, these cut-off points are not adaptive to data context. That is, no matter which
dataset is given and how dirty it is, the cut-off points are always the same. For example,
maybe for one dataset, the optimal cut-off should be (Single-Word, 1-to-5-Word, 5-to-10-Word,
> 10 words), but for another, the optimal cutoff could be totally different, e.g., (1-to-2-Word,
2-to-8-Word, 8-to-15-Word, > 15 words).
AutoML-EM Feature Generation. To overcome these limitations, we remove these pre-
defined rules from our feature generation process. Our philosophy is to generate as many
as possible features and then delegate the feature processing part to AutoML. Table 5.2
shows how the AutoML-EM feature generation process works. For Number and Bool, AutoML-
EM generates the same set of features as Magellan, but for String, AutoML-EM always uses all
of Magellan’s similarity functions to generate features regardless of string length.
For example, given a record pair (r1, r2) with four attributes, suppose their data types
are Single-Word String, Single-Word String, Long String, Long String. Magellan generates 6 + 6 +




























Figure 5.9: An illustration of self-training.
experiments, we run AutoML on the feature vectors generated by AutoML-EM and Magellan,
respectively, and the results show that our approach performs much better.
5.3.3 AutoML-EM Model Selection
In terms of model selection, Magellan provides several popular models at hand such as
decision tree, random forest, SVM, and logistic regression, and allows user to train all these
models simultaneously with their default hyperparameter settings. The user can compare
the evaluation score of each model on the validation dataset and select the model with the
highest evaluation score. However, hyperparameter tuning often has a big impact on model
performance. The model that performs the best with the default hyperparameter setting
may not perform the best after hyperparameter tuning.
In AutoML, model selection is coupled with hyperparameter tuning. It aims to select
the model that performs the best with the optimal hyperparameter setting. A general-
purpose AutoML tool’s model repository includes tens of models, which are included in the
pipeline search space by default. AutoML-EM is motivated by the consideration that not all
the available models are necessary to be equipped for solving the EM problem. The more
unnecessary models we include, the more deceleration of the optimization speed. Should we
only include a few promising models to shrink search space and accelerate convergence or
include as many models as possible for the best possible performance?
In our AutoML solution, we only include the random forest in the model repository. The
reason is that random forest has been consistently observed as the most performing one for
structured data [113]. We conduct an experimental study in the experiment to understand
the effectiveness of this idea in different settings. So far, we have customized an AutoML
solution for EM.
5.4 Enable Data Labeling for AutoML-EM
In this section, we first illustrate why it is a good idea to combine self-training and active
learning for random forest model, and then describe how AutoML-EM-Active works.
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Self-Training. As mentioned previously, we consider how to make the AutoML solution
works better under active learning and integrate the data labeling to the AutoML-EM pipeline
as well. Our idea is to get free labels with self-training. Self-training is a semi-supervised
learning algorithm. It leverages both labeled and unlabeled data to train a model. The
following shows its procedures:
1. Train a model on labeled data
2. Use the model to predict unlabeled data
3. Add a sample of unlabeled data with high confidence to the labeled data
4. Retrain a model on the new labeled data
Figure 5.9 illustrates an example. The left sub-figure shows the initial model built us-
ing labeled data (a positive point and a negative point). Self-training uses the model to
predict each unlabeled point. The right sub-figure shows that self-training selects two new
positive/negative points, respectively. Unlike active learning which selects the points close
to the decision boundary, the points selected by self-training are far away from the decision
boundary to ensure high confidence. A new model is retrained using a mix of two given
labeled points and four newly inferred labeled points.
Active Learning vs Self-Training. A random forest model consists of a collection of
decision trees, where each tree is trained using a sample of training data and a sample of
features. To make a prediction on an unlabeled pair, the random forest model first obtains
the prediction of each decision tree and then combines them (e.g., using majority vote) to
get the final prediction.
Figure 5.10(a) illustrates a simple random forest model, which consists of two decision
trees, Tree1 and Tree2. Given a record pair, Tree1 (Tree2) predicts it as matching if the jaccard
similarity of their name (address) attribute values is larger than 0.7 (0.8); otherwise, it is
non-matching.
As shown in Figure 5.10(b), Tree1 and Tree2 divide all possible record pairs into four
regions. For each record pair,
• if it falls into R1 (f1 > 0.7 and f2 > 0.8), then Tree1 and Tree2 both predict it as
matching;
• if it falls into R2 (f1 ≤ 0.7 and f2 > 0.8), then Tree1 (Tree2) predicts it as matching
(non-matching);
• if it falls into R3 (f1 > 0.7 and f2 ≤ 0.8), then Tree1 (Tree2) predicts it as non-matching
(matching);
• if it falls into R4 (f1 < 0.7 and f2 < 0.8), then Tree1 and Tree2 both predict is as
non-matching.
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Figure 5.10: An illustration of active learning vs self-training using a random forest model.
Algorithm 5: AutoML-EM-Active
Input: Unlabeled record pairs U , labeling budget B
Output: A model M
1 T = Initial training data randomly drawn from U ;
2 Ask humans to label T and set b = |T |;
3 Remove T from U ;
4 M = Train a model on T ;
5 while b ≤ B and U 6= φ do
6 Apply M to each record pair in U and get the label confidence score of each pair;
7 ac_batch = Select a batch of record pairs from U with the lowest label confidence
scores;
8 Ask humans to label ac_batch and set b + = |ac_batch|;
9 st_batch = Select a batch of record pairs from U with the highest label confidence
scores and trust their predicted labels;
10 Add ac_batch and st_batch to T ;
11 Remove ac_batch and st_batch from U ;
12 M = Retrain a model on T ;
13 return AutoML-EM model trained with collected labels
R1 and R4 are high-confidence regions since Tree1 and Tree2 make consistent decisions
while R2 and R3 are low-confidence regions since the decisions made by Tree1 and Tree2
are inconsistent. Therefore, self-training selects unlabeled record pairs from R1 ∪R4, while
active learning selects unlabeled record pairs from R2 ∪R3.
AutoML-EM-Active. Algorithm 5 shows the pseudo-code of our hybrid active learning and
self-training approach. Initially, AutoML-EM-Active asks humans to label a sample of record
pairs and trains an initial model. Then, it gets into the iteration stage. At each itera-
tion, AutoML-EM-Active applies the current model to the unlabeled data and gets the label
confidence score of each unlabeled record pair. The larger the score, the more confident
the inferred label. Let |ac_batch| (|st_batch|) denote the batch size of active learning (self-
training), respectively. Like active learning, AutoML-EM-Active selects a set of |ac_batch| un-
labeled record pairs that have the lowest confidence scores and asks humans to label them.
Like self-training, AutoML-EM-Active selects a set of |st_batch| unlabeled record pairs that
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Type Dataset Training Size Test Size # Attr.
Easy & Small
BeerAdvo-RateBeer 359 91 4
Fodors-Zagats 757 189 6
iTunes-Amazon 430 109 8
Easy & Large DBLP-ACM 9890 2473 4
DBLP-Scholar 22965 5742 4
Hard & Large
Amazon-Google 9167 2293 3
Walmart-Amazon 8193 2049 5
Abt-Buy 7659 1916 3
Table 5.3: EM datasets.
have the highest confidence scores and add these record pairs along with their inferred la-
bels to the training data. AutoML-EM-Active retrains a model using the new training data.
This iteration process repeats until the budget is exhausted or the unlabeled data is empty.
Remarks. (1) AutoML-EM-Active is more general than active learning. This is because active
learning can be seen as a special case of AutoML-EM-Active when the self-training batch size
is set to zero, i.e., |st_batch| = 0. (2) Let α denote the percentage of the number of matching
pairs in the initial training data T . To avoid the concept drift issue [126], we need to ensure
that α keeps roughly the same between before and after adding st_batch to T . This can be
achieved by choosing α · |st_batch| matching pairs and (1−α) · |st_batch| non-matching pairs
at each iteration of self-training.
5.5 Experiments
We conduct extensive experiments on real-world benchmark EM datasets to evaluate the
performance of AutoML-EM and compare it with state-of-the-art EM solutions. In the follow-
ing, we first describe our datasets and settings in Section 5.5.1, followed by an end-to-end
performance evaluation in Section 5.5.2 and a detailed performance analysis of AutoML-
EM in Section 5.5.3. In the end, we investigate whether AutoML-EM-Active (by plugging
self-labeling into the active learning process) outperforms the case where the self-labeling
process is absent in Section 5.5.4.
5.5.1 Datasets and Settings
Datasets. We conduct extensive experiments to examine the performance of AutoML-EM
and AutoML-EM-Active on a variety of EM benchmark datasets.
• BeerAdvo-RateBeer is a beer dataset with 450 record pairs (68 positive) and four
attributes: beer name, brew factory name, style, ABV (Alcohol by Volume).
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• Fodors-Zagats is a restaurant dataset with 946 record pairs (110 positive) and six
attributes: name, address, city, phone, type, and category code.
• iTunes-Amazon dataset includes 539 record pairs of songs (132 positive) with song
name, artist name, album name, genre, price, copyright, time, released attributes.
• DBLP-ACM is a publication dataset with 12363 record pairs (2220 positive), including
paper title, author and venue attributes.
• DBLP-Scholar is also a publication dataset with 28707 record pairs (5347 positive)
and attributes: title, authors, venue, and year.
• Amazon-Google is a software product dataset with 11460 record pairs (1167 positive)
and three attributes: product title, manufacturer, and price.
• Walmart-Amazon is an electronic product dataset with 10242 record (962 positive)
and product name, category, brand, model number, and price attributes.
• Abt-Buy is also a product dataset with 9575 record pairs (1028 positive) and three
attributes: product name, price, and long text descriptions.
All of these datasets have been evaluated in previous work [213, 175]. We categorize
them into three types: easy and small, easy and large, hard and large. Following the setting
of [213], we further split the training set to 4:1, using the 80% for training and the rest 20%
for validation. Table 5.3 shows a summary of the datasets.
AutoML-EM is our AutoML solution customized for EM. It is equipped with our feature
generation approach (see Table 5.2) and random forest as the selected model. AutoML-EM is
built upon an existing general-purpose AutoML tool, which is capable of searching for the
optimized ML pipeline given a search space. The input, output and the goal of the exist-
ing AutoML tools are basically the same. In our experiments, we use auto-sklearn [122], a
popular open-sourced automated machine learning python toolkit, as our default tool and
evaluate our techniques. There are alternative tools for options, written in other program-
ming languages or based on other algorithms, such as Auto-Weka [270], TPOT [45]. A data
scientist can easily tailor these tools for AutoML-EM configurations.
Experimental Settings. Our experiments were run on a Ubuntu 16.04 server with Intel
Xeon E7-4830 v4 (2.00GHz) CPU and 960GB memory. For the training process, except
otherwise stated, we set the default running time of auto-sklearn to 3600s. We use one hold-
out method for model validation. We choose F1 Score as the evaluation metric as defined in
Section 5.2.2.
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Dataset Magellan AutoML-EM ∆ F1 Score
BeerAdvo-RateBeer 78.8 82.3 +3.5
Fodors-Zagats 100 100 +0
iTunes-Amazon 91.2 96.3 +5.1
DBLP-ACM 98.4 98.4 +0
DBLP-Scholar 92.3 94.6 +2.3
Amazon-Google 49.1 66.4 +17.3
Walmart-Amazon 71.9 78.5 +6.6
Abt-Buy 43.6 59.2 +5.3
Average 78.1 83.9 +5.8
Table 5.4: An end-to-end comparison between Magellan and AutoML-EM. The performance
numbers of Magellan are copied from [213].
5.5.2 End-to-end Performance
We compare the end-to-end performance of AutoML-EM with the state-of-the-art EM ap-
proaches, where Magellan is based on non-deep-learning models, while DeepMatcher is based
on deep learning models.
Magellan[235] is the state-of-the-art learning-based end-to-end EM system on structured
data. It keeps the developer in the loop in every step and provides guidance for developing an
end-to-end EM solution, including blocking algorithms, feature manipulation, and matching
models. As this paper is focused on the matching step, we assume that the blocking step
is the same for all methods and chose the matching benchmark datasets to compare the
matching components of different methods.
EM-Adapter [204] is a concurrent work also leveraging AutoML for EM task. The main idea
is on the feature generation part. They use pre-trained language models such as BERT to
create embeddings for EM task and then feed it to AutoML for classification. We treat it
as a deep learning based baseline.
DeepMatcher [213] is the state-of-the-art deep learning-based solution customized for EM
problem. It processes the text content with NLP techniques like embeddings and summa-
rizations, and trains RNN model for prediction. Due to the use of deep learning, it often
performs well on textual data.
We compared the F1 Scores of AutoML-EM, Magellan, EM-Adapter and DeepMatcher on eight
EM datasets. Our goal is to answer the following two questions.
Can AutoML-EM beat human? To answer this question, we compare the models auto-
matically generated by AutoML-EM with the ones manually developed by Magellan. Table 5.4
shows the result. Note that the F1 Scores of Magellan was copied from [213]. We can see
that AutoML-EM improved human-developed models by an average F1 Score of 5.7%. On
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Dataset EM-Adapter DeepMatcher AutoML-EM
BeerAdvo-RateBeer 68.42 72.7 80.9
Fodors-Zagats 97.78 100 100
iTunes-Amazon 85.25 88 95.7
DBLP-ACM 97.40 98.1 98.4
DBLP-Scholar 92.92 94.7 94.6
Amazon-Google 66.10 69.3 63.8
Walmart-Amazon 54.42 66.9 79.9
Abt-Buy 67.86 62.8 58.1
Table 5.5: Comparison of AutoML-EM with DeepMatcher and EM-Adapter.
some datasets, the performance gain is quite significant. For example, the ∆F1 Scores be-
tween AutoML-EM and Magellan on iTunes-Amazon, Amazon-Google, Abt-Buy datasets are
8.8%, 17.3%, and 14%, respectively. The gain mainly comes from automated feature engi-
neering and hyper-parameter tuning. These results validated the point that AutoML-EM can
automatically develop a much better model than the model developed by humans using
Magellan.
Can AutoML-EM beat deep learning? To answer this question, we compare the models
automatically generated by AutoML-EM with the deep learning models generated by Deep-
Matcher and the EM-Adapter approach. Table 5.5 shows the result. Note that the F1 Scores of
DeepMatcher were copied from [213]. The F1 Scores of EM-Adapter were collected by running
the approach using the same AutoML setting2. We can see that AutoML-EM outperformed
DeepMatcher and EM-Adapter on structured datasets like BeerAdvo-RateBeer, DBLP-ACM,
Fodors-Zagats, and iTunes-Amazon. These results were consistent with the results in the
previous paper [213] that traditional machine learning models perform better on structured
data.
A surprising new finding is that AutoML-EM (with random forest models) achieved com-
parable performance with deep learning models on text data. For example, Amazon-Google
and Abt-Buy are product datasets that contain very long text description attributes. Unlike
Magellan which performed much worse on these datasets, we can see that AutoML-EM per-
formed only slightly worse than DeepMatcher even if DeepMatcher used complex NLP models
and captured semantic synonyms. AutoML-EM even outperformed DeepMatcher with a large
margin on Walmart-Amazon dataset due to the rich feature set.
It is worth noting that AutoML-EM had this major improvement over Magellan on tex-
tual data because it produced more features for long strings (please compare Table 5.1




Magellan AutoML-EM ΔF1 
Score# Feature Fscore #Feature Fscore
BeerAdvo-RateBeer 36 81.3 87 82.3 +1.0
Fodors-Zagats 37 100 123 100 +0
iTunes-Amazon 30 88.1 155 96.3 +8.2
DBLP-ACM 18 98.3 89 98.4 +0.1
DBLP-Scholar 18 92.6 89 94.6 +2.0
Amazon-Google 21 62.9 72 66.4 +3.5
Walmart-Amazon 32 66.2 106 78.5 +2.3
Abt-Buy 15 48.1 72 59.2 +11.1
Figure 5.11: Comparing the F1 Scores of AutoML with Magellan vs AutoML-EM feature gen-
eration methods.
other extra benefits of using traditional ML models including shorter training time and
interpretability [261].
Takeaways. AutoML-EM can beat human-developed models by an average F1 Score of 5.7%
and reach or exceed the performance of deep learning models not only on structured data
but also on textual data.
5.5.3 AutoML-EM Analysis
In this section, we decompose and analyze the benefits of AutoML-EM by answering three
questions:
• Does the AutoML-EM feature generation approach lead to better results? (sec:C-Q1)
• Does AutoML-EM with the random forest model selected produce comparable results
with all models selected? (sec:C-Q2)
• In the resulting pipeline of AutoML-EM, does module, such as data preprocessing and
feature preprocessing, contribute to the improved models? (sec:C-Q3)
Effectiveness of Feature Vector Generation
We compared our feature generation process against the features generated by Magellan
library, i.e., Table 5.1 vs Table 5.2. Specifically, we leveraged Magellan and AutoML-EM to
convert record pairs to feature vectors, respectively, and then ran AutoML (no model se-
lection) on both feature-vector tables and compared the results.
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Dataset Model Space Validation Score on Time Constraint Test Score on Time Constraint
60 300 600 1200 2400 3600 6000 8400 60 300 600 1200 2400 3600 6000 8400
BeerAdvo-RateBeer
all-model 93.6 95.9 97.2 97.9 100 100 100 100 80 80.3 76.5 80.8 72.8 79.3 77.5 78.8
random forest 92.9 98.6 98.6 99.3 100 100 100 100 78.8 81.4 81.5 78.3 79.5 80.9 79.8 78.9
Fodors-Zagats
all-model 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
random forest 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
iTunes-Amazon
all-model 96.4 96 99.2 100 100 100 100 100 96 96.1 97.9 94.9 95.1 96.4 96.5 94.5
random forest 97.2 98.4 99.2 100 100 100 100 100 95.3 95.5 94.9 96.9 96.5 95.7 96.4 97.8
DBLP-ACM
all-model 98.5 98.5 98.6 98.7 98.9 98.9 98.9 98.9 98.4 98.4 98.4 98.4 98.5 98.4 98.5 98.4
random forest 98.7 98.7 98.7 98.7 98.9 98.8 99 99 98 98.2 97.9 98.1 98.3 98.1 98.2 97.9
DBLP-Scholar
all-model 94.5 94.5 94.6 95 95.1 95.2 95.4 95.5 94.2 94.2 94.4 94.8 95 95 95.3 95.2
random forest 94.5 94.6 94.6 94.7 94.9 94.9 94.9 95.0 94.2 94.3 94.5 94.3 94.6 94.6 94.4 94.5
Amazon-Google
all-model 56.0 56.3 56.3 57.4 61.5 60.2 62.2 63.4 60.4 60.7 58.1 60.0 64.0 63.2 63.6 63.4
random forest 56.1 57.1 59.7 61.7 62 61.8 62.6 63.1 60.1 61.5 61.9 65 64.9 63.8 64.7 64.6
Walmart-Amazon
all-model 78.2 78.2 78.8 79.2 82.1 83.5 83.6 83.9 78.2 78.2 78.6 77.2 79.1 78.6 79.8 80
random forest 78.2 78.9 79.2 79.3 81.4 80.3 80.5 81.3 78.2 79.2 78.6 78.6 79 79.9 78.9 79.6
Abt-Buy
all-model 53.9 54.2 55.2 58 60.5 60.9 62.1 61.8 54.6 54.6 55.3 57.5 59 56.5 57.7 58.5
random forest 55 59.1 60.8 62.2 62.8 62.6 63.5 63.2 55.9 56.1 56.9 58.9 58.8 58.1 58.7 57.8
Figure 5.12: Model Selection for AutoML-EM. The darker the cell color, the higher the F1
Score.
Figure 5.11 shows the number of generated features, F1 Score on test data, and the
improvement achieved by the AutoML-EM feature generation approach. We can see that the
AutoML-EM feature generation approach performed better on all the datasets. The reason is
that the AutoML-EM feature generation approach conveyed more information and its AutoML
component can automatically select good features and process them in a reasonable way.
It is worth noting that Magellan’s performance got improved after applying AutoML by
comparing with Table 5.4. Thus, there is no need to use Magellan’s manually pre-defined
rules for these datasets.
Takeaways. It is recommended to use all similarity functions (rather than manually select
them based on string length) to generate feature vectors.
Effectiveness of Model Selection
Our second idea of optimizing a general-purpose AutoML tool for EM is to shrink the
model selection space. We hope to accelerate convergence speed and consequently allow the
search algorithm to find a good ML pipeline in a shorter time. For comparison, we run two
methods. i) all-model represents AutoML with the original model repository provided by the
library. Auto-sklearn builds in tens of common models such as AdaBoost, Naive Bayes, and
Decision Trees. ii) Random Forest represents AutoML with only the random forest model
selected.
Figure 5.12 shows how both validation and test scores changed as the time constraint
increased. To compare all-model and random forest, our main focus is on the validation score
because this is what AutoML tries to optimize. The test score is shown for reference purpose
only.
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We have the following observations. 1) For all the datasets and both methods, the
longer the running time, the better the validation score (there were small variations due to
the randomness of auto-sklearn over different trials). For example, for the Amazon-Google
dataset, AutoML-EM only has an F1 Score of 56.1% when running for 60s, but achieved 62%
with 2400s running time. 2) random forest converged faster and achieved better validation
scores when time constraints were shorter. For example, for the Abt-Buy dataset, including
all-models takes 6000s to achieve 62% F1 Score but it only takes 1200s to achieve 62% F1
Score for AutoML-EM with random forest model. all-model ended up with higher validation
scores because of the larger search space. This indicated that there were other better models
for each dataset. For example,
Takeaways. The model selection customization should be considered if the model is not
running hours long, otherwise AutoML with full model space is preferable.
AutoML-EM Pipeline Ablation Analysis
It is well recognized that hyperparameter tuning is an effective way to improve the model
performance. Thus, in this experiment, we put our focus on the other two modules (data
preprocessing and feature preprocessing).
To verify whether a module truly contributes to the final result, we did ablation exper-
iments on the resulting pipeline of AutoML-EM. We selected the two most difficult datasets
because there is a big performance gap between using and not using AutoML techniques.
We followed the same setting as before: 3/5 for training, 1/5 for validation, and 1/5 for
testing, and trained AutoML-EM for one hour to get a resulting pipeline. We reported the
F1 score on the validation set after disabling data preprocessing and feature processing for
the random forest model, respectively.
For example, consider an example pipeline generated by AutoML-EM in Figure 5.13. To
disable its preprocessing module, we set rescaling:__choice__, balancing:strategy
to none. Similarly, we can set preprocessor:__choice__ to no_preprocessing to disable
data preprocessing module.
Figure 5.14 shows the result. We can see that AutoML-EM with all modules performed
the best on both datasets. Excluding data preprocessing and feature preprocessing modules
leads to model performance degrading. For example, after excluding data preprocessing, the
F1 Score dropped from 63.7 to 60.1 on the Amazon-Google dataset, and dropped from 63.9
to 56 on the Abt-Buy dataset. This result indicates that data preprocessing is an effective
module for the two datasets. The F1 Score continued to drop after excluding the feature
preprocessing module but not as dramatic as excluding data preprocessing. Please note
that the purpose of this experiment is not to show that data preprocessing is more effective
than feature preprocessing. We are sure that there will be cases where feature preprocessing
plays a more important role.
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Pipeline{
 'balancing:strategy': 'weighting', 
    'rescaling:__choice__': 'robust_scaler',
    'rescaling:robust_scaler:q_min': 
        0.19454891546620004,
'rescaling:robust_scaler:q_max': 
        0.9194022794180152,
    'preprocessor:__choice__': 
        'select_percentile_classification', 
    'preprocessor:select_percentile_classification:percentile': 
        55.84285592896699,
    'preprocessor:select_percentile_classification:score_func': 
        'f_classif',
    
    'classifier:__choice__': 'random_forest',
    'classifier:random_forest:bootstrap': 'True', 
    'classifier:random_forest:criterion': 'gini', 
    'classifier:random_forest:max_depth': 'None',
    'classifier:random_forest:max_features': 
        0.9008519355763185,
    'classifier:random_forest:max_leaf_nodes': 'None',
    'classifier:random_forest:min_impurity_decrease': 0.0,
    'classifier:random_forest:min_samples_leaf': 2,
    'classifier:random_forest:min_samples_split': 6,
    'classifier:random_forest:min_weight_fraction_leaf': 0.0,
   'classifier:random_forest:n_estimators': 100,
    }
Figure 5.13: Example AutoML-EM pipeline.
Dataset AutoML-EM (Excluding DP and FP)
AutoML-EM 
(Excluding DP) AutoML-EM
Amazon-Google 59.3 60.1 63.7
Abt-Buy 55.7 56.0 63.9
Figure 5.14: AutoML-EM validation F1 Score by excluding modules (DP = Data Preprocessing,
FP = Feature Preprocessing).
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Takeaways. In the resulting pipeline of AutoML-EM, both data preprocessing and feature
preprocessing modules contribute to the improved models.
5.5.4 AutoML-EM-Active Evaluation
In this section, we aim to validate if AutoML-EM-Active is effective in the active learning
setting for EM. Specifically, we compare the case where self-training is added as described in
5.5.4 and the case where only active learning is performed. We compare the two approaches
under different parameter settings as described below. AutoML-EM-Active targets to improve
model performance by labeling more data points with no extra human cost.
Parameters
Initial training data size: Initial training data is a random sample from the whole dataset.
It is essential to have a good initial model for both active learning and self-training. We
experiment on three values for initial data size, i.e., 30, 100, and 500, standing for small,
medium, and large initial training data.
Active-learning batch size (ac_batch): Active learning batch size is the uncertain examples
labeled at each iteration. This is the only human cost. We experiment on three values: 2, 8,
and 20.
Self-training batch size (st_batch): We select a fixed batch of confident data examples for
label inference. We experiment on four values: 0, 20, 50, and 200. Note that when st_batch
is 0, it is equivalent to AC.
We run both approaches for 20 iterations. A data scientist can customize the cut-off
condition based on the labeling budget.
Evaluations
Recall that there are three types of datasets here: easy & small, easy & large, hard & large.
For the easy datasets, a few iterations of active learning can already return a very good
model. Here we only evaluate with the two most difficult datasets (Amazon-Google and
Abt-Buy).
Our approach is called AutoML-EM-Active, which run AutoML-EM on both active learning
and self-training labels. We call the baseline approach AC + AutoML-EM, which is to run
AutoML-EM on the active learning labels only.
We first examine how effective self-training is to AutoML-EM. We varied the number of
active learning labels and compared the test F1 Score between AutoML-EM-Active and AC +
AutoML-EM (init= 500 and st_batch= 200). Figure 5.15 shows the comparison results. We can
see that AutoML-EM-Active significantly outperformed AC + AutoML-EM. For example, when
the number of active learning labels is 160, AutoML-EM-Active had an F1 Score of 56.5 while
AC + AutoML-EM’s F1 Score is 41.6. This result validated the effectiveness of self-training.
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Dataset Method
# of Active Learning Labels
40 160 400
Amazon-Google
AC + AutoML-EM 32.8 41.6 48.3
AutoML-EM-Active 50.1 56.5 54.8
Abt-Buy
AC + AutoML-EM 34.0 39.7 45.2
AutoML-EM-Active 42.8 45.1 52.9
Figure 5.15: Comparing the test F1 Score between AutoML-EM and AC + AutoML-EM under
different labeling budgets (init = 500 and st_batch = 200)
Dataset Method init = 30 Init = 100 init = 500
Amazon-Google
AC + AutoML-EM 47.6 48.1 48.3
AutoML-EM-Active 32.3 53.5 54.8
Abt-Buy
AC + AutoML-EM 48.2 43.2 45.2
AutoML-EM-Active 45.2 53.1 52.9
Figure 5.16: Comparing the test F1 Score between AutoML-EM and AC + AutoML-EM under
different initial training data size (ac_batch = 20 and st_batch = 200).
We next examine the impact of the initial training size (init) on AutoML-EM-Active’s
performance. We varied init and compared the test F1 Score between AutoML-EM-Active and
AC + AutoML-EM. The results are shown in Figure 5.17. We can see that when the initial
training data size is large (i.e., init = 100 and 500), the label inference accuracy is high, so
that AutoML-EM-Active helped to improve the active learning process effectively. When init
= 30, the initial model is of very low quality. In this situation, self-training should not be
applied since it will infer many wrong labels.
Finally, we did experiments to explore how the number of inferred labels affect the
results. We evaluated the test F1 Score of AutoML-EM-Active by varying the self-training
batch size (st_batch). Figure 5.17 shows the result. Note that when st_batch = 0, since there
is no labels inferred in this situation, AutoML-EM-Active (st_batch = 0) is equivalent to AC
+ AutoML-EM. From the figure, we can see that as st_batch increased, AutoML-EM-Active’s
performance got improved, but the improvement could get less and less. For example, on
the Amazon-Google dataset, F1 Score was increased by 53.6% - 48.7% = 4.9% when st_batch
was increased from 20 to 50 but it only increased by 54.8% - 53.6% = 1.2% after increasing
from st_batch = 50 to 200.
Dataset AC + AutoML-EM
AutoML-EM-Active
st_batch = 20 st_batch = 50 st_batch = 200
Amazon-Google 48.3 48.7 53.6 54.8
Abt-Buy 45.2 45.2 46.8 52.9
Figure 5.17: Comparing the test F1 Score between AutoML-EM and AC + AutoML-EM under
the self-training batch size (st_batch) (init = 500 and ac_batch = 2).
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Takeaways. Self-training effectively improves AutoML-EM in the active learning setting if
the initial training size is not very small (e.g., init > 100).
5.6 Related work
ML model development for EM: In addition to Magellan [235] and DeepMatcher [213],
there are some other recent efforts to study how to develop an ML model for EM. For
example, DeepER [115] proposed an end-to-end deep learning solution for EM. As shown
in [213], it is subsumed by the deep learning design space used by DeepMatcher. Auto-
EM [308] leverages transfer learning to reduce data labeling cost, which is orthogonal to
our work. To the best of our knowledge, we the first to study how to automatically build
an ML model for EM using AutoML.
Active learning for EM: There is a long history [59, 252, 238, 207] of applying active
learning to the EM problem to reduce the human labeling cost. The focus is to get a good
model with as few labels as possible. While we also use active learning, our focus is not to
invent a better query strategy for active learning, but to explore how promising to combine
active learning with self-training for EM.
Semi-supervised learning for EM: Semi-supervised learning falls between supervised
learning and unsupervised learning, targeting at the scenario where only a small amount
of labeled data and a large amount of unlabeled data are available. It enlarges the labeled
dataset given the unlabeled dataset. There are many algorithms have been developed in
the ML community [311]. To the best of our knowledge, there is only one paper [168] that
studied applying self-training for EM. But we have seen that self-training alone is hard
to get a competitive model for hard EM datasets. Our point here is to strengthen active
learning with self-training. We leave studying other label inference approaches as future
work.
Data labeling with weak supervision: Weak supervision approaches proposed to adopt
labeling functions (specified by the user [243] or iteratively learned from data [274]) to
construct a noisy training dataset, and then train a noise-tolerant model. Unlike these
works, we study how to combine self-training and active learning for EM.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Directions
Data preparation is a fast-growing research area and continues to attract attentions. Well
prepared data is the foundation to meaningful analysis and successful predictions with
machine learning models. Diverse data sources and advanced techniques will continue to
provide new opportunities. In this chapter, we summarize the research presented previously
and discuss some future directions.
6.1 Summary of the Thesis
In this thesis, we focus on three important data preparation scenarios, i.e. data enrichment,
data error detection, and entity matching, and leverage statistical analysis techniques to
automate them.
• We first studied data enrichment. In specific, we studied a novel problem called
CrawlEnrich. We proposed the SmartCrawl framework, which progressively selects
a set of queries to maximize the local database coverage. The key challenge is how
to select the best query at each iteration. We started with a simple query selection
algorithm called QSel-Simple, and found it ineffective because it ignored two key
factors: the impact of ∆D and the top-k constraint. We theoretically analyzed the neg-
ative impacts of these factors, and proposed a new query selection algorithm called
QSel-Est. Our detailed experimental evaluation has shown that (2) the biased esti-
mators are superior to the unbiased estimators; (1) QSel-Est is more effective than
QSel-Simple in various situations; (3) SmartCrawl can significantly outperform
NaiveCrawl and HiddenCrawl over both simulated and real hidden databases;
(4) SmartCrawl is more robust than NaiveCrawl to data errors.
• We proposed UniDetect, a unified approach to error detection that leverages a large
corpus of tables. And we demonstrate that this framework can be instantiated to
handle four seemingly disparate yet common classes of errors.
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• We finally studied how to automate entity matching model development with AutoML.
We justified why AutoML is needed for EM, and proposed AutoML-EM, a customized
AutoML solution tailored for EM. We sudied how to make AutoML-EM work in the
active learning setting and proposed AutoML-EM-Active, a hybrid framework to combine
active learning self-training for AutoML-EM. We conducted extensive experiments on
eight real-world datasets. The results showed that i) AutoML-EM outperformed human-
developed models by a large margin; ii) AutoML-EM reached or exceeded deep learning
models even on textual data; iii) AutoML-EM-Active is a more effective framework than
AC + AutoML-EM when the initial training size is not very small.
6.2 Future Directions
Besides direct extensions of our current research mentioned in the thesis, there are some
important directions worth continuous exploration.
• Data Collection. As the starting point of the data science life-cycle. Empowering
data scientists with the easy access to high quality data sources is critical. Except
for techniques like CrawlEnrich, questions to be further explored are: What are the
possible sources to collect data in practice? What are the possible ways to increase the
number of data sources? Is there any data sources overlooked? How can we provide
easy access to these kinds of data? Can we improve the quality of returned data by a
collection method?
• Data Pipeline Generation. The main reason that data preparation is so labour-
intensive is that the potential search space that a data preparation pipeline covers
is so large that only human with proper knowledge can do it in an effective way. For
example, for error detection only, there are tens of detection algorithms targeting at
different types of errors, not mentioning other components. Inspired by the concept
of machine learning pipeline, which defines a series of processing methods for feature
engineering, model selection and hyperparameter tuning, it is worthwhile to explore
what the pipeline will be like for data preparation and how to assemble and evaluate
such a pipeline.
• Data Preparation Platform and Infrastructure: With the emergence of data science,
building tools with real impact and users is an urgent and critical topic for data
management researchers. Machine learning tools like Scikit-Learn, TensorFlow and
PyTorch largely made model development easier for developers. Data preparation,
the prerequisite of trustworthy and accurate models, remains a complex problem. The
complexity is from many aspects, such as the scope of processing operations and the
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